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THE MAP OF SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
A Devastating Decade

INTRODUCTION

The complex, multi-layered conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic (Syria) started with peaceful anti-government protests in March 2011. Against the backdrop of the Arab Spring, protesters rose against the high rate of unemployment, corruption, police brutality, and the lack of political freedoms. The protesters also called for an end to the state of emergency that had been in effect since 1963. According to Human Rights Watch the human rights situation in Syria was among the most deplorable in the world. Amnesty International also claimed that Syrian authorities had used torture and enforced disappearances for decades as tools to suppress dissent. Many of the victims we interviewed for this report provided accounts of the Syrian government’s widespread use of unlawful force against protesters.

Syrian state security forces responded to the protests with violence, including by armed force. Tensions escalated quickly, and more and more people took to the streets demanding the resignation of President Bashar al-Assad. The government’s large-scale violence against initially peaceful protesters pushed the opposition forces to take up arms in July 2011. By the summer of 2012, the protests had escalated into full-scale armed conflict. Eventually it transformed from a domestic to...
an internationalised armed conflict, drawing in multiple external actors, including Iran, Turkey, the United States (US), and Russia.

This protracted war has left the country in ruins and had a devastating impact on its population of 22.5 million. The war drew in not only key regional actors, but also military-political alliances and global powers. Global radical extremist groups readily used the conflict to promote their ultra-radical ideologies. New groups making widespread use of prohibited methods of warfare and violence against the population also emerged. Subsequently, the United Nations (UN) and Russian Federation designated many of them as terrorist organisations. To this day, apart from terrorist groups, moderate armed opposition continues to confront Syrian government forces.

The Syrian conflict has become one of the largest humanitarian catastrophes in recent decades, involving large-scale human rights violations, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. Almost all the country’s residents have, to some degree, fallen victim. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights reported that around 585,500 people had died in Syria as of January 2020. The organisation itself had documented 380,636 deaths—of whom 115,490 are civilians and 21,949 are children under the age of 18.

More than 2 million Syrians have been permanently injured, while hundreds of thousands lived through sieges and hunger. Tens of thousands have been arbitrarily detained and subjected to the cruelest forms of torture or sexual violence. An estimated 88,000 civilians have died under torture in government detention centres and prisons. Tens of thousands have been forcibly disappeared or are missing, including 3,200 civilians and fighters abducted by the so-called Islamic State (IS); 4,100 members of the government forces; and more than 1,800 people abducted by armed...
extremist opposition groups for their support of the Syrian government. The conflict has led to one of the largest refugee crises in modern history. Over 5.5 million Syrians fled to neighbouring countries and some 6.1 million others were internally displaced. The majority of Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) were forced to move around on multiple occasions, from house to house, from town to town, to escape bombardments, sieges, and violence. On July 2, 2020, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) reported that there were 5,551,703 refugees in the region, of whom 2 million were Syrians registered by the UNHCR in Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, and Lebanon. The Turkish government announced that it has 3.5 million Syrians on its territory; by 2018 there were reportedly 789,465 Syrian refugees in Germany and more than 32,000 in North Africa. These are not exact figures, as a large number of refugees are not registered and many have settled in other countries.

---

12 “Nearly 585,000 people have been killed since the beginning of the Syrian Revolution,” Syrian Observatory for Human Rights press release, January 4, 2020, https://www.syriahr.com/en/152189/#:~:text=Nearly%20585%2C000%20people%20have%20been%20killed%20since%20the%20beginning%20of%20the%20Syrian%20Revolution,-On%20Jan%204%20text%3D%20Syrian%20Observatory%20for%20Human%20Rights%20has%20documented%20the%20death,1st%20of%20January%202020 (accessed November 16, 2020).


AIMS AND METHODOLOGY OF THIS REPORT

This report is the result of nearly two years of work by a group of Russian nongovernmental organisations and human rights defenders: Memorial Human Rights Center,¹⁶ Youth Human Rights Movement; Svetlana Gannushkina, chair of Civic Assistance Committee¹⁷ and Alexander Gorbachev, lawyer from Soldiers’ Mothers of Saint-Petersburg.

The aim of this report is to research and present to Russian readers an analytical document on violations of human rights and international humanitarian law (IHL) during the conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic. In general, we have the sense that Russian society (including, initially, the authors of this report) knows little about the situation in Syria and has so far received its information from state media, which focuses on civilian suffering at the hands of terrorists and armed anti-Assad opposition groups, but is silent about the Syrian government’s flagrant and systematic human rights violations and war crimes. For obvious reasons, official Russian media does not report on the victims and forced displacement of civilians resulting from Russia’s military actions in Syria.

We hope that anyone who follows the situation in Syria or wants to understand what is going on there will find the report interesting. However, it is of utmost importance for us, its authors, that it is read by as many people in Russia as possible.

¹⁶ The Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation has placed this organization in the “register of noncommercial organizations performing the functions of a foreign agent.”
¹⁷ The Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation has placed this organization in the “register of noncommercial organizations performing the functions of a foreign agent.”
During fieldwork, our monitoring group primarily aimed to interview ordinary Syrians who suffered from this war. We therefore interviewed people who used to live in Syria and witnessed or were subjected to abuses and human rights violations. Being unable to access Syria, we conducted our field research in Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey (twice), Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Russia between October 2018 and August 2019.

We also conducted interviews with Syrian experts, journalists, civil society members, and photographers who have been working in Syria since the start of the conflict. Overall, we conducted over 150 interviews.

Given the difficulties in access, limited time and resources, and language barriers, we were unable to equally cover all the violations committed by the different parties to the conflict. The largest number of first-hand accounts that we were able to gather pertain to abuses suffered at the hands of Syrian government forces and their allies, and armed opposition groups, including terrorist groups. The section on the US-led coalition’s flagrant human rights violations in Raqqa is largely based on secondary sources and detailed accounts by an activist from Raqqa who now lives in Turkey and two families living in Lebanon.

While conducting our research, we learned a lot about the Syrian conflict: its root causes, dynamics, and the conduct of its belligerents. Yet a single report cannot comprehensively cover several years of conflict. Instead, we chose to analyse the major human rights abuses and violations of international humanitarian law, and the main episodes of the conflict that vividly illustrate these violations and tell the real stories of people we talked to.

In order to corroborate witness testimonies, we also reviewed materials by various UN agencies, international nongovernmental human rights organisations, and humanitarian and medical groups that have been working in/on Syria for many years and use rigorous verification methodology. In several sections of our report, we included quite a lot of findings and evidence collected by these organisations during their field research not only to cross-check field information, but also to create a more complete picture of certain aspects of the war that we were unable to study ourselves. We wanted our readers to have a fuller picture of the key moments of the Syrian tragedy. However, we understand that this report contains multiple gaps and therefore wish to thank our more knowledgeable readers in advance for their comments and feedback.

We believe that this work’s greatest asset are the testimonies of ordinary people about what they saw and lived through. On how they identified
which country’s air force bombed them by the sound of warplanes; how they removed children from the rubble; how they burned tires trying to protect themselves from chemical attacks; how they made soup out of grass in cities starving under siege; how they staged theatre productions as bombs rained down on Aleppo; how they lived in basements; and how they found ways to help one another even when it looked like nothing could be done to help.

Unfortunately, the overwhelming majority of our interviewees do not see Russia as a saviour, but as a destructive foreign force whose military and political intervention helped bolster the war criminal heading their country. “Al-Assad would have been gone long ago if it had not been for Putin,” we repeatedly heard. Russia is also seen as directly responsible for flagrant violations of international humanitarian law. Some of the people we interviewed revealed that they or their loved ones had been victims of Russian bombings.

We are very grateful to the Syrian interviewees who agreed to tell us their stories and thus relive the horrors of those days. During our interviews, many broke down in tears while recounting their experiences; some had to repeatedly pause to regain composure before continuing.

We did not sense any hostility toward us: the interviewees seemed grateful that someone in Russia cared, that we travelled to hear their stories, to learn what they have gone through and bring their voices to Russian society. It was important to them that Russians learned their truth about this war.

Yet a few people did refuse to talk to us because we were Russian, and in Lebanon we were denied access to one camp because of refugees’ possible hostility toward us.

We felt both bitter and ashamed for how our Syrian interviewees view Russians. We really hope that Russian citizens will understand their responsibility for what is happening in their name in Syria. We also hope that civil society activists, journalists, independent experts, and Russian human rights defenders will pay more attention to the human rights situation in Syria so that Syrians can see not only Russia’s military presence, but also the solidarity of its compassionate citizens.
TEN DEVASTATING YEARS OF WAR
Syria is a large country in the Middle East, on the Mediterranean Sea. Syrian territories were the cradle of civilisation and over thousands of years were part of the most powerful empires in the world: the Caliphates, the Mamluk Sultanate, and centuries of the Ottoman Empire’s rule followed by the French Mandate for Syria after World War I. Syria established its present sovereignty only in 1963 when the Syrian Arab Republic (SAR) was formed. Since then, the socialist Ba’ath Party has played a key role in the country’s politics. Just eight years after the SAR was formed, in 1971, Hafez al-Assad became the country’s leader, and he remained in power for almost 30 years.

In 2000, new Syrian President Bashar al-Assad effectively inherited the presidency from his father. Lacking political talents, Bashar al-Assad, who had not even been initially viewed as a presidential candidate, could hardly hold on to power in the country with a multi-million population that was exhausted by poverty and the hypocrisy of its rulers.

The mass uprising that evolved into a civil war began in the city of Daraa in southwest Syria on March 15, 2011. This day came into history as the Day of Rage. Syrian security services detained teenagers who were accused of writing anti-government graffiti on fences and walls, leading to mass protests. During their detention, the teenagers were treated...
brutally and tortured. On March 18, following the weekly Friday prayer, several thousand protesters marched from al-Omari Mosque in Daraa, calling for the release of the children and for greater political freedom, and accusing government officials of corruption. Security forces opened live fire, killing at least four. The children, bruised and bloodied, were released after severe torture in detention. These events fanned the flames of popular anger. (For witness accounts about clashes in Daraa see the section on Daraa).

The incident in Daraa was officially attributed to local authorities’ excessive use of force. The governor and the governorate’s head of security services were removed from office. Nevertheless, the events there motivated protesters in other regions to replace slogans demanding reforms with calls for comprehensive regime change.

As demonstrations spread across the country, Syrian government forces—including the army and security services—began using lethal force against largely peaceful demonstrators. “Two guys were killed then. Wissam Ayyash and Mahmoud Jawabra. Mahmoud was around 20 and Wissam was about 27 or 28 years old. One was struck in the head, the other in the body. They died instantly," a witness who participated in protests told us. (For more information see the section on Daraa).

Syrian security forces also conducted mass arrests and subjected thousands to torture on suspicion of organising and participating in the protests. Unable to quell demonstrations, government forces escalated their crackdown and began launching military operations in protest areas.

---


19 Ibid.

20 Ibid.


as early as in April 2011 in Daraa, 25 May 2011 in Homs and Baniyas, 26 and August 2011 in Latakia. 27 This only intensified the nationwide protests.

With government forces expanding military operations, the residents of some neighbourhoods began organising themselves into local defence committees. As the conflict evolved, soldiers massively deserted the army to join the protesters. On July 29, 2011, a group of defectors from the Syrian army declared the establishment of the Free Syrian Army (FSA). 28 Various militias that had spontaneously formed in different cities joined them. (For witness reports on the formation of the FSA see the section on Homs).

In February 2012, government forces launched a major offensive using artillery fire against residential neighbourhoods in Homs and other districts that were under opposition control. 29 On March 22, 2012, the first documented helicopter attack took place on the city of Azaz in northern Aleppo governorate, according to Human Rights Watch. 30 By the end of May, helicopters were attacking opposition-controlled districts in northern Syria almost daily. 31 On July 24, 2012, the media reported the first jet strike on Aleppo. 32 By that time, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) had publicly concluded that the conflict in Syria amounted to a non-international armed conflict, meaning that international humanitarian law (also known as the laws of war) applied to its participants. 33

By July 2012, the conflict in Syria had entered a new phase. Armed

---

opposition groups strengthened their control over significant parts of northern Syria and carried out military operations in Damascus and Deir ez-Zor in the east.\textsuperscript{34} The high point of the opposition’s military action in Damascus, an operation called “Damascus Volcano and Syrian Earthquake,” saw an attack on the government’s National Security Service headquarters on July 18 which killed three high-ranking officials: Defence Minister Dawoud Rajiha, his deputy Assef Shawkat, and Assistant Vice President Hassan Turkmani.\textsuperscript{35} Media also reported that National Security Administration chief Hisham Ikhtiyar died on July 20 from wounds received as a result of the same explosion.\textsuperscript{36}

Following this attack, and with the increased presence of opposition fighters in some Damascus suburbs, the Syrian government deployed air, artillery, and infantry troops to certain districts of the capital and nearby towns.\textsuperscript{37} With heavy losses sustained in Damascus in July 2012, armed opposition groups concentrated their efforts in northern Syria, especially in Aleppo governorate. The conflict intensified, the war grew bloodier, new actors emerged, and whole areas of the country were captured in turns by various opposition groups (including radical extremists) and government forces.

Armed extremist groups—made up of local fighters as well as foreigners who came to Syria from around the world—did not fail to take advantage of the country’s situation. Many groups emerged, but the most powerful players were the so-called Islamic State (IS or Daesh, also known as ISIS) and Jabhat al-Nusra (also known as al-Nusra Front; both are designated as terrorist organizations banned in Russia). The relationships between the two groups were uneasy and sometimes even hostile. Al-Nusra was formed in January 2012 and publicly declared its fealty to al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri in a YouTube video posted in April 2012 (al-Qaeda is designated as a terrorist organization banned in Russia).\textsuperscript{38} In


late July 2016, the group changed its name to Jabhat Fateh al-Sham, and in January 2017 announced it was breaking ties with al-Qaeda and other opposition groups to form the new Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), which grew prominent in Idlib governorate (designated as a terrorist organization banned in Russia). For witness reports on how jihadist groups took control over cities and villages, organised their recruiting, and brought the local population under their sway see the sections on Raqqa, Aleppo, and Idlib).

The most notorious of the terrorist groups was the IS, which managed to establish its own quasi-state in parts of Syria and Iraq, declaring the city of Raqqa as its capital in July 2014. The self-declared “caliphate” survived for several years, which were nightmarish for those under its control.

In 2014, the international US-led coalition intervened in the Syrian war and began taking active military action against the IS in northern Syria. The Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) became their military allies on the ground as part of a local Kurdish-led military coalition (the Syrian Democratic Forces). They played a key role in fighting the IS over the years and in finally territorially defeating them in 2019.

Russia joined the conflict in September 2015. According to various reports, at that time, the Syrian government controlled only about 8–30 percent of the country. Russia cited counterterrorism as its official reason for intervention in Syria. This was due to the fact that starting from 2013, a few thousand Russian citizens of different ethnic backgrounds had joined armed groups fighting against Bashar al-Assad’s government in Syria. In March 2016, the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation declared that 3,417 Russian citizens had joined the IS and hundreds more were with other armed opposition groups. Before the 2014 Winter Olympic Games in Sochi, Russian security forces had not prevented citizens from traveling to Syria, hoping to get rid of radically inclined individuals within

---

a few months to ensure security during the games. This was especially true in the Northern Caucasus, a region which was at the time the area of active armed insurgency and is located in close proximity to Sochi.

After the departure of thousands of radicals from Russia, the Russian government had also issued amendments to the Russian Criminal Code in 2013 introducing harsher penalties for joining illegal armed groups, including on the territories of other states. The goal of this amendment was to prevent the return of Russian citizens who had joined terrorist organisations and armed groups outside of Russia. Later, Russian president Vladimir Putin stated openly that thousands of armed group members from the Northern Caucasus and Central Asia had congregated in Syria and thus it would be better to “eliminate them there rather than receive them here, with weapons in their hands.”

Experts, however, have cited other more prominent reasons for the Kremlin’s decision to intervene in this war: desire to consolidate support among Russian voters through a “short victorious war” against an undisputed enemy, the IS terrorist group; to enhance its influence in the Middle East; to protect its key regional ally Bashar al-Assad; to halt the wave of Arab revolutions; to maintain and expand its military presence in the country; to get access to Syria’s oil reserves; and to provide the Russian army with an opportunity to gain combat experience and test new weapons systems. On June 7, 2018, during a Direct Line broadcast, President Putin said that the Syrian operation had provided the Russian armed forces with unique military experience, calling it an “important and honourable mission, the goal of which is to protect Russia’s interests.” Russian intervention changed the situation on the ground.
In May 2017, negotiations between the Syrian, Russian, Turkish, and Iranian governments in Astana resulted in the establishment of four de-escalation zones in Syria. At a briefing in Moscow, Russian Deputy Defence Minister Alexander Fomin declared that the “implementation of the Memorandum on the ground will make it possible to separate the opposition from the IS and Jabhat al-Nusra terrorist groups, which are banned in our country. Safe, unhindered humanitarian access to de-escalation zones will be provided, which will make it possible to provide the population with food, medical, and other necessary aid. Furthermore, infrastructure in these zones, primarily water and energy supplies, will be restored. All this will create conditions for the safe, voluntary return of refugees and the internally displaced.” But the main element, Fomin stated, was that the “implementation of the Memorandum will make it possible to end the armed hostilities of the warring parties and stop the civil war in Syria.”

The largest de-escalation zone included Idlib governorate, northeastern parts of Latakia, the western districts of Aleppo governorate, and northern districts of the bordering Hama governorate. An estimated three million Syrians live in this zone. The second de-escalation zone was in northern Homs governorate; the third zone included Eastern Ghouta; and the fourth covered districts in Daraa and Quneitra governorates, along the border with Jordan. Russia, Turkey, and Iran were the guarantors of the safe zones. It was separately agreed that the war on terrorism would continue in the de-escalation zones.

In this report, we have described in detail how the Syrian government established control over the de-escalation zones in Eastern Ghouta, Homs, and southwest Daraa. Under the pretext of combat on terrorism, government troops—supported by Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS)—subjected these districts to large-scale bombardment resulting in countless civilian casualties and massive waves of forced displacement.
At the time of writing, Idlib remains the last de-escalation zone outside of Syrian government control. In April 2019, Syrian government forces, with Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) support, launched a military campaign with the aim of regaining control over this area. The second phase of this operation began in December 2019 and continued until March 2020. On February 28, 2020, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights verified that at least 1,750 civilians have been killed since April 2019, mostly due to bombings by Syrian government forces with the support of their allies. On January 30, 2020, media reported that government forces control 72.8 percent of the country, citing data from the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights.


GROSS VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN LAW
ARBITRARY DETENTIONS, TORTURE, AND ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCES IN DETENTION FACILITIES

Torture and inhumane treatment in prisons were among the instigators of the mass protests which later escalated to armed conflict in Syria. International law prohibits torture and Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “no one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”

In the course of our research, dozens of our interviewees recounted incidents of torture that they or members of their families had experienced in detention facilities. Torture was usually preceded by arbitrary arrest or abduction. Many of the people we interviewed mentioned that such violations also occurred in Syria before the war.

The evidence that we have gathered shows that violence in detention centres was an effective tool of repression and, in fact, a method of warfare widely used by the state, which is supported by the available data on the death toll among the prison population in Syria. Human Rights Watch in its World Report 2019 noted that over 90,000 Syrians had gone missing since 2011, mostly at the hands of government security forces.

Although all parties involved in the Syrian conflict have been responsible for arbitrary detentions, enforced disappearances, and abductions, the absolute majority of these were committed by the Syrian security forces, according to human rights defenders.

Neither our research nor any other investigations have managed to establish the precise number of prisoners who died in state-controlled detention facilities. In its report “Syria: Human slaughterhouse: Mass hangings and extermination at Saydnaya Prison, Syria,” Amnesty International stated that between 2011 and 2015 thousands of people were extrajudicially executed in Saydnaya Prison alone.

Some of our interviewees told us about detention facilities controlled by non-state armed groups (Free Syrian Army, Jabhat al-Nusra, the IS,
etc.), which means that arbitrary arrests and extrajudicial violence were not limited to the actions of the pro-government forces.\(^57\) The number of victims detained by various armed groups is hard to estimate, even roughly.

The Syrian government has consistently refused international humanitarian and medical organisations access to all places of detention. Moreover, the state is the only actor that can legitimately use violence, and, hence, the state should be held responsible for illegitimate, unwarranted violence. Therefore, this part of the report mostly focuses on what has been taking place in government-controlled detention facilities.

**Government-Controlled Detention Facilities**

According to the testimonies we collected, the government’s main “detention operators” included Military Intelligence, Air Force Intelligence, the Political Security Directorate, and the General Intelligence Directorate.\(^58\) The most frequently mentioned places of detention were police stations, Mezzeh Military Airport (Air Force Intelligence base in Damascus governorate), intelligence agency branches across Syria, as well as Saydnaya Military Prison (30 km north of Damascus), and Adra Central Prison in south Syria. Some of our interviewees also mentioned ad-hoc detention facilities.

The system of unlawful arrests and enforced disappearances follows the same pattern across the country: A person accused or suspected of supporting the opposition is arrested by security forces—at home, at work, at a checkpoint, or on the street—and taken to a local detention facility (police station, local branch of the intelligence agencies, ad-hoc facility). If they survive, they are eventually transferred to a military or civilian prison—sometimes days, weeks, months, or even years later. Frequently, for the duration of the detention, the locations of the prisoners are not disclosed to their families.

Many witnesses who were detained told us that they were taken into custody as part of mass arrests, and that security forces did not even attempt to establish their involvement in a crime.

A witness from Saraqib (Idlib governorate) told us about his arrest: “There were five of us. One guy was apprehended with me, three others managed
to flee. The one taken with me remains in prison. He is still in detention. For the first two months, we were together. Then, we got separated and I have not heard of him ever since.”

Another man, a student from Homs, told us:

“I was arrested at the university on November 6, 2011. [...] Six men grabbed me from the university’s yard and beat me with a nail-spiked baton. Our university has a student union sponsored by the Ba’ath Party. They collaborate with Shabiha [militias]. [...] They carry cold weapons and batons which they used to beat me. Then Air Force Intelligence took me to the al-Nabek police station. There were 40 of us, [around] 15 men per bus. From there, we were transferred to the Mezzeh Airport in Damascus. All of us were students. We were blindfolded. They kept us at the airport for about 48 hours. I was questioned four times. Finally, they accused us of organising demonstrations and forced us to sign confessions.”

Women were as likely to be detained as men. Some witnesses told us about children who had been detained, tortured, and even executed. B., a Damascus resident, described her detention by military police in the Qaboun neighbourhood, where she—then a 17-year-old girl—had been brought straight from school:

“During interrogations, they beat us with what I think was a metal pipe. Then we were taken back to our cells, where we stayed for another week. The interrogations that followed were quite different. They threatened to take our scarves off and rape us. They began touching us. It went on for two months. They demanded that we tell them everything.”

Another witness told our group about her brief detention at a security branch in Damascus. She shared a cell with several dozen other women, including a woman with a two-year-old daughter. The child was born in detention as her mother was pregnant at the time of her arrest.

Detention at intelligence branches lasted anywhere from several days to several months or even years, during which time prisoners—usually held without charges—were systematically beaten and tortured. After that, they were often transferred to military or civilian prisons, in many cases on the official grounds of their involvement with anti-government groups.

59 The Arab Socialist Ba’ath Party has long been the ruling party in Syria.
60 The term “Shabiha,” which literally means “ghosts,” refers to state-sponsored militias of the Syrian Government.
The majority of the victims we interviewed spent most of their time in detention at intelligence branches where executions and torture were commonplace. In a few cases, after months or even years of detention, some of them wound up in Adra civil prison, where conditions were better than in military and intelligence detention facilities.

A witness from the town of Sayyidah Zaynab in Rif Dimashq governorate said:

“After two months [of detention at Military Intelligence Branch 215 in Damascus], an officer called me out of a group of 12 men. We got dressed, were put in a car with our hands tied, and were brought to a military court where we were transferred into the custody of the military police. There was no actual court hearing. From there, we were taken to Adra Prison. For the first time in a long while, I saw sunlight. In Adra, life got easier: conditions were better, if you had money. We were undressed again. They burnt our clothes. The police examined us and separated the sickest; they were held separately. I was among the sick. They provided us with medical treatment in Adra.”

Roubah, a Syrian activist and psychologist, told our team about her work with prisoners in Adra Prison. She managed to gain access to the prison because her husband was detained there following his arrest for participating in protests. When Roubah visited her husband, she met with other inmates who had previously been imprisoned elsewhere, providing them with counselling and unofficially collecting information for her own research along the way. Such work would never have been possible at the detention centres run by intelligence forces.
Detention Conditions at Intelligence Branches and Military Prisons

Representation of the detention conditions in the Military Intelligence Branch 291 in Damascus.
Diagrams produced by SITU Studio and Forensic Architecture, an ERC-funded project / Human Rights Watch, 2012

International guidelines stipulate that accommodations for prisoners should meet a minimum floor space requirement, but do not define what this requirement is. In the above model, each prisoner is provided four square meters, a standard often used by the Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture.

“\[In Damascus,\] we saw everything, all the horrors. A hundred of us were kept in a 5x5 [metre] cell. At night, we took turns sleeping on our sides while some men stood. Then we would swap places. People went insane there, soiled themselves.”

—“Jawî,” who was detained for the second time in August 2011 and held for about 70 days, including about 40 days in Military Intelligence Branch 291, Human Rights Watch interviewed “Jawî” in Hatay, Turkey, on January 6, 2012

All the former detainees we interviewed provided similar descriptions of prison conditions: poor sanitation, overcrowded cells, and inadequate food, which resulted in prisoners starving for weeks and sometimes even months.

One man who was held at Military Intelligence Branch 291 in Damascus told us about detention conditions at the facility:

“In Damascus, we saw everything, all the horrors. A hundred of us were kept in a 5x5 [metre] cell. At night, we took turns sleeping on our sides while some men stood. Then we would swap places. People went insane there, soiled themselves.”

A former prisoner also spoke to us about her detention at Military Intelligence Branch 227 in Damascus, where she was taken after her arrest in 2012:

“Men were tortured much more [than women] and humiliated more often; they were stripped naked and left that way. They were stripped naked while being tortured, too. 300 people were kept in one cell […]. The food was bad
and got even worse with time. Men were given less food, sometimes one potato per several men [...]. When I was taken out of my cell, there were lifeless bodies lying on the floor, covered in blood and bearing marks of beating and torture. Lots of them were naked. I am not sure they were dead, but they showed no signs of life.”

The head of the Association of Detainees and Missing Persons in Saydnaya Prison (ADMS), Mounir al-Fakir, spoke to us about his two-year experience in this prison:

“Once the [prison] director came in and said, ‘If you have any comments about food or conditions, let me know.’ People started complaining. Only my friends and I remained silent. Later, those who complained were very brutally tortured. They [prison guards] were just bored, I guess. [...] Once a man suffering from diabetes told them he could not eat the rice he had been given and asked if he could be possibly given bulgur [cracked wheat]. He was brutally beaten and his cellmates were [nearly] deprived of food for a month. The man with diabetes eventually died.”

Mounir told us that, during his imprisonment, his weight decreased from 100kg to just 45kg. Extreme cold in prison cells during the winter and heat in the summer along with the absence of basic medical care resulted in huge mortality rates from infectious diseases. That, along with the use of torture on the great majority of prisoners, regardless of their gender or age, often with lethal outcomes, effectively turned state-controlled prisons into death factories.

Former inmates’ accounts of appalling detention conditions at government-controlled prisons lead us to an important conclusion: starvation and overcrowding were not a result of an underfunded penitentiary system in Syria, but rather a deliberate policy to inflict unbearable suffering or death on the prison population.
Torture and Executions in Government-Controlled Detention Facilities

Sketches of torture techniques described by numerous former detainees and defectors.
Human Rights Watch, 2012

Former prisoners and their relatives told us about the torture techniques used most frequently at state-controlled detention centres. Many of our interviewees described what appears to have been systematic and senseless beating of detainees upon their arrival to the Mezzeh Airport (a branch office of Air Force Intelligence) and Saydnaya Military Prison.

A former prisoner recalled his experience at Saydnaya Prison in his interview with our team:

“I was brought to Saydnaya along with 27 other detainees in a truck. We were taken to a room and were told to kneel with our faces to the floor. Then [soldiers] were ordered to take off our handcuffs and leave. Next, we were taught the prison rules: we had to kneel, faces down to the floor, when sitting; duck when walking; hold each other by the waist when moving together; and cover our eyes with our hands when walking. We were beaten as we were given those instructions. In other prisons, prisoners are beaten to extract information; in Saydnaya, it was torture for the sake of torture. [...] They hung us from the ceiling with our hands tied—and that was the easiest part. Other methods [of torture] included the German Chair: [a person’s] hands are secured behind [their] back, and with their legs tied to the legs of the chair, [they are] then forced to bend backwards. Many people had their spines broken this way and died. I was tortured this way too, and I lost consciousness twice.”
Guards would often come up with pretexts to use torture. Mounir al-Fakir, the head of ADMSP, said:

“If a person failed to hold out their bowl or remove it promptly during food distribution, the guards would order them to put their hands out through the bars and beat them with a hosepipe. If we refused to do so, the guards would call superior officers, open a cell, and beat the inmates inside. In some cases, people died as a result of that beating—not in my cell, but in the other ones.”

The most typical torture techniques described by our interviewees include beating with plastic hosepipes or metal pipes; electric shock torture; the “German Chair” technique; and the “tire method,” wherein a person is forced to bend over inside a very large tire and then beaten with heavy objects.

Many other interviewees also noted that, while torture in the custody of intelligence services had the practical purpose of extracting information, torture in places where supposedly confirmed criminals were held was used to make life unbearable for prisoners, intimidate them, and slowly kill them in the most brutal and painful manner.

Indeed, it appears that tens of thousands of people died or were killed in detention since the beginning of the conflict.

In January 2014, news outlets began reporting that a Syrian defector had left the country with over 50,000 pictures, including several showing the bodies of prisoners who had died in detention centres between May 2011–August 2013. During interviews with international lawyers and Syrian activists, the defector, codenamed “Caesar,” revealed that he was an official forensic photographer with the Military Police who “had personally photographed bodies of dead detainees and helped to archive thousands more” like them, according to Human Rights Watch. The exact purpose of the photographs is not clear, even to Caesar himself; they appear to have been part of government efforts to keep a record of those who died in detention centres since the start of the conflict. In a news interview, Caesar said that “the [government] documents everything so that it will forget nothing. Therefore, it documents these deaths… If, one day, cases are reopened, they’ll need them.”

---
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Caesar placed the images in the custody of the Syrian National Movement (SNM), an opposition group. In March 2015, the SNM passed the 53,275 files to Human Rights Watch. They stated that they were Caesar’s complete collection. In their report “If the Dead Could Speak: Mass Deaths and Torture in Syria’s Detention Facilities,” experts at Human Rights Watch reviewed tens of thousands of photos smuggled by Caesar and reported that the photos corresponded to the deaths of at least 6,786 detainees between May 2011–August 2013, according to statistics collected by the Syrian Association for Missing and Conscience Detainees (SAFMCD).64

Maryam Hallaq, a school principal from Damascus, holds a phone with a picture of her dead son Ayham who was identified among thousands of images in the Caesar Photographs.
All rights reserved to Maryam Hallaq.

We spoke to Maryam Hallaq, a school principal from Damascus and mother of a protester who disappeared in an intelligence branch in 2012. She told us that she found a photo of her son in the Caesar images:

“To learn the fate of my son—whether he was dead or alive—I had to go to a military court daily. For a year and five months, they told me, ‘We know nothing about the fate of your son.’ Then I was sent to [Military Intelligence] Branch 248 ... The Military Police gave me a request form. I had to write in my application, ‘I, mother of so-and-so, lost contact with my son two years ago, while the Syrian Arab Army was pursuing terrorists, armed groups, and other suspects, and since then, I have not been able to find him.’ But no clashes had happened at that time. Then you had to put a stamp on the application and take it to Tishreen Hospital. [...] I got a death certificate
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saying that my son had died of heart failure at a Military Intelligence branch—body number 320. I received nothing [even though] I requested his documentation and belongings. “But they said the Military Police had them. I was looking for his remains. They told me not to come back.”

In July 2018, the Syrian government updated civil registries to include death notices for hundreds of individuals who had been detained or disappeared by the government. Thus relatives of some of the victims were able to learn the date, place, and, occasionally, the official cause of death of their loved ones. Information about the burial place, however, was not communicated to families. None of our interviewees ever received remains of their dead family members. Even in the few cases when an official confirmation of death was provided to our interviewees, the cause of death most frequently read as “heart attack” or “stroke.” Research by human rights organisations and international bodies suggest that the bodies of prisoners who had been killed were buried in mass graves.

Unfortunately, Russian authorities do not see fit to use their influence on the Syrian government to identify the whereabouts of missing persons. In December 2017, the Working Group on the release of detainees/abductees and handover of the bodies as well as the identification of missing persons was established under the Astana Process. Its scope, however, is limited to the exchange of combatants and prisoners of war, rather than the release of detainees held by the Syrian government. The former UN Envoy to Syria, Staffan de Mistura, in his briefings to the UN Security Council in 2018 noted that there had been no significant progress in this group’s work. The new UN Envoy to Syria, Geir Pedersen, has made the issue of detainees a priority in his portfolio and has called for the unilateral release of detainees in Syria. Despite this, prisoner release has been very limited so far.

Prison as an Instrument of Corruption

Almost all the former detainees we interviewed told us they were released only after their families agreed to pay bribes to the officials or members of security forces to avoid further imprisonment. Families frequently paid large sums to middlemen who claimed, often falsely, they could provide information about the fate or whereabouts of their loved ones. Most of our interviewees who had been searching for missing relatives said they had been extorted for money in exchange for information.

Bribes could not be used to procure the release of someone in custody at any stage of the detention process. According to the testimonies we collected, bribes worked only for those who had undergone the “entire process” of detention transfer from a local intelligence branch to a civilian or military prison where they would be charged or sent to court.

A witness from the municipality of Qaboun recounted his experience in an interview with our team:

“After our civil court hearing, my brother—a minor—was immediately released, and we [the others] were transferred to the Adra civilian prison. There, we paid [a bribe] to be released while the court reviewed our cases. The trial went on and we regularly appeared in court. Thousands were detained—many, many people—and the government needed to filter out the least dangerous individuals.”

A female witness from Damascus shared a similar story:

“Mostly, people were released if they paid; they gave bribes or passed money through intermediaries or acquaintances. My mother paid 120,000 [Syrian pounds] given by our family members... It was a pure bribe... It was paid to get me out of custody. We then paid more money so that my case would not be sent to court... We simply paid money.”

If a case ever made it to court, judicial proceedings were purely for show. The defendants were asked if they understood the charges against them, ordered to leave their fingerprints at the bottom of black confession forms, and then released pending their next hearing. At this point, they could pay their way out of detention after suffering months (if not years) of torture in prison, and simply not show up to their upcoming hearing. After that, people often went into hiding, changed their place of residence, or fled the country. Apparently, apart from the financial gain from the release of detainees, authorities—particularly penitentiary authorities—achieved another goal: the broad dissemination of information about survivors’
terrible prison experiences, which served to sow and strengthen fear of detention among the wider Syrian society.

Many of our interviewees also mentioned other types of corrupt practices in prisons and intelligence branches, including payment in exchange for information about prisoners’ fates or for the opportunity to take a shower or buy cigarettes, food, hygiene products, medicine, etc. A former prisoner told us, “I had terrible pneumonia. My family must have somehow learned that I needed medication. They had tablets smuggled to me for US$2,000.”

**Detention Facilities Controlled by Other Parties to the Conflict**

Several of our respondents recounted their experiences in detention facilities controlled by armed opposition groups, such as the FSA, or the IS or other Islamist armed groups.

The witnesses who had lived in territories controlled by the FSA recalled judicial and penitentiary systems similar to those of a state.

We received accounts of formal “trials” of looters or government officials who wound up in FSA-controlled territory. Several of our interviewees also reported extrajudicial executions, but the information we gathered is insufficient to evaluate the scope of their use by the FSA.

A former member of the Free Syrian Army who fought near Daraa gave us his account of one such trial:

> “When a government official was caught, they were put on trial... Not in exact compliance with the constitution. But these were not Sharia courts; pan-Arab laws were key to the proceedings. The defendants had all rights to prove their innocence and call witnesses. The majority of the defendants were those who participated in killing [of protesters]—that was the main charge. [...] Most of them were not even executed; they were exchanged.”

According to a man from Darayya who witnessed similar proceedings: “People were tried under civil laws, mostly for looting. Local councils of non-FSA members, such as lawyers and ex-judges, were summoned to conduct judicial proceedings.”

Even less information is available on how formal justice proceedings worked in territories controlled by the IS and other radical armed groups. From the limited testimonies obtained, we can conclude that people were mostly arrested and detained in those areas on suspicions of espionage, murder, or dissent, or for the purpose of extortion.
The former head of the municipality in Idlib governorate, Osama Hussein, spoke to our team about the radical groups that controlled that area:

“*Their main idea was to abduct people for ransom. It was their main activity... One day, I was driving with my friend. He was with me, but they did not take him; they put me in the car boot. I do not know where they took me. It was an unfamiliar place... They put a bag on me, blindfolded me, tied my hands and legs, tied my arms to my legs. Then they put a bag on my head. I spent six days like that, including two days of interrogations. The interrogator was Jordanian, I guess. [...] They asked if I had links to Christian groups and if I had received money, because the project I was going to implement in my city, a reservoir, cost a lot. They wanted money.*”

A surgeon from Qaboun told us, “*The group Jaysh al-Islam had their own court, but they did not cut off people’s hands. Yet, they executed people, mostly for murder.*”

Ahmad, a journalist from Daraa, said, “*According to reports published by the IS, they used to cut a hand off for stealing, behead people for practicing witchcraft, and stone young women for having extramarital sex.*”

**Sexual Abuse in Detention Facilities**

Almost from the start of the revolution in 2011, the government and state-controlled militias have systematically used sexual violence as a method of torture against suspected opposition supporters. Sexual violence became an integral part of the Syrian government’s repressive mechanism and was instrumental in instilling physiological fear, suppressing any resistance, extracting information, and humiliating people, breaking their spirit.

One university student from Aleppo, who was arrested at the university campus along with her sister in 2014, told our team that she, as well as her sister, spent three months in detention at a local branch of the security services.

According to her testimony, the youngest female detainee at the detention facility was 17 years old and the eldest was 80. The two small women’s cells were so crowded that the inmates were forced to sleep in turns. It was only later that a third, larger cell was created for female detainees. There were around 70 women in total. Men were held in five cells, four small and one large. She told us that family members were kept in separate cells,
adding that she was also separated from her sister. From time to time, our witness heard her sister scream during torture, and once she caught a brief glimpse of her in the hallways. She was horrified by her sister’s appearance: she was barely able to walk, and her face and body were covered with marks of beating and torture. Another older woman, who had been a teacher, gave birth prematurely after she was beaten during questioning. The prisoners heard a newborn’s cry which was abruptly cut off, followed by a mother screaming, “Why did you kill my baby?!” The witness never saw this woman alive again. She added:

“I can’t forget the ringing sound that preceded the torture. There was such a ringing... After it, they used to take one of us to torment. This wait was terrifying. When you hear [the sounds of] someone being beaten, the wait is agonising because you know you could be next. Anyone who has ever suffered through this is half-dead.”

Sexual violence was used against women mostly to break their spirits, but also to pressure brothers, fathers, and husbands into surrendering, confessing to crimes, and providing certain information.

The same witness from Aleppo continued:

“The guards would stop by the men’s cell and say, ‘Today, I’ll take a woman and have fun with her.’ And they named the female relative of the man this message was addressed to! The inmate would start shouting, ‘Oh Allah! Fear Allah! What are you doing?’ Then the guards would step inside and beat him up. That was how they demoralised [prisoners]. […] My friend was stripped naked and humiliated in front of her brother and father to make them confess their links to the opposition. Men lost their morale in such circumstances. There was rape too.”

The abuse was not limited to detention facilities. Violations were also committed during military ground operations, at checkpoints, en route to detention facilities, and during raids on the homes of opposition supporters (actual or presumed), peaceful protesters, and members of the armed opposition.
Below is the story shared by Z. and her two daughters with our team:

Z. and her two daughters (one of whom was 16 at the time), who are now displaced, were arrested in their home city of Damascus in October 2011. All three of them had participated in peaceful demonstrations, but her youngest daughter wrote ‘liberty’ on a wall that day and someone reported them… The women were arrested and taken to the police station in the Qaboun neighbourhood of Damascus. There, Air Force Intelligence officers brutally beat them and shouted at them for going to demonstrations, saying it was a clear sign they had no men at home.

They were then taken to the Air Force Intelligence headquarters in Damascus, where the three of them were kept in a cold, damp 1.5 square metre cell. All their valuables were taken away from them. They were left alone for six days, with no food or water, and only a bucket in the corner for a toilet. Z. said that the non-stop cries of men being tortured were unbearable to hear and that the facility smelled of dead bodies and blood.

On the seventh day, Z. and her daughters were taken to interrogation, where they were beaten and verbally abused. As they had been given nothing to eat or drink for a week, they felt ill. When Z., asked if she could sit down because she felt faint, she was beaten with a metal pipe. They were demanded information about the organisers and participants of the demonstrations. This went on for two months, during which time they were kept in overcrowded and filthy cells. None of them were allowed to shower and they were given very little food, cooked with spoiled ingredients.

According to Z., men touched and harassed women, threatened to rape them, and sometimes stripped and subjected them to humiliating searches. Still, she believes that they were lucky, as they suffered only harassment and threats of rape. “The worst,” she said, did not happen.

Their relative M. was less fortunate. In the spring of 2015, she disappeared while out buying medicine. She was nowhere to be found. Several months later, she returned with bruises and cigarette burns all over her body. She said that government soldiers apprehended her and took her to “a branch on the outskirts of Qaboun, near Damascus.” Every evening, the soldiers would choose one or two female detainees to gang-rape. She died only 25 days after her return, “unable to cope with what had happened to her,” Z. said. She did not seek medical help and was afraid to leave home. Her husband and family turned their backs on her. Only her children supported her.
In the traditional and patriarchal parts of the Syrian society, sexual assault is considered an indelible disgrace. For this reason most victims choose to keep silent, fearing condemnation from their family and community. Many former female detainees, particularly victims of sexual violence, were rejected by their families.

A Syrian lawyer we interviewed who worked with many torture victims from Syrian detention facilities (mostly men) said that men were subjected to sexual violence no less than women. Since the beginning of the conflict, she interviewed 400 former male inmates from Saydnaya Prison, 100 of whom said they had been subject to different forms of sexual violence, including rape (with various objects). Men were stripped and forced to assume sexual positions, or to stand on their hands and knees while they were hit on their genitals and tortured with electric shock devices. These practices were used, to various extents, on almost all prisoners. Very few, however, are willing to testify. Haunted by awful memories of humiliation and tormented by the physical and psychological consequences of their abuse, many of these men took their trauma out on family members—usually their wives. Many of them did not dare tell their family members about what had happened to them, for fear of being scorned and reproached (this happens in some cases, especially to women).

In 2017, researcher and journalist Marie Forestier put together a report that claims that the Syrian authorities’ use of sexual violence against women was systematic and employed as a method of warfare against the opposition. Her findings were based on numerous interviews with victims, doctors, lawyers, activists, and humanitarian aid workers. She also interviewed several defectors, including former security officers and prison guards.

---

In March 2018, the UN Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic stated in its report on sexual violence that the members of the Syrian forces were not only aware of ongoing sexual violence but had even ordered it. The report considered such practices to be war crimes whether committed by state agents or members of the armed opposition. The Commission, which interviewed over 450 people across the country (in Daraa, Homs, Damascus, and Latakia), said that the scope and systematic nature of sexual violence in Syria suggests that it could amount to a crime against humanity.

The report stated that the rape of women and girls had been documented at 20 government-political and military intelligence branches. The rape of men was documented in 15 branches. The report highlighted that “rapes and other acts of sexual violence carried out by Government forces and associated militias during ground operations, house raids, at checkpoints, and during detention formed part of a widespread and systematic attack directed against a civilian population, and amount to crimes against humanity. After February 2012, these acts also constitute the war crimes of rape and other forms of sexual violence, including torture and outrages upon personal dignity.”

---
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ATTACKS PROHIBITED UNDER INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

A resident of the Jubellah neighborhood dodges sniper fire on the frontline between regime and rebel forces, March 2015. Photo by Karam Alhamad.

Our monitoring group has interviewed dozens of witnesses who told us about serious violations of humanitarian law during military operations. Most of these violations concerned bombardments or shelling of residential areas and civilian infrastructure, including with the use of prohibited weapons. Many of our interviewees provided detailed testimonies and shared photographs. We did everything in our capacity to cross-check these data with other testimonies of witnesses from the same areas and support with analysis gathered by recognized international human rights, humanitarian organisations, and UN agencies. As has been already mentioned in the introduction, we were unable to access the sites of the alleged violations. However, the consistency between witness testimonies, photographs, and analysis provided by human rights and other NGOs indicates the allegations have a high degree of credibility.
Definitions and Applicable International Law

International humanitarian law, also known as the law of war or the law of armed conflict, applies to the armed conflict in Syria. The law applicable to non-international armed conflict includes article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 (Common Article 3) and customary international humanitarian law. These rules are binding on all parties to conflict, including state parties and non-state armed groups.

The fundamental tenets of international humanitarian law include principles of humanity, distinction, necessity, and proportionality. International humanitarian law imposes a duty on warring parties at all times to distinguish between those taking direct part in hostilities and civilians, and to target only the former and other military objectives.

Attacks against civilian objects have been committed by different parties to the armed conflict in Syria. The Syrian government has reportedly carried out numerous indiscriminate attacks across Syria. Since 2015, many of its military operations were carried out jointly or with support of the Russian Air Force. The Free Syrian Army, radical Islamist groups, and the US-led military coalition against ISIS, which included France and the UK, were also reported to be responsible for attacks violating international humanitarian law.

We consider strikes to be unlawful if they breach one or more of the rules governing the conduct of hostilities under customary international humanitarian law. Among others, these rules include prohibitions on:

- Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population.
- Intentionally directing attacks against hospitals and places where the sick and wounded are collected.
- Employing weapons, projectiles, and material and methods

---
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of warfare which are of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering or which are inherently indiscriminate in violation of the international law of armed conflict.

- Intentionally launching an attack in the knowledge that such attack will cause incidental loss of life or injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects or widespread, long-term, and severe damage to the natural environment which would be clearly excessive in relation to the concrete and direct overall military advantage anticipated.

- Intentionally directing attacks against civilian objects, that is, objects which are not military objectives.

- Attacking or bombarding, by whatever means, towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings which are undefended, and which are not military objectives.

Military objectives may be defined as objects which “by their nature, location, purpose or use, make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage.”

According to the ICRC’s Study on Customary International Humanitarian law:

“State practice considers civilian areas, towns, cities, villages, residential areas, dwellings, buildings and houses and schools, civilian means of transportation, hospitals, medical establishments and medical units, historic monuments, places of worship and cultural property, and the natural environment as prima facie civilian objects, provided, in the final analysis, they have not become a military objective.”

Attacks directed against civilians and civilian objects are prohibited. Attacks that are disproportionate or indiscriminate are also prohibited. Attacks are indiscriminate when they are not directed at a specific military objective; or employ a method or means of combat which cannot be directed at a specific military objective; or employ a method or means of combat the effects of which cannot be limited as required by international humanitarian law. Consequently, in these cases, the nature of the strike fails to distinguish between military objectives and civilians or civilian objects.
A disproportionate attack is one where the expected “incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.”

In the conduct of military operations, parties to a conflict are required at all times to take all feasible precautions to avoid, and in any event to minimize, civilian casualties and damage to civilian objects to the greatest extent possible. Everything feasible must be done to verify that targets are military objectives, to assess the proportionality of attacks, and to halt attacks if it becomes apparent that they are wrongly directed or disproportionate. In case of doubt as to whether a person is a civilian, that person shall be considered a civilian. Where circumstances permit, parties must give effective advance warning of attacks which may affect the civilian population.

International humanitarian law does not prohibit fighting in urban areas, although the presence of civilians places greater obligations on warring parties to take steps to minimize harm to civilians. Parties to the conflict have the obligation of taking all feasible precautions to protect the civilian population and civilian objects under their control against the effects of attacks by the adversary. Thus, they should avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas, and remove civilian persons and objects under their control from the vicinity of military objectives.

Parties must choose appropriate means and methods of attack when military targets are located within residential areas. This requirement rules out the use of certain types of weapons and tactics. The use of weapons that cannot be directed at a specific military objective, or whose effects cannot be limited as required by international humanitarian law, is prohibited. As noted by the ICRC Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law, “The prohibition of such weapons is also supported by the general prohibition of indiscriminate attacks.”

An argument raised as a justification for such attacks in Syria is that the opposition fighters and “terrorists” were hiding among civilians, while the civilian population was actually supporting them. Based on our interviews and the review of documentation, there was a clear pattern
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of indiscriminate and targeted attacks that did not correspond to the presence of military targets. Many of our witnesses insisted that in most cases residential areas, located far away from any military objects, were targeted. Moreover, “failure by one side to separate its fighters from civilians and civilian objects does not relieve its opponent of its obligation under IHL to direct attacks only at combatants and military objectives and to take all necessary precautions in attack to spare civilians and civilian objects… In case of doubt, individuals and objects should be presumed to be civilian.”

“The frequency of government air strikes in Syria that have struck only civilians and civilian objects with high-explosive munitions in populated areas indicates that those ordering the air strikes have been acting deliberately or recklessly.” Deliberate attacks on civilians are war crimes. Indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks are also war crimes. When committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population, such offenses may constitute crimes against humanity. Under international law, Syria has an obligation to investigate alleged war crimes by its nationals, including members of its armed forces, and prosecute those responsible.

Other relevant law of war issues, including attacks on hospitals and the use of cluster munitions and incendiary weapons, are discussed in the relevant sections below.

---
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Violations in Military Operations

As described above, Syrian security forces responded to initially peaceful demonstrations calling for democratic changes first with arbitrary brutal arrests and torture and then with shelling. The shelling began before the armed opposition group of the Free Syrian Army was formed.

A doctor from al-Qusayr told us in his interview:

“The first arrests [in al-Qusayr] began in June 2011. From the first days, people were being killed and security raids were being conducted across the city. Then the army surrounded the city and disrupted communications. Tanks began firing at the city. One day an ambulance came to my home at 6 in the morning and the driver told me that people had been wounded and drove me to the hospital. The curfew was in effect at the time, and we risked being arrested or shot at. There were no doctors at the hospital—they could not get there because of the curfew. My first wounded [patient] was a little child with a penetrating abdominal wound [caused by shrapnel] from tank shell... I am not a surgeon, but there was no surgeon... The anaesthesiologist, nurse, and I had to do the surgery ourselves.”

As the conflict evolved, the FSA was established and armed opposition groups expanded, as did their combat capacities. By early 2012, armed opposition groups had taken control of multiple areas in Syria, while government forces deployed ground artillery. Ground artillery strikes, including mortar shelling, are “inherently difficult to use in populated areas

---

without a substantial risk of indiscriminate attack,” as they often fail to distinguish between civilians and combatants.

Our interviewees told us about the Syrian government’s use of both indiscriminate and targeted strikes on civilians and civilian infrastructure away from any military objects, including on water towers, power stations, schools, hospitals, and mosques (see “Bombardments and Shelling of Hospitals” section for further details).

A female refugee from a village in Golan Heights said:

“In October 2012, I heard explosions. When I heard the first explosion, I thought a cow might have stepped on a landmine. Another explosion followed, and I thought something was wrong. We hurried to an underground shelter, and we spent 15 days there. They used mortars for shelling. Planes did not bombard, only mortars and tanks [did].”

A refugee from Darayya suburb in Damascus told us in his interview about the targeting of civilian and medical facilities:

“From March until the end of 2013, the city was bombed by airplanes and shelled, and in late 2013 they began dropping barrels with explosives from helicopters. They repeatedly targeted the hospital that was moved around a lot. We also noticed that they bombed crowded areas. People hoped it would end soon. They were hiding in the basements and waiting. We moved the centre where civil society activists and journalists worked five times. It was also targeted with strikes.”

The UN documented attacks on schools. In his 2014 report, then UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said: “All parties had used schools as military barracks, operational bases, snipers postings or detention facilities, including while children were attending classes, putting them at extreme risk of being attacked. In Aleppo, a primary school allegedly partially used by an FSA group as a base was targeted by Government forces in May 2012, injuring 15 children aged 6 to 12 years.”

The UN also documented strikes on IDP camps: “Government airstrikes repeatedly targeted internally displaced persons (IDP) camps near the Turkish border; for example, on 25 June 2013, Bab al-Salam camp. At the time of writing this report, intermittent hostilities, including mortar shelling
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and airstrikes, continued in and around the Palestinian camps of Yarmouk, Husseiniyah, Sbeineh, Barzeh, Jobar, Qaboun, Khan Eshieh and Dar’a.”\textsuperscript{98}

A man from the Yarmouk refugee camp in Damascus suburb described the bombing of a mosque in his interview:

“I left Syria in late 2012, soon after the bombings started and the jet had bombed the mosque in Yarmouk [Camp]. The wounded [in the attack] were taken to my parents. Many people were killed or injured. I was just 150 metres away from where the strike hit [the mosque]. A school that hosted refugees was also bombed.”\textsuperscript{99}

Aerial and artillery strikes on cities became widespread and have been documented across Syria, including in Aleppo, Daraa, Damascus, Hama, and Idlib cities and governorates.

The doctor from al-Qusayr told our team:

“When the frequency of shelling increased, many children and women got wounded. By mid-2012, airstrikes began and al-Qusayr came under siege. [...] The injuries were getting more serious because of [aerial attacks] and the destruction of buildings. Many amputations [had to be performed]. There were many people we could not help... In one case, a tank round killed five children who were playing in the street. Such things happened every day.”

Many witnesses said that residential neighbourhoods were bombed intentionally to punish the inhabitants and force them to evacuate the area.

A man from the town of Q. (Homs governorate) told us:

“The positions of the Free Syrian Army were beyond residential boundaries. They were not located among civilians. They were outside and in the mountains. But government forces kept bombing our town and destroying civilian homes. A helicopter dropped barrels with explosives on my house, and it was completely destroyed. They targeted civilian objects. [Government forces] later said that they were bombing because we defended the Free Syrian Army and had let them in.”

\textsuperscript{98} Ibid., para. 25.
Another man from the Yarmouk refugee camp told us:

“On 16 December, 2012, a MiG [aircraft] hit the Abdul Qadir [al-Husseini] mosque [in Yarmouk Camp]. The window in my flat was shattered. Within 10 minutes, I saw that many people had [already] been killed or injured. It was a massive bombardment. They had never done anything like that before. It happened in the eastern part of Yarmouk where opposition-controlled hospitals were located. The mosque was bombed as it was believed to host a hospital and cells [belonging to the armed opposition].

Amnesty International noted that armed opposition groups also launched attacks from residential areas which heightened the risk of retaliatory strikes, saying that “opposition fighters, while mostly fighting with short-range light weapons, have at times also used imprecise weapons (such as mortars) or even inherently indiscriminate weapons (such as home-made rockets) in populated residential areas, in contravention of the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks.”

Some of those attacks have repeatedly hit civilians targets: “On April 29 [2014], two mortar shells struck the Badr el-Din Hussaini educational complex in the al-Shaghour neighborhood of Damascus, an area under government control, reportedly killing 17 children, at least two parents who came to pick up their children from the school, and injured approximately 50 people. The mortars came from an area under the control of armed groups in the Yarmouk camp.”

Since their inception as independent armed forces in Syria, Jabhat al-Nusra, and later the IS, repeatedly used indiscriminate means of warfare, such as car bombs, suicide bombers, and artillery shelling.

According to Amnesty International, “opposition armed groups carried out suicide and other bomb attacks, fired imprecise weapons such as artillery and mortars in densely populated neighbourhoods, used indiscriminate weapons such as anti-personnel landmines, and prepared or stored munitions and explosives in residential areas buildings, endangering civilians.”


The situation on the ground did not change despite the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 2139 in February 2014, which, among other things, demanded that “all parties immediately cease all attacks against civilians, as well as the indiscriminate employment of weapons in populated areas […] and methods of warfare which are of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering.”\textsuperscript{104}

A refugee from Damascus’s Qaboun told us in her interview: “It was quiet until March 2014, but then the shelling and bombing began. There was a wedding in June 2014, and it was hit with rockets. 15 people died, and another 50 were injured.”

During this time Syrian government forces carried out indiscriminate and possibly direct attacks on civilians and civilian objects by artillery and airstrikes on densely populated areas. According to Amnesty International, the Syrian government forces’ actions may have led to over 200,000 civilian deaths between 2011 and 2014.\textsuperscript{105}

Since 2015, foreign states have become actively involved in the war (particularly the US-led coalition against the IS, and Russia), and their military campaigns caused even more destruction and suffering to the civilian population. Various parties to the conflict carried out unlawful attacks on residential areas, markets, mosques, etc.

As a result, in 2014–2019 most major Syrian cities and some villages were repeatedly bombed, with entire neighbourhoods and suburbs eventually turned to rubble. Fleeing bombardments, civilians were forced to move from one place to another frequently in search of new safe shelters and often dug underground shelters.

According to a female refugee from Eastern Ghouta, “they were bombing all the time, so we moved from one place to another. We stayed overnight and slept underground, and my little daughter always cried when she heard the sounds made by planes or explosions.”

A man from Raqqa told us that the US-led coalition against the IS “bombed mostly military objects and terrorists. But their rockets and bombs were so powerful they also killed civilians.”

Local residents also said that fighters, especially in the territories controlled by the IS, were much better protected from bombardments than the local population.

“When Americans or Russians bombed those places, only civilians died,”


while IS fighters hid… When bombardments started, they would just disappear into tunnels and reappear after it was over,” a man from Raqqa governorate told us.

A Raqqa resident also recalled his experience, saying that, “where there was the IS, there was bombing, regardless of the civilian population. The IS used the civilian population as [human] shields.” The tactics employed by the IS fighters only increased civilian casualties during bombardments.

The US-led military coalition against the IS was accused of indiscriminately bombing civilian infrastructure on numerous occasions and was particularly criticised for its actions in the battle for Raqqa between June and October 2017.¹⁰⁶

Since 2015, the international community has repeatedly accused Russia of violating the rules governing the conduct of hostilities, including launching unlawful attacks jointly with the Syrian government forces. Some of these violations were documented by the UN Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Syria in its biannual reports,¹⁰⁷ as well as by international human rights and humanitarian organisations.

The witnesses we interviewed said that the Syrian army’s tactics changed following Russian intervention.

A man from the Darayya suburb of Damascus told us:

“The Syrian government immediately changed its tactics: its tanks were acting under the cover of Russian aircrafts, and, while previously the government had refrained from complete destruction, this time the [aerial] bombing began, and it was efficient. Each day, the government re-established more and more control over Darayya. However, less and less civilians were left—they hid… I remember a family of nine who decided to go to Moudamia and were hit by a barrel bomb. The hostilities became even more violent and continued until August 2016 [when] the government gave civilians and those left from the armed opposition the option to leave Darayya.”

The subsequent chapters will show how the Syrian army and its allies used these tactics (heavy bombings, sieges, internal displacements, and forced displacement of remaining fighters and civilians to Idlib) to gradually regain control over de-escalation zones and how much harm

¹⁰⁶ See Raqqa section.
it caused to the Syrian population. We will also closely look into the US-led coalition’s unlawful bombardment and shelling during the battle for Raqqa in 2017.

**Bombardments and Shelling of Hospitals**

Witneses reported that bombardments of hospitals, medical centres, and ambulances were widespread, systematic, and often deliberate. Lack of advance warnings, repeated and multiple attacks on the same places, and absence of any military objects in the vicinity of destroyed civilian infrastructure attest to that fact. In some cases, the airstrikes were a sign that hostilities were about to escalate. Therefore, if a city was not besieged yet, many local residents tried to flee.

Most of the witnesses we interviewed reported witnessing attacks on hospitals. A woman from Ghouta recounted an attack on a hospital which started while she was giving birth to her daughter. She had to be evacuated home nearly immediately after the baby was born. Another witness from Idlib said his newborn son experienced bombings from his very first hours of life—the hospital where the witness’s wife gave birth was also bombed.

According to Physicians for Human Rights, over 900 medical personnel were killed since the beginning of the armed conflict. The map of attacks on healthcare in Syria shows that most of them were carried out
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in the governorates of Aleppo, Idlib, and Rif Dimashq.\textsuperscript{109} Evidence gathered by international human rights institutions often suggested that hospitals were hit deliberately.

The UN Commission of Inquiry on Syria noted in its 2018 report: “Attacks on medical facilities are one of the longest running patterns of violations of the conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic. In besieged areas, hospitals often operate from damaged facilities that have been made the object of repeated attacks over years […] and without the most basic equipment and medication. Hospitals, clinics, and medical points are regularly attacked for attending to the wounded, as part of a strategy to erode the viability of civilian life in opposition-held areas. Attempts to protect the facilities by changing their names or moving underground have often proved unsuccessful.”\textsuperscript{110}

A man from Aleppo told us:

“There used to be five hospitals in eastern Aleppo. After several months of the war, four hospitals stopped working, while only one hospital remained open. It was in an old building... During the siege, in 2016, the hospital was transferred to another facility, almost underground. It had medical equipment and necessary supplies to help children and deliver babies like in any other normal hospital. The hospital was near my home. I was a fool to [keep] living in its vicinity, especially on the second floor—there was nothing above me but the sky. The hospital was frequently attacked. The government particularly targeted hospitals, so we had to move out in August 2016.”

According to Médecins du Monde, not a single operable hospital was left by the time the Syrian government forces retook full control of Aleppo in late 2016.\textsuperscript{111}

Human Rights Watch also said that, in 2019 alone, the Syrian-Russian military alliance “destroyed or rendered inoperable over 50 health facilities.”\textsuperscript{112} As of February 2020, Physicians for Human Rights had documented 595 attacks on at least 350 health facilities since the start of the conflict, over 90 percent of which were carried out by the Syrian

\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.


government and its allies, including non-state armed groups and the Russian armed forces.\textsuperscript{113} Moreover, they reported that some of those facilities had been attacked in the past and that coordinates of at least three of the impacted medical facilities had been shared with parties to the conflict through the UN deconfliction mechanism, indicating the possible deliberate nature of the attacks.\textsuperscript{114}

The Russian military have been repeatedly alleged to have targeted hospitals and medical centres using coordinates provided by the UN deconfliction mechanism designed to ensure the safety of civilian objects during hostilities.\textsuperscript{115}

For example, Amnesty International attributed the attack on al-Shami hospital in Ariha to Russian forces. According to the organisation, between 10.30 and 11 p.m. on January 29, 2020, a series of three airstrikes was launched. The airstrikes appeared to be targeting the hospital, but also hit residential buildings in its immediate vicinity. The hospital was on the UN deconfliction list. Amnesty International’s analysis of local ground spotter reports showed that only Russian aircraft were observed in Ariha at the time.\textsuperscript{116}

The hospital was severely damaged as a result of the attack, and two residential buildings near it were completely destroyed. At least one doctor and 10 civilians living in nearby residential buildings were killed. At least 35 other civilians were injured in the attack.\textsuperscript{117}

Back in July 2019, Dr. Munzer al-Khalil, head of the Idlib Health Directorate, told our group in a Skype interview that the medical infrastructure in his governorate was almost fully destroyed, mostly as a result of bombardment, and medical equipment was obsolete or missing. Most doctors fled abroad to escape the war. According to Dr. al-Khalil, the condition of Idlib’s medical facilities was critical. Since then, the situation has noticeably deteriorated.

In October 2019, the \textit{New York Times} published an investigative report, including recordings of Russian pilots, which, according to the newspaper,
directly incriminated Russia in attacks on hospitals in Syria. The Russian Defence Ministry denied the newspaper’s accusations, saying that Russian warplanes do not receive target coordinates on unsecured communication channels and claiming that the New York Times’ evidence was worth less than the cost of the paper it was printed on.

Earlier, in July 2019, ten UN Security Council members filed a formal diplomatic petition demanding that UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres open an investigation into the airstrikes on civilian objects such as hospitals. On August 1, 2019, the Secretary-General announced his decision to establish the United Nations Headquarters Board of Inquiry to investigate certain incidents that had occurred in northwestern Syria since September 17, 2017.

The UN Security Council’s 185-page internal report was not made public but distributed to 15 members. The report looked into seven attacks on civilian objects in Idlib, Hama, and Aleppo in 2019 and said that members of the Board of Inquiry’s fact-finding mission had been denied access to the sites where they were to conduct their fieldwork. A summary published by the Secretary-General’s office stated that the Syrian government, or its allies, had committed most of the attacks. It did not, however, directly name Russia as a perpetrator, earning fierce criticism from human rights organisations.

Human Rights Watch earlier urged the UN Secretary-General to task the investigators to directly name the perpetrators. They claimed that attacks on hospitals and civilian infrastructure continued, despite the fact that the UN had collected and shared the locations of these protected sites with the warring parties, in the hopes of shielding them from the crossfire. “Many now suspect the coordinates provided by the UN were actually being used unscrupulously by Russian-Syrian forces as a target list,” the organisation noted.

---

120 The UK, France, the USA, Germany, Belgium, Peru, Poland, Kuwait, the Dominican Republic, and Indonesia.
The Russian authorities have repeatedly denied all allegations that they targeted hospitals or other civilian objects in Syria, including schools, bakeries, markets and other essential infrastructure.
USE OF INDISCRIMINATE WEAPONS AND WEAPONS PROHIBITED BY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS

Apart from indiscriminate and unlawful attacks analysed in the previous section, parties to the Syrian conflict resorted to the use of inherently indiscriminate or even strictly prohibited weapons capable of causing extensive damage to the civilian population. The use of such weapons, including by foreign parties, was documented from the onset of the Syrian war. Investigations into these incidents have been hampered by inability to directly access attack sites and difficulties in interviewing the victims. The activities and mandates of official experts have also been severely restricted given the political circumstances. However, the evidence of such weapons deployment and its consequences collected throughout the years of the conflict by human rights defenders strongly suggests that the means of warfare in Syria included the use of incendiary weapons, inherently indiscriminate weapons, and strictly prohibited chemical weapons.

Our group was unable to investigate or independently verify any of these claims, but has collected multiple witness accounts describing what was called “a chemical attack,” or attacks by weapons that can be classified as inherently indiscriminate or prohibited.

The UN Security Council could have and should have played a key role in curbing such barbaric practices, and yet it failed to do so. Unfortunately, Russia not only failed to facilitate the UN intervention, but also systematically prevented the organisation from doing so.

Alleged Use of Barrel Bombs and Cluster Munitions

We documented the use of barrel bombs dropped from government helicopters on opposition-controlled areas since 2012.124

Barrel bombs are “large, improvised explosive devices, which are delivered from helicopters and consist of oil barrels, fuel tanks or gas cylinders that have been packed with explosives, fuel and metal fragments to increase their lethal effect.”125

A former Darayya resident said in his interview with us, “Until early 2015, the government used helicopters to drop barrels with explosives because the Syrian government’s aircrafts were old and had to descend too low
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to bomb… Since 2014, people had been building underground bunkers to shelter from barrel [bombs].”

A former resident of Aleppo also told us, “In May 2014, they dropped a barrel bomb on my house. My sister, wife and son were hurt. Since 2012, they’d been frequently using barrel bombs. They were dropping [barrel bombs] on Aleppo all the time.”

According to Human Rights Watch, “by using barrel bombs on densely populated areas, Syrian government forces [were] using means and methods of warfare that do not distinguish between civilians, who are accorded protection under the laws of war, and combatants, making attacks indiscriminate and therefore unlawful.”

International human rights organisations have also documented the use of cluster munitions since July 10, 2012. In one of its reports, Human Rights Watch stated that “the government’s use of unlawful means of attack has also included cluster munitions, weapons that have been banned by most nations because of their indiscriminate nature. Human Rights Watch has documented government use of more than 150 cluster bombs in 119 locations since October 2012.” Over the following years, Human Rights Watch “identified at least 249 attacks in 10 of Syria’s 14 governorates where cluster munitions were used between July 2012 and July 2014.”

The Soviet Military Encyclopaedia defines a cluster bomb, or a one-use bombing cartridge (canister), as air-dropped or ground-launched bombing weapons. They are light-cased bombs that contain clusters of submunitions, such as explosive bomblets, submunition-based mines (anti-personnel or anti-tank), incendiary submunitions, etc. One cluster bomb can release over 100 mines or bomblets. The UN Convention on Cluster Munitions that prohibits the use, production, transfer, and stockpiling of cluster bombs has been signed by over 100 states. However, the US, Russia, and Syria are not state parties to the convention.

---

Our monitoring team has also collected witness testimonies about the use of cluster bombs by Syrian government forces during the hostilities. Recounting her experience with cluster bombs, a refugee from Eastern Ghouta said:

“Cluster [bombs] left many [sub-munitions] behind... that often remained unexploded. [A cluster bomb] was a source of many smaller bombs contained inside it. I do not know much about this. We would hear a big blast followed by smaller ones. But some of [the bomblets] did not explode, and that’s how we knew it was a cluster bomb.”

Russia is not a signatory to the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions. Additionally, Human Rights Watch documented an increase in the use of cluster munitions from Russia’s entry into the Syrian conflict in 2015. According to the organization, recovered cluster munition shells from this time were manufactured in Russia or the former Soviet Union.

Because joint Russia-Syria military operations continue to deploy inherently indiscriminate weapons, it remains difficult to identify individual responsibility.

International human rights organisations also documented the use of cluster munitions by the IS: “ISIS forces used cluster munitions on July 12 and August 14 [2014] during fighting between ISIS and Kurdish forces of the People’s Protection Units (YPG) around the Syrian town of ‘Ayn al-‘Arab, also known by its Kurdish name of Kobani, in Aleppo governorate near Syria’s northern border with Turkey.”

---

Use of Incendiary Weapons

Attacks on civilian areas using air-delivered incendiary weapons are prohibited under Protocol III of the Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW); therefore, white phosphorus should never be used to set fire near civilians. The ICRC’s Study on Customary International Humanitarian Law states: “If incendiary weapons are used, particular care must be taken to avoid, and in any event to minimize, incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects.”

Our monitoring team could not independently document the use of incendiary weapons. However, human rights organisations and news outlets, including the New York Times, reported that on June 8 and 9, 2017, the US-led coalition in Syria used white phosphorus munitions on the outskirts of the city of Raqqa.

Amnesty International said that the use of such munitions was unlawful and may have amounted to a war crime: “The use of white phosphorus munitions by the US-led coalition greatly endangers the lives of thousands of civilians trapped in and around al-Raqqa city, and may amount to a war crime under these circumstances.”

According to research conducted by Amnesty International and the local monitoring group “Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently,” at least 14 civilians were killed in one of the strikes where US-made 155mm M825A1s white phosphorus artillery projectiles were deployed.

The US-led coalition was also accused of using similar munitions in the Iraqi city of Mosul. While the coalition admitted to using them in Mosul, it denied the deployment of white phosphorus in Syria. In the Mosul case, they insisted it was used to create smoke and get civilians out safely.

 Alleged Use of Chemical Weapons

By the time the conflict started in 2011, the Syrian government had accumulated stockpiles of chemical weapons, which it only admitted to possessing on July 23, 2012. The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) prohibits the development, production, stockpiling, and use of
chemical weapons, and requires their destruction.\textsuperscript{139} Syria became a party to the convention in October 2013.\textsuperscript{140} The use of chemical weapons is also prohibited as a matter of customary international law.\textsuperscript{141}

Depending on the methodology and criteria used, international organisations put the total number of chemical weapon attacks during the Syrian conflict from 2012 to 2018 between 40 and over 300.\textsuperscript{142} Therefore, the Syrian war became an unprecedented site for deployment of these strictly prohibited weapons.

Gathering evidence of chemical weapon use requires special technical expertise, equipment, and prompt access to the attack site, which made it impossible for us to perform this kind of work. However, we collected witness testimonies of former Eastern Ghouta residents who alleged that they survived chemical weapon attacks. In the sections below, we have also included the findings of international human rights organisations for Russian readers to get a fuller picture of the situation with the use of chemical weapons during the conflict.

**Alleged Use of Sarin**

The first allegations of chemical weapons’ deployment in Homs were made against the Syrian government in December 2012.\textsuperscript{143} Starting in spring 2013, the allegations increased; in late March 2013, after multiple accusations, “the Secretary-General decided to establish the United Nations Mission to Investigate Allegations of the Use of Chemical Weapons in the Syrian Arab Republic” (the UN fact-finding mission).\textsuperscript{144} However, then UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said on April 17, 2013 that it was the Syrian government’s lack of consent that prevented the UN fact-finding mission from starting its work.\textsuperscript{145}

In late August 2013, new reports of chemical weapon use in the Damascus suburbs of eastern and western Ghouta emerged.\textsuperscript{146} We interviewed several witnesses to the attack, who had lived in the town of Zamalka in Eastern Ghouta at the time.
One resident of Zamalka told us:

“Rockets carrying chlorine and sarin were fired on our town at around 5 a.m. A four-storey building was destroyed in this strike. It almost sank under the ground with all its inhabitants. As far as we knew, at least 65 people living in that house were victims of the attack. I went there with other activists. We saw people with red eyes who could not breathe. We poured water over them; we kept pouring and pouring, and after that they started breathing again.”

Another witness from Zamalka recalled:

“Many people were killed, mostly children. Even those who provided [medical] assistance got sick and died. My friend helped to evacuate the injured and spent a lot of time in the epicentre, so he got sick eventually and died of chlorine exposure. The victims could not breathe; their eyes were burning and [a substance like] water was running from their noses. It felt like your lungs were burning from the inside. You would keep trying to wash your face and mouth with water to facilitate breathing. We took canisters of water to the roof of our house, as high as possible, because chlorine settles on the ground. All we knew was that we had to pour water over ourselves. At the same time, airstrikes were going on. We ran upstairs to escape from chlorine only to be bombed from the air, and we went downstairs only to be gassed from beneath. That’s how it was for us. Many people suffered consequences later. My neighbour and her kids inhaled lots of chlorine, and they were coughing all the time afterwards.”

Although the witnesses spoke of chlorine, international organisations found evidence that sarin, a deadly nerve agent, was used. Later, the UN confirmed that on August 21, 2013 in the Ghouta area of Damascus, sarin had been used “on a relatively large scale”, including against civilians.\(^\text{147}\)

The chemical weapon attack in Eastern Ghouta has been the most serious incident involving the use of chemical weapons in Syria to date, and it caused international outcry that resulted in Syria’s chemical weapon disarmament (see also the section on “International response to the use

---

of chemical weapons in Syria” below).

Despite the obligations to destroy chemical weapons, on April 4, 2017, aerial bombs that allegedly contained sarin were dropped on the town of Khan Sheikhun in Idlib governorate. According to the World Health Organization, the attack killed 84 people, including 27 children, and injured 545 others.149

On October 4, 2017, the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) stated that samples collected from an attack site in northern Syria, which was hit on March 30, proved the existence of sarin.150 According to Human Rights Watch, “a few days after the March 30 attack, on April 4, nearly 100 people died from chemical exposure in Khan Sheikhun.”151

The Syrian government categorically denied any involvement in the attack,152 while Russian officials offered an alternative explanation of what had happened, claiming that Syrian air forces had hit a chemical weapons production facility controlled by terrorists, and that the chemical agent had leaked as a result.153 Human Rights Watch investigated the incident and provided photo and video evidence that the strikes had targeted civilian objects (the largest number of people were killed in the vicinity of a bombed bakery in the town centre), and that bomb fragments found in Khan Sheikhun suggested the use of Soviet-manufactured chemical munitions.154

The OPCW commission that studied the sarin samples from Khan Sheikhun arrived at the same conclusion. It also found that these samples matched those that had been collected by international experts in 2014 from a declared chemical weapon arsenal that was set to be destroyed under the CWC.

Alleged Use of Chlorine

Although chlorine can be legitimately used in civilian applications and manufacturing, its use as a weapon is banned under the CWC, and under customary international law. The OPCW-UN Joint Investigative Mechanism (JIM) repeatedly reported the use of chlorine as a weapon in Syria. In its fourth report, on October 21, 2016, the JIM stated that it had found enough evidence to attribute the use of chlorine as a weapon in three attacks in 2014 and 2015 to the Syrian authorities.

Human Rights Watch highlighted in a report that, since 2014, the government’s use of helicopters to drop munitions filled with chlorine became more systematic. Between April 2014 and late 2016, Human Rights Watch documented 16 Syrian government attacks with chlorine contained in improvised air-dropped munitions. The organisation also documented government helicopters dropping chlorine on several occasions between November 17 and December 13, 2016, during the battle for Aleppo. It also pointed out that the chemical attacks happened in coordination with ground operations.

In November 2018, Moscow and Damascus accused armed opposition groups of mortar shelling of northwestern neighbourhoods in Aleppo with a toxic agent which left 46 people injured, including women and children. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights also reported that around 100 people in western parts of Aleppo were treated in hospitals for breathing difficulties. Armed opposition groups denied their responsibility for the strikes, stating that it was a staged provocation to undermine the ceasefire agreement in the de-escalation zone in Idlib. The US and the UK also accused Russia and the Syrian government of fabricating a story about the attack.

---

156 ICRC, Customary International Humanitarian Law, rule 74.
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Alleged Use of Sulphur Mustard

On November 6, 2015, news reports claimed that, in a confidential report, the OPCW’s FFM concluded “with the utmost confidence that at least two people were exposed to sulphur mustard” during the attack on Marea in north Syria on August 21, 2015.164 In addition to injuring two persons, the sulphur mustard exposure may have also resulted in the death of a baby.

The report did not name the responsible party and only mentioned a non-state actor due to the limited mandate of the fact-finding mission. However, the IS and other armed opposition groups were known to be fighting in that area at the time.

Russian, French, Turkish, and American military officials and diplomats asserted that the IS used sulphur mustard during clashes in 2015–2016.165 The Turkish military also stated that IS fighters used rockets filled with this toxic gas in November 2016 near the village of Khalilia, east of al-Rai.166 The Syrian authorities blamed the IS for using sulphur mustard and chlorine.167

In its confidential report of October 29, 2015, the OPCW raised the question of how IS fighters managed to get hold of sulphur mustard, which could suggest that the IS had either learned how to synthesise the gas or had seized an undeclared stockpile hidden by the Syrian government after the ratification of the CWC.168 Unlike other incidents where the use of chemical weapons was blamed on the Syrian government, the alleged use of sulphur mustard by the IS saw Russian military specialists actively assist in collecting evidence and forwarding samples to OPCW-UN investigators.169

---


International response to the use of chemical weapons in Syria

In August 2012, US President Barack Obama stated that he could change his position on military non-involvement in the Syrian conflict if the use of chemical or biological weapons was documented.\textsuperscript{170} On 28 August, 2013, after the first allegations of chemical weapon use in Damascus suburbs, the UN Security Council held an emergency meeting and called for a thorough and prompt investigation.\textsuperscript{171} The UK proposed a resolution that called for military response to prevent any further use of chemical weapons. The UK, France, and the US declassified and published their intelligence reports that confirmed the use of chemical weapons in the Ghouta attack and blamed the Syrian government.\textsuperscript{172} France considered the Ghouta attack a violation of the Syrian government’s commitments under the 1925 Geneva Protocol. The Syrian authorities denied that government forces used chemical weapons in Ghouta, and instead accused rebels.\textsuperscript{173}

Under international pressure, in August 2013, the Syrian authorities gave the UN Mission to Investigate Allegations of the Use of Chemical Weapons access to the country.\textsuperscript{174} The Syrian government nonetheless stressed that the Mission’s mandate was limited to establishing the fact of whether chemical weapons had been used and did not include identifying the perpetrators of the attack.\textsuperscript{175} At that point, the Russian authorities actively intervened, offering an alternative to a military strike on Syria. Sergey Lavrov, Russia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, proposed a possible deal where the US would back down from a military strike on Syria and, in exchange, Syria would join

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
the Convention on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (CWC) and immediately start fulfilling its obligations under it. 176 On September 13, 2013, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad signed the law on the accession to the treaty. 177 On September 14, US Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov reached an agreement on a detailed plan for accounting, monitoring, control, and destruction of Syria’s chemical weapon stockpiles.

On September 16, then UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon issued the report on the UN investigation into the alleged use of chemical weapons in Syria. The UN fact-finding mission collected “convincing evidence” that sarin carried by surface-to-surface rockets was used in Ein Tarma, Moadamiyah, and Zamalka in the Ghouta area of Damascus. 178 The UN report concluded that on August 21, 2013, in the Ghouta area of Damascus, sarin had been used, including against civilians, “on a relatively large scale”. 179 However, establishing the party responsible for the use of the deadly gas was outside the scope of the UN mission’s mandate.

The entire 1,300 tonnes of Syria’s declared chemical weapon stockpiles were reportedly destroyed over the course of 2014. 180 Yet chemical weapon attacks continued. This raised suspicions that the Syrian authorities had provided experts from the OPCW with an incomplete list of chemical weapon storage facilities. These suspicions were later confirmed when on May 8, 2015, OPCW specialists reported finding traces of sarin and VX at a military facility in Syria that had not been included on the Syrian government’s official list. 181 The samples were taken in December 2014 and January 2015, after the official completion
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of the programme for the destruction of Syria’s chemical weapons. On
June 23, 2014, the head of the OPCW, Ahmet Üzümcü, announced that
the last of Syria’s declared chemical weapons set to be destroyed had
left the port of Latakia; all chemical weapon storage, production, and
testing facilities were dismantled by June 24, while the chemical weapon
precursors were destroyed by August 19.

On March 6, 2015, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution
condemning the use of any toxic chemicals as weapons in the Syrian
civil war and indicating that it would impose measures under Chapter VII
of the United Nations Charter if chemical weapons were used again.
However, as shown above, the resolution did not stop further use of
chemical weapons during the hostilities in Syria. This was followed on
August 7, 2015 by resolution 2235, which established a Joint Investigative
Mechanism (JIM) between the UN and the OPCW that would seek to
identify and hold accountable those responsible for such acts.

In response to sarin use in Khan Sheikhun, on April 6, 2017, the US
fired 59 Tomahawk cruise missiles at the al-Shayrat airbase, which had
reportedly been used to launch the sarin-loaded aerial attack on Khan
Sheikhun. In response to chlorine use in Douma in April 2018, the US,
France, and the UK conducted strikes on locations they deemed to be
associated with chemical weapons. After the chemical attack in November
2018 in Aleppo, the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) conducted strikes
on armed opposition groups that allegedly used chlorine.

So far none of the parties has admitted to using chemical weapons in the
course of the conflict.

In November 2017 the JIM released its report attributing direct responsi-
bility to the Syrian government for the April Khan Sheikhun chemical attack.
In response Russia exercised its ninth and tenth Syria vetoes to block the
extension of the JIM mandate, ending the UN Security Council ability to
identify responsible parties and claiming that the JIM was a “puppet-like
structure to manipulate public opinion.”187 (Russia’s first veto on a Syria resolution occurred in October 2011, blocking condemnation of grave
human rights violations, and as of the time of the report writing has now vetoed sixteen times on Syria).

As the UN Security Council was divided and effectively paralysed, the US, UK, and France instead used the June 2018 meeting of the Conference of the States Parties to the Chemical Weapons Convention to create a new OPCW Investigation and Identification Team (IIT) with responsibility for identifying the perpetrators of the use of chemical weapons in Syria, effectively replacing the JIM.\textsuperscript{188} As Russia was unable to veto in this forum, the decision was adopted by 82 States Parties in favour and 24 against.\textsuperscript{189}

On April 8, 2020, the OPCW released the first report by the Investigation and Identification Team (IIT). The report concluded that “there are reasonable grounds to believe that the perpetrators of the use of sarin as a chemical weapon in Ltamenah on 24 and 30 March 2017, and the use of chlorine as a chemical weapon on 25 March 2017 were individuals belonging to the Syrian Arab Air Force.”\textsuperscript{190} The report also noted that there were indications that the use of chemical weapons was part of a strategy at the highest command level.\textsuperscript{191}

In response, the Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the UN said in its statement that “there is no difference with the vicious principles of the OPCW Fact Finding Mission in Syria (FFM) and the former OPCW-UN Joint Investigative Mechanism (JIM).”\textsuperscript{192} The Russian government’s main critique was that the OPCW did not follow its own requirement of verifying facts on the ground: the evidence was collected remotely without respecting the key principle of fulfilling procedures to ensure preservation of physical evidence (so-called “chain of custody”), which, inter alia, requires the evidence to be collected on site and exclusively by OPCW specialists. This critique would have been valid if the Syrian government had cooperated with the OPCW and provided it full access to the incident sites and documents, which did not happen.

According to international humanitarian law, the use of chemical weapons is a war crime. While Russia continues to obstruct due investigation


into credible allegations of use of chemical weapons by the Syrian authorities, those responsible for the tormented deaths of the deceased and horrendous suffering of the injured are yet to be brought to justice.
Throughout the armed conflict in Syria, a common tactic of warfare has been to enforce unlawful sieges on densely populated areas—whether towns, districts, or neighbourhoods—depriving civilians of food, medicine, and other basic necessities. Many parties to the conflict used this strategy, including the IS, Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), Ahrar al-Sham (organizations designated as terrorist groups banned in Russia), and other armed opposition groups, but particularly the Syrian government and its allies.193 According to Siege Watch, at least 1,450,000 Syrian civilians survived lengthy sieges between 2015–2018, while another million lived under partial sieges—which accounts for 10 percent of Syria’s population.194 The main objective of these unlawful sieges was to compel inhabitants living in opposition-held areas to surrender and evacuate.

The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) defines a besieged area as an “area surrounded by armed actors with the sustained effect that humanitarian assistance cannot regularly enter, and civilians, the sick and wounded cannot regularly exit.”

A woman who lived in one of the besieged towns told us in her interview:

“Women in particular were inspected at checkpoints—their bags, ordinary purses—for money. They even searched little children. Some people were afraid that all their money would be taken away, so they put it in their children’s pockets. That’s why they also inspected children. If they caught someone inside with medicine, they were taken into custody. People would stand at checkpoints and try to eat everything as fast as they could before it was confiscated. They knew their families were starving inside, and they couldn’t even bring them a single biscuit or a single pill.”

The Syrian authorities’ first large-scale military operation took place in Daraa in April 2011. After a month of unsuccessful attempts to quell protests, Syrian government forces surrounded the city and besieged it for 11 days. The first protracted sieges were implemented in mid-2012 when “pro-Government forces began laying sieges in a planned manner forcing population to either surrender or starve.” After Darayya, pro-government forces laid siege to Eastern Ghouta starting April 2013, al-Waer in October 2013, Madaya and Zabadani in July 2015, and eastern Aleppo in 2016. Armed opposition groups (primarily HTS and Ahrar al-Sham) unlawfully besieged Kefraya and Foua, two predominantly Shiite towns in Idlib governorate. The armed groups “[arbitrarily restricted] access to humanitarian and medical aid and [confiscated] medical supplies from aid convoys.”
Usually, while the sieges were still being laid, residents were able to enter and exit besieged areas though limited access points, which allowed them to bring in restricted quantities of foods and medicine. But sieges were progressively tightened and key crossing points closed, depriving civilians of access to basic essentials, such as clean water, food, medicines, fuel, and electricity. The Syrian government repeatedly denied ever placing restrictions preventing people from leaving besieged towns, blaming its opponents for that instead. The siege survivors we interviewed claim that leaving was not an option. In certain cases, one could leave after paying large sums of money.

The imposition of sieges reportedly coincided with growing Iranian intervention in the conflict. After Russia’s military intervention in 2015, besieged areas were subjected to increasingly destructive bombings. Russian authorities also defended the Syrian government’s actions in the UN and other international arenas. Between 2013–2018, as sieges were being enforced as a method of warfare, Russia used its veto rights 12 times at the UN Security Council to deter any meaningful action toward the Syrian government.

A married couple from Homs recalled their experience of the siege of al-Waer neighbourhood in Homs by the Syrian government and its allies. The wife told us:

“Al-Waer was under a siege that lasted from 2013 to the end of 2016. At the start of the siege, people paid money to get out of there... To leave you had to pay at least 1,000 dollars, but it depended on the size of the family. But in general, they took as much as they could get. To get out, you could choose a suburb of Hama, Idlib, or a suburb north of Aleppo [as your destination].

“Until 2017, the UN occasionally had access to the district. They brought people aid and monitored their situation. It was then that the neighbourhood was first bombed by Russian aircraft (at the end of 2016). At that time there were about 70,000 people in the district.

“In the six months since the start of Russian bombing, there were more victims than there were over two years of Syrian bombing. The government started feeling bolder and said, ‘Either leave or we’ll destroy the city right now.’”'
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The husband added:

“There was a time when [my wife] weighed 33kg, and the doctor told me that she was dying. Then, through smugglers, I was able to get meat and vegetables. Within a month I had to sell the laptop, car, and camera along with its lenses. All those things had dropped 70% in price and were worth only a pittance. But people were still selling off their properties. There were cases where a person traded a car for baby food. We didn’t sell furniture—we burned it to keep warm. We ate cats, turtles. In spring, we ate grass. The city park was turned into a cemetery because many people died.”

To capture large besieged areas such as Darayya, eastern Aleppo, and Eastern Ghouta, Syrian government forces significantly tightened siege conditions and subjected residents to brutal military operations (including relentless bombing of civilians and civilian objects). These acts were qualified as “starve and surrender tactics” by the UN. As a result, Syrian government forces regained control over all besieged districts.

Siege Watch said that almost all of the besieged areas saw citizens forcibly displaced (about 200,000 people). According to Amnesty International, forced displacement was “not carried out for civilians’ security or imperative military necessity, meaning that it violated the prohibition on forced displacement” set forth by international humanitarian law. From the end of 2017 through 2018, agreements for surrender were negotiated and implemented under the sponsorship of Russian authorities, who assisted in the displacement of the population from besieged territories.

A witness of the siege of the Damascus suburb of Darayya told us in his interview:

“Food disappeared, they cut off the electricity and water, there was no heating... There were big warehouses that belonged to a canning factory in Darayya. People decided to share all these provisions equally and pay the owner for using them. Still, the money quickly ran out, but they kept records of who owes how much. The city was completely

besieged as of March 2013. Food stopped coming in. There were small pathways, but these couldn’t feed the whole city.

“They decided that a field kitchen would prepare one meal a day from the canned food and distribute the food to the entire city, to make it last as long as possible. They took a large amount of flour from the government bakery and started making bread from it; they gave one loaf of bread a day to each resident. The local council itself controlled the distribution of bread. By that point the population of the city had drastically shrunk to 10,000. Later a neighbouring city was under siege. When the siege began, they collected all the medicine from the pharmacies, as well as the government hospital. There was one field hospital. It was moved several times because of attacks.

“No one died of hunger, but people were starving, and this was especially obvious among the children. There was a time when we ate grass. If someone died, it was due to the lack of medicine. I normally weigh 75kg, but at that time, I was 50kg. From March until the end of 2013, the city was bombed by airplanes and shelled, and in late 2013, they began dropping barrels with explosives from helicopters.

“They repeatedly targeted the hospital, which was repeatedly relocated. In late 2013, the food situation got really bad. Even the field kitchen could only make grass and water... From February through June 2014, we tried to reach a settlement with the government. The government had a demand: all Free Syrian Army fighters had to leave town. The fighters demanded: return the hostages, lift the siege, and allow food and medicine into the city. The government did not accept. The FSA did not accept. The siege lasted until February 2015.”

Sieges had their own dynamics. Survivors told us that soon after sieges were imposed, networks of local businessmen emerged who made deals with government officials and supplied besieged areas with necessities, but at astronomical prices. People learned to survive—to obtain fuel, dig tunnels, set up local councils, distribute scarce resources, and provide medical care.
A doctor who worked in Eastern Ghouta during the siege said in his interview:

“Ghouta had several medical centres. The Unified Medical Office was in almost every neighbourhood. At the beginning of the siege, we were still using medicine from a warehouse that belonged to a private Damascus company. Then, with help from smugglers, the Union arranged deliveries of essential supplies, including medicine, to Ghouta. It was they who handled distribution... After the first chemical strike, we realized we needed atropine. We found a smuggler who was ready to deliver atropine to the city. All this relief was paid for by Médecins Sans Frontières and American doctors.”

Siege survivors told us that famine and misery in the midst of relentless bombing contributed to the radicalisation of rebel factions and gave Islamists and terrorist organisations an opportunity to increase their influence and even take control of some besieged territories.

A young woman who supported the anti-government protests and then worked as a volunteer nurse in the besieged area of Yarmouk in Damascus told us:

“At first, we didn’t take [the Islamist factions] seriously. They were not a serious force and they didn’t take part in battles. We looked down on them, believing they were totally useless. But after the [first] chemical attack on Ghouta, everyone was 100 percent sure that Bashar [al-Assad] would leave, since Obama had threatened a strike if there were chemical attacks... So these Islamic factions united and started fighting with the Free Syrian Army. They decided that the regime would soon fall, and they needed to establish control over a large portion of territory.

“So, they came and ordered me to put on a headscarf... Then they arrested my friends, a doctor and a nurse. I wasn’t at work at that time... They just started grabbing and arresting people. Then—imagine—they started taking people and cutting their throats with knives, not just killing them, shooting them, but cutting their throats! People were in a panic. It’s impossible to describe the state they were in: children without shoes, hungry, just like ghosts. It was a total crisis. People wanted to eat... We went into abandoned homes looking for food. We had already started digging
through dumpsters; it was awful.

“Imagine, you’re walking down the street and people are fainting from hunger... I remember people standing in front of a store and just staring at pictures of food. They were standing there and just staring, dreaming... We all fancied food when we went to bed... We started eating dogs and cats. I ate a cat; her name was Sofia... I’ll never be able to forget this...

“The Islamists weren’t starving. I remember walking past [Jabhat] al-Nusra headquarters and seeing that they had a big garden—they’d planted everything there. They worked in the garden, growing vegetables for themselves. They had money and weapons... People from the Free Syrian Army sold them weapons to buy food, and al-Nusra traded food for their weapons. A lot of people were selling weapons back then...

“But then, the IS arrived and the guys from the Free Syrian Army moved to a neighbouring village; they just pushed them out of there. At first, the Islamists united and said that everyone who supported the Syrian revolution [or] the Free Syrian Army were infidels. Then the IS attacked the area that the Syrian opposition had moved to and killed dozens from the Free Syrian Army. There really was a river, a river of blood, you know, what happens in fairy tales when the kingdom of darkness comes? That is what it was like. Then, after they’d beaten the Shiites and Free Syrian Army, they started dividing things up among themselves. But ordinary people were dying of hunger. People were too weak because they were simply hungry. They couldn’t withstand all this... The Islamists would have never established themselves among us if it hadn’t been for the famine.”

UN humanitarian agencies were repeatedly denied access to besieged areas. In cases where humanitarian aid was allowed through, a portion of the cargo was always seized at checkpoints, including vital medicine and dry milk for babies.211
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Sieges had a detrimental effect on the physical and mental health of the civilians who experienced them. According to Physicians for Human Rights: “Deprivation of food, medical aid, and other vital necessities has resulted in widespread preventable deaths and needless suffering from untreated effects of malnutrition, chronic health conditions, infectious diseases, and traumatic injuries.” \(^{212}\) Siege Watch noted that the food shortage had an especially serious impact on pregnant women and infants. As a result, thousands of children suffer health and developmental problems. More than a million people experienced extreme and protracted periods of fear, despair, and stress. The large-scale psychological trauma has will have a long-lasting impact on the life of communities inside and beyond Syria. \(^{213}\)

Moreover, the long sieges forced tens of thousands of students to suspend their studies as schools could not function normally. As a result, children who lived under sieges suffer from serious gaps in their education.

A female activist from Eastern Ghouta told us:

> “I was teaching regular school math so that schooling wouldn’t stop during that period. From 2011 through 2013, a lot of pupils left school. In 2013, when some organisations started opening schools, these children knew almost nothing. For example, children who were supposed to be in the fourth grade did not even know their letters. We had to start from scratch.”

Former UN Special Envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura described the sieges in Syria as “medieval.” \(^{214}\) International humanitarian organisations
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must pay attention to these problems and provide special aid to siege survivors.  

War Economy
Over the last nine years of armed conflict in Syria, the country developed a war economy, as made evident by the widespread extortion at checkpoints; warring parties’ trading of corpses and hostages, forged documents, captives, and ransoms; as well as the complex monopolies that formed in certain sectors of the economy. These were complicated war profiteering schemes set up by businessmen with ties to al-Assad’s government, armed opposition groups, or local criminal figures.

Experts described the war economy in Syria as having its roots in the pre-war period when the al-Assads—first Hafez and then his son Bashar—privatised and liberalised the economy, creating a system in which big businesses were either affiliated with the government or under its strict control. The excessive degree of the state’s monopolisation of the economy was one of the drivers of the revolution, as businesses without ties to the Syrian Government were unable to grow and faced progressively worsening economic conditions.

As one Syrian war economy expert told us in his interview:

“The most successful businesses were those belonging to government and military officials. Rami Makhlouf is a striking example: a cousin of al-Assad, the owner of a cellular network, a hotel chain, and other large businesses. Private companies handed over a large portion of their property rights to the state, and it authorised the monopolisation of entire economic sectors. In Syria, there were two major property owners: the state and the family. During the war, due to the cooperation between businesses and the state, state violations benefited businesses, and businesses began participating in human rights violations. In surveillance, for example. What’s more is that the state was a shareholder in these businesses and earned income, which it spent on committing crimes. Initially businesses helped the government indirectly, but with the beginning of the conflict, they started funding the violence directly. Business became part of the system of human rights violations.”

Researchers believe that the sanctions imposed on representatives of the al-Assad government helped sustain the war economy. The Syrian government had to rely more and more on mid-level businessmen under

---
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its control but not under any sanctions. Economic sectors that faced sanctions were quickly replaced by a shadow economy.

War-profiteering businessmen did provide the population with the much-needed goods and services. One of the most striking examples from the war economy is Mohieddine al-Manfoush, a businessman who "established a monopoly on trade with besieged Eastern Ghouta through the al-Wafideen checkpoint," made a fortune, and got the nickname "Bill Gates of Ghouta. 218 Al-Manfoush reportedly gained control through his ties with the Syrian business elite (namely Mohammad Hamsho and Rami Makhlouf). 219

Businessmen close to al-Assad reportedly funded both state security and paramilitary entities. 220 For example, militias founded by an engineer from Homs received support from government-affiliated businessmen, such as Abu Ali Khaddour and business magnate Rami Makhlouf. 221 Some of the pro-government militias’ income also came from the sale of looted property, including furniture. Syrian government forces looted civilian homes, "especially in areas where there were no Russian troops. In 2018, [large-scale looting was] widely documented in al-Yarmouk Camp, al-Qadam, al-Hajer al-Aswad and Daraa." 222 Security forces also demanded ransom for detained individuals. 223

Khaled al-Turkawi, who researched the Syrian war economy, writes that every party to the conflict profited from this economy. Spoils of war were a major source of income for Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS, formerly known as Jabhat al-Nusra), which divided them equally between the fighters and their factions. These practices helped armed opposition groups finance the recruitment of combatants. Moreover, HTS profited from "swapping captives and bodies," collected taxes from food dealers, and levied tolls on people and goods crossing their checkpoints. 224 According to Agence France Presse, the armed group monopolised sugar sales in opposition-controlled areas. 225
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The Free Syrian Army received finance in the form of private donations from supporters within Syria and from the diaspora abroad. They also received foreign funding from both businessmen and governments (Jordan and Turkey). Some factions that fought the IS received technical and logistical support from the US. Armed opposition groups also earned income from spoils, ransom for hostages (especially Iranians), and small businesses established by the Free Syrian Army, such as vehicle imports, restaurants, and small workshops. They also reportedly dismantled some factories and sold the parts to individuals in Iraq, Turkey, and elsewhere in Syria.226

The IS is widely known to be a wealthy terrorist organisation. It primarily sold oil—reportedly earning up to US$50 million a month—as well as gas. The IS also made money from the spoils of war, collecting taxes and selling antiquities from destroyed historical sites.227 The Kurdish Autonomous Administration also reportedly received outside support, collected taxes, and sold oil and gas.228

Throughout the war, there was ongoing trade activity between the conflicting parties. There was also bartering of goods and services, especially in besieged areas, where access to goods was limited. As the Syrian government has now regained most of the territory, transforming the war economy into a fair economy must be part of its post-conflict strategy.


A DEVASTATING DECADE
EASTERN GHOUTA

Eastern Ghouta, a suburb of Damascus, was once a scenic, green, and prosperous agricultural area in the Ghouta countryside. Around 1.5 million people lived there before the civil war. By the time Syrian authorities regained control of Eastern Ghouta in early 2018, its population had decreased to about 393,000 people, half of whom were estimated to be children.

In the early days of the revolution, mass protests swept the region. Government forces were soon driven out of Eastern Ghouta, as several Syrian armed opposition groups took control of the area in early 2013. Later, Islamist groups—particularly Jaysh al-Islam, Ahrar al-Sham, and Hayat Tahrir al-Sham—also established a foothold there (these organizations are designated as terrorist groups banned in Russia). Throughout the siege, the al-Rahman Legion, an affiliate of the Free Syrian Army (FSA), remained the second largest force in Eastern Ghouta and controlled its central and western parts. Those groups regularly shelled the outskirts of Damascus, inflicting damage and suffering on the Syrian capital’s civilian population.
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Due to its proximity to Damascus, Eastern Ghouta was a place of intense fighting, with all sides using heavy weapons throughout the conflict. Despite the government forces’ efforts, the rebels’ position remained strong. In April 2013, government forces laid siege to Eastern Ghouta, preventing its civilian population from leaving the area and severely hindering their access to basic necessities, including food and medical supplies.

During the five-year siege, thousands of people were killed and numerous human rights violations were committed, including indiscriminate bombardment, shelling of residential neighbourhoods, and attacks on civilian infrastructure (hospitals and schools). Our witnesses also attested to the use of prohibited weapons and starvation as a weapon of war, denial of medical assistance and humanitarian aid, and restrictions on the passage of patients in urgent need of medical care (including small children).

**Life Under the Siege**

*“While the revolution revealed the best in people, the war and the siege revealed the worst. We could not even imagine such things. It was as if we woke up one day to find ourselves in hell: the stores were empty and we were shelled, bombed, and poisoned with chemical weapons. I looked like a walking dead man when I left Ghouta,”* —A.F., a surgeon who lived in Ghouta under siege

---
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The siege started suddenly, although rumours about it had circulated for some time. In her interview, a former Ghouta resident who currently lives in Turkey told us:

“I remember it happened before the Eid al-Adha holiday. I was on my way home from Damascus University where I was completing my fifth and final year. I remember a soldier at the block post at the entrance to Ghouta told me, ‘This is the last day you will be able to freely enter here.’ Indeed, the next day we were completely besieged, with no exit or entry allowed. I did not quite get what was going on at the time.”

In the early days of the siege, people were using medical supplies from warehouses that belonged to a private company in Damascus. After the supplies ran out, Eastern Ghouta started experiencing acute shortages in medicine, as well as in doctors, medical personnel, and safe locations for medical centres. The area was heavily shelled. People, especially children, had their health deteriorating. In the beginning of the siege, people were still using their stored food supplies. But further into the siege, the situation worsened and malnutrition took hold. Waste was not removed and piled up beside houses.

Another former Ghouta resident told us about her experience under the siege:

“People fetched water from wells and used firewood for cooking. We grew spinach and cooked spinach soup—water and leaves, and some spices, if we were lucky. We charged our phones with car batteries to keep in touch with the outside world. However, we were trying to live a full life, not just survive... I kept teaching, but poor children were too weak to study. We could do nothing about it.”

According to what Ghouta’s residents told us, in 2014, government forces blocked almost every road used to smuggle in food and medicine provided through various humanitarian aid organisations. Medical workers in the local councils created in each of the districts distributed medical supplies for free. Activists set up several mobile health clinics, but they were severely understaffed and experienced catastrophic drug shortages.

Women and children suffered from the lack of basic hygiene products. A woman who lived in Ghouta during the siege told us that “women could
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not even buy sanitary pads. Because of that they became sick: they used old pieces of cloth, which led to various illnesses. Children and women had many hygiene-related problems."

She also told us about her pregnancy and delivery during the siege:

"I was at risk of a miscarriage after my father-in-law was killed in a bombing and our house was destroyed. I managed to get the drug that prevented the miscarriage... and found a doctor, but I needed bed rest. This was extremely difficult as we had no home anymore and there was a funeral to arrange. But I wanted to save the baby so badly! I was dreaming of how my newborn baby would bring a turn for the better for us, and in 2016, I brought my daughter into this world. The hospital was filthy and overcrowded. When I was in labour, bombs were falling nearby. Injured women and children were brought in. There was an injured woman with her child by my bed and this woman died later. When I was delivering my baby, the bombs started falling on the upper levels of the hospital... I had a very complicated childbirth and there were no qualified specialists to help me. The doctor who performed the caesarean section on me was in fact a medical student who had not yet graduated. My daughter was so tiny when she was born, only two kilos, and half an hour after my surgery, I had to leave the hospital due to the bombing. Wrapped up in bandages, I was taken home on a stretcher."

About a year into the siege, people began digging underground tunnels connecting strategic locations, in Eastern Ghouta and the larger Ghouta area, with the outside world. Armed fighters hid and often lived in those tunnels, which were large enough for vehicles to get through and were used to smuggle in goods from government-controlled territories and smuggle out some produce for sale. Relations between the government and the opposition in Eastern Ghouta were maintained mostly through Mohieddine al-Manfoush, a local businessman who owned a beef and dairy factory that supplied Damascus. He brokered a deal with the government stipulating that he would continue shipping products to Damascus if they continued supplying him with fodder. Along with the fodder, small quantities of food were brought into Ghouta that cost 10–20
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times more than their market price. Later, al-Manfoush organised food delivery through the tunnels.

Another former resident of Ghouta told us, “everyone made money from the tunnels—the government, the opposition, Islamist groups. Each of them had their share. It was civilians who suffered and died.”

In May 2017, government forces seized the areas of Qaboun and al-Barze in eastern Damascus and closed all smuggling tunnels to Eastern Ghouta, tightening the siege further. By early 2018, food prices had skyrocketed, with a loaf of bread costing 22 times more than the country-wide average, and 12 percent of children under five experiencing malnutrition, according to the Office of the UN’s Regional Humanitarian Coordinator. A Ghouta resident explained that “for example, in Damascus, a kilo of sugar cost 200 pounds, while in Ghouta it cost 3000 pounds. We had no bread, so we ate green cattle fodder. Humanitarian aid was brought in from time to time, but I never got hold of it.”

The five-year siege of Eastern Ghouta resulted in the emergence of a huge shadow economy that allowed its beneficiaries to make enormous profits off the needs of starving people. As the electricity supply to Ghouta had been cut off, many people bought generators supplied by well-known Ghouta businessmen, from two business families in particular: Hasaba and Abd al-Daim. They managed to import the generators thanks to their connections with high-ranking Syrian government officials. The internet also stopped working after the Syrian authorities cut off Ghouta’s power supply in 2012. Soon after that, a group of local businessmen installed a set of internet “bridges” connected to satellite internet networks, providing internet access to the many residents of Ghouta and making a lot of money along the way.

According to the Ghouta residents we interviewed, the relationships between civilians and armed groups ranged from friendly to hostile. At first, the Free Syrian Army were the government’s main opponents. There was also Jaysh al-Islam. Almost all their members were locals and did not put pressure on the residents. But as the rebels grew more radical,
the pressure on residents increased.

One local activist said that Islamist groups repeatedly tried to close her school for children and the courses for women that she continued to run even as the city was bombed. She spoke to us about her experience:

"First, there were the rebels. They did a lot of good things. Then radical groups emerged. In most cases, those who started the rebellion got radicalised. But some radicals came from outside. Their leaders were outside Ghouta. And they manipulated other groups. We hated the [radical] groups. They did many bad things; for example, they married girls as young as 14 or 15 years old. They handsomely paid the girls' parents, who needed money, and the parents married off their daughters. These groups also paid young men to join them. They started imposing their rules on us, such as wearing black headscarves and not being allowed to be in the same room with a man. But we stood up to them. They tried to impose this on us, but there were civic groups that stopped them. We argued that I had a right to talk to people, to men, that I did not have to cover my face. But some women were too young, immature, just 18. Those girls did not quite understand what they were told. These groups manipulated our youth and made them do things they should not have done."

Until 2016, armed groups in the area had coexisted. Between 2016-2017, infighting began, making the situation in Eastern Ghouta much worse for the civilian population, which had already been driven to the brink of humanitarian disaster. In October 2015, government forces had launched an offensive on the eastern suburbs of Damascus, which lasted—with varying success—for over a year. By the end of 2016, the hostilities in Eastern Ghouta were practically over, but government forces could not retake control of the suburb.

Bombardment and Witness Accounts of Chemical Weapon Use

According to witnesses and human rights organizations, throughout the siege, Syrian air forces and their Russian allies continuously subjected Eastern Ghouta to intensive bombardment—especially civilian objects, such as homes, hospitals, schools, mosques, and markets.247

One woman told us about the destruction of her house:

“In late 2015, my father-in-law was drinking coffee with his friends on the [top] floor of our house when the bombing started. The ceiling collapsed over him, and my husband was never able to pull him out. Only pieces were recovered of the bodies of the other three men. Many people were injured.”

Human Rights Watch reported that, in 2017, between November 14 and 30 alone, the joint Russian-Syrian military operation had conducted more than 400 airstrikes that hit schools, homes, and markets, and possibly involved the use of cluster munitions.248 According to the testimonies of the witnesses we interviewed, the bombings—conducted first by Syrian air forces and later by Russian and Syrian air forces—were widespread. They targeted densely populated areas, including civilians and civilian infrastructure.

Due to the continued bombing, people had to live in their basements or on the ground floors of houses trying to somehow shelter themselves from bombs.

The same woman recounted her experience:

“I spent two months in a basement with my baby... Lots of people were staying there. The basement was divided into sections and had only one toilet. Some basements did not have toilets at all, and people had to go to other houses or upstairs to relieve themselves and then come back... Some people went only twice a day, in the morning and in the evening. They managed to regulate their bodies' needs. The occasional [cases of] diarrhoea caused a lot of trouble. The basement was stinky, filthy, and crawling with insects... We did not wash ourselves for those two months... Many people would just take a piece of old cloth, dip it in water, and wipe themselves. We did not have 5 or 10 litres of water to wash. We could not even bathe our children—just wipe them with a wet cloth, too. Many people did not change their clothes for a couple of weeks.”

A surgeon from Eastern Ghouta told us that living in basements and ground floors might have contributed greatly to the number of fatalities from sarin attacks, because sarin tends to settle on the ground. According to his testimony, the first chemical attack occurred in Zamalka and Moadamiyah on August 21, 2013 at 2 a.m.:

“First, people lost their vision, then experienced suffocation, frothed at the mouth, and became paralysed. I saw 30 children lying dead with other people still pouring water over them. For some reason, they reminded me of small fish. I will never forget that scene. I was used to injured people screaming, but that time it was all silence. Those near the epicentre died instantly. Even doctors did not know what to do—we had no similar experience. [The victims] should not have been buried so quickly. We realised that when, 48 hours later, two men who had already been pronounced dead regained consciousness.”
Other witnesses we interviewed, including hospital workers, corroborated the surgeon’s accounts as to the number of victims, their symptoms, and the phenomenon of people “coming back from the dead.” One witness said:

“They told us at the mosques that we should stay up high. We went to the roofs of our homes, but aerial bombardments continued...Our eyes were burning, our noses were running, and our respiratory tracts felt as if they were on fire. We poured water over ourselves and it was the only remedy we had.”

Another woman told us that the residents of her neighbourhood set fire to car tires after someone at the mosque told them that they needed to find masks and burn tires as “they absorb those chemicals.” She said:

“We stayed in a bathroom. I put masks on children’s faces. We soaked pieces of cloth with vinegar and water, put them on their faces, and poured extra water over them. My cousin’s husband and my children’s cousin both died because of chemical weapons.”

According to the witnesses, the victims were buried in the Arbin cemetery and several smaller cemeteries. “Those gassed were buried in mass graves. More people died than could be buried in old cemeteries. Now the government has special task forces that search for those graves, apparently, to destroy them,” a former resident of besieged Ghouta told us in his interview.

The authors of this report cannot independently corroborate or refute the alleged use of chemical weapons in Eastern Ghouta. We can only confirm that all residents of the area who we interviewed mentioned such attacks, as well as symptoms consistent with those described above, and referred to these incidents as “chemical attacks.”

In September 2013, Human Rights Watch published the report “Attacks on Ghouta: Analysis of Alleged Use of Chemical Weapons in Syria.” Researchers analysed witness accounts of rocket attacks, information on the likely source of the attacks, the physical remnants of the rockets used, and the medical symptoms exhibited by victims of the attack as documented by medical staff. They concluded that “the evidence [...] strongly suggests that the 21 August chemical weapon attacks on Eastern and Western Ghouta were carried out by government forces.”

In the report, three local doctors tell Human Rights Watch that: “Victims of the attacks showed symptoms which are consistent with exposure to nerve gas, including suffocation; constricted, irregular, and infrequent breathing; involuntary muscle spasms; nausea; frothing at the mouth; fluid
coming out of noses and eyes; convulsing; dizziness; blurred vision; and red and irritated eyes, and pin-point pupils."249 Several of the younger victims exhibited “cyanosis,” a bluish discolouration of their faces, which is consistent with cases of suffocation or asphyxiation. The clinical signs and symptoms of the victims were “not consistent with injuries due to explosive concussions, fragmentation, or incendiary devices.”250

Human Rights Watch concluded that these symptoms, combined with the lack of physical injuries, were consistent with exposure to a nerve agent such as sarin. Laboratory tests had already confirmed the use of sarin in Jobar near Damascus in April 2013, after a photographer for France’s Le Monde newspaper—who had happened to be there at the time—later tested positive for exposure to sarin.251

According to Médecins Sans Frontières, approximately 3,600 patients were treated for “displaying neurotoxic symptoms in less than three hours on the morning of Wednesday, August 21, 2013. Of those patients, 355 reportedly died.”252 This number is a low estimate: Human Rights Watch reported that many of the dead were never brought to the clinics and their deaths were not registered.253

From the beginning, the Syrian government denied responsibility for the use of chemical weapons in Ghouta, blaming opposition groups but presenting no evidence to back up its claims. Human rights organizations were not convinced by alternative claims that a large number of deaths had been caused by an accidental explosion from opposition forces’ mishandling of chemical weapons in their possession, arguing that people were killed in two locations 16 km apart.254 Moreover, this account is not consistent with evidence of rocket attacks on the sites in the early morning of August 21 from witness accounts, damage visible on the rockets themselves, and documentation of impact craters.255
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“De-escalation zone” and Operation Damascus Steel

Children look out from their destroyed home as volunteers search for survivors after several air strikes destroyed civil buildings in Hamoria city, al-Ghouta, January 2018. Photo by MOHAMMED BADRA / EPA

Acting as ceasefire guarantors, Russia, Iran, and Turkey, agreed to designate Eastern Ghouta as a de-escalation zone on May 4, 2017. Despite this, the humanitarian situation in the besieged enclave hardly improved. Although Ghouta was in acute need of food and medical supplies, the authorities granted access to only one aid convoy between late November 2017 and February 2018.

Many residents continued to spend their days and nights hiding in overcrowded basements where they could not even lie down. Children who sometimes survived on no more than a spoon of cooked rice a day were starving. UNICEF chief Henrietta Fore called Ghouta “hell on earth for children.”

On November 16, 2017, the armed group Ahrar al-Sham carried out an attack against the Syrian Arab Army’s positions in Harasta which was repelled by government forces. The attack was followed by intense aerial bombings and hostilities in Harasta that continued into early 2018.

On February 4, 2018, extensive shelling and aerial bombings began
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On February 18, government forces, supported by Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS), officially launched their operation in Eastern Ghouta, which was home to 400,000 civilians at the time, according to the UN.\textsuperscript{260} Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov stated that the reason behind the operation was Jabhat al-Nusra’s continued armed provocations, after the armed group had intensified shelling in the residential parts of Damascus, including the blocks where the Russian Embassy and Russian Trade Mission were located.\textsuperscript{261}

According to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, 1,099 civilians were killed—including 227 children and 154 women—and 4,378 people were injured during the first three weeks.\textsuperscript{262} The injured could not get medical assistance, as 22 medical facilities had been destroyed in the bombings.\textsuperscript{263} The monitors reported the use of barrel bombs (prohibited under international humanitarian law), mortars, and missiles in the strikes by the Syrian army and Russian Aerospace Forces.

Although the Syrian government claimed to be targeting terrorists,\textsuperscript{264} numerous civilians were killed. As one witness told us in her interview:

“In February 2018, government forces began the intense shelling and bombardment of Douma. The Russian air force also bombed on a massive scale. We stayed in our basements, but sometimes that did not help. They used barrel bombs and people died under the rubble. Surveillance planes patrolled even during five-hour ceasefires, which were broken all the time.”

On February 14, 2018, the first humanitarian aid convoy organised by the UN and the Syrian Arab Red Crescent, reached Eastern Ghouta, carrying enough food, medical supplies, and other essential goods for 7,200 people.\textsuperscript{265} In a statement to the press, the Deputy Spokesman of


\textsuperscript{262} “Terrifying escalation in the death toll of the Eastern Ghouta raises it to about 1100 civilian casualties, more than half of them were killed since UNSC resolution,” Syrian Observatory for Human Rights press release, March 10, 2018, http://www.syriaht. con/ven/?p=66494 (accessed November 17, 2020).


the UN Secretary-General, Farhan Haq, said that members of the technical team that accompanied the aid convoy reported a “serious shortage of food supplies” in Ghouta. Haq stated that “the UN team also saw expired anaesthetics, the use of which reportedly resulted in two deaths. Reports of cases of communicable diseases such as tuberculosis, typhoid fever and scabies were also received. Vaccines are running low, with the last campaign carried out in November 2017, and 600 children now are reportedly at risk.” On March 5, 2018, when the second convoy was delivering its aid, some of the essential medical supplies sent by the World Health Organization were confiscated at a government checkpoint.

On February 24, 2018, the UN Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 2401, demanding that all parties to the Syrian conflict cease hostilities for 30 days to enable humanitarian aid delivery and medical evacuation of the critically sick and wounded. Despite the resolution, bombardments of the area continued.

On February 27, 2018, Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered a daily ceasefire in Eastern Ghouta between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m., which was called a “humanitarian pause.” The humanitarian pause was facilitated by the Russian Centre for Reconciliation of Opposing Sides in Syria, while the Russian military police and Syrian army ensured safe exit through the humanitarian corridor.

According to the Russian Ministry of Defence, the humanitarian corridor and all necessary infrastructure was organised to allow the population to evacuate to the area of Mukhayam al-Wafedin, including the injured and sick. The Ministry stated that a facility for the temporary relocation of refugees had been set up in Edduer with capacity for 1,100 people, featuring a mobile medical clinic with capacity for 150 patients and handouts of hot food. The Ministry also stated that additional beds had been set up at the nearest state medical facilities.

According to witness accounts, aerial attacks continued during these
“pauses.” Residents could not securely get to the corridor without the risk of being hit from the air. Moreover, while the five-hour ceasefires allowed people to get out of the basement—to go to the market and run some errands—they were too brief to allow for safe evacuation. But most importantly, people feared for their safety in territories controlled by Syrian authorities.

During the first “pauses,” only two children managed to cross the humanitarian corridor and leave Eastern Ghouta. After 15 daily “pauses,” 300 residents had been evacuated, according to information from Russian sources, and several thousands more followed in subsequent weeks.

Later, the Syrian army opened the humanitarian corridor in Eastern Ghouta not only to civilians, but also to rebels willing to leave the enclave with their families. According to Major General Vladimir Zolotukhin, the spokesman for the Russian Centre for Reconciliation of Opposing Sides, they were allowed to take their personal weapons with them.

After Eastern Ghouta residents had partially fled the area, reports of chemical weapon attacks persisted, and the government continued to deny ever using them. In March 2018, Syria Civil Defence, a rescue group also known as the White Helmets, reported through Twitter that over 30 people, including women and children, had experienced suffocation in the town of Hamouria in Eastern Ghouta. Considering their symptoms, the White Helmets suggested that these people suffocated as a result of a chlorine gas attack. This incident was preceded by aerial bombings by the government, which started during the five-hour ceasefire, soon after the last member of a UN team had left the area. The governments of Russia and Syria called this information “fake.”

On April 7, 2018, another chemical attack was reported in Douma. According to doctors and first responders’ press statements, at least 70 people were killed, including 43 who displayed symptoms consistent with

exposure to toxic chemical agents. Over 500 others were injured. The White Helmets published photos of human bodies lying in a basement. Numerous photos and videos of the incident were also posted on the social media. On April 9, the UN Security Council convened in New York to discuss the situation. Several governments blamed Bashar al-Assad and his Russian allies. Vassily Nebenzia, Russia’s Permanent Representative to the UN, insisted that the chemical attack was staged and called it a provocation.

A White Helmets volunteer who now resides in Turkey told us in his interview:

“That day, a total of 176 barrel bombs were dropped on the city, including four containing chlorine. Civilian objects and medical stations were targeted. The White Helmets recorded 42 deaths. By that time, we had already instructed people on what to do during a chemical attack. I guess that might have helped.”

He also stated that the volunteers gave all the evidence they had to international commissions.

In an interview with Russian news agency TASS, Russia’s Permanent Representative to the UN and other international organizations in Geneva, Gennady Gatilov, stated that the concern over chemical weapons in Syria was aimed at undermining peace. The diplomat added: “Unfortunately, we all see the attempts to undermine progress towards peaceful and political settlement by hyping up various ‘issues.’ First among these is the ‘chemicals’ question, this is used by Western countries to accuse the Syrian authorities and army, and so indirectly, Russia, of using chemical weapons.” Gatilov also said that “France’s initiative in creating the International Partnership against Impunity for the Use of Chemical Weapons was an example of this approach.”

On the night of April 8, 2018, members of armed opposition groups in Eastern Ghouta ceased fire and began withdrawing from the city. The Russian military negotiated their surrender and the conditions of turning
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over control of Douma to the Syrian government.285

On April 12, 2018, Syrian forces entered Douma in Eastern Ghouta. The Chief of the Russian Centre for Reconciliation of Opposing Sides in Syria, Major General Yuri Yevtushenko, said in a press statement that “the state flag was hoisted on the Douma building which signalled [Damascus’s] control over this settlement and, hence, over all of Eastern Ghouta.”286 According to Yevtushenko, a “unique” humanitarian operation had been completed in Syria’s Eastern Ghouta.287

According to the Russian Centre for Reconciliation of Opposing Sides, “a total of 21,145 militants and members of their families left the town.”288 The centre reported that it helped to organise the exit of 67,680 militants and their family members since the start of the humanitarian operation in Eastern Ghouta.289 Witnesses told our group that they were put on green buses and sent to Idlib. The “green buses” would later become a symbol of forced displacement from de-escalation zones recaptured by government forces (for further details, see sections on Aleppo and Idlib).

Over 1,700 people died in Ghouta after the passage of Resolution 2401, according to the UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs.290 The UN stated that both government forces and Islamist groups committed war crimes during the siege of Eastern Ghouta.291
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RAQQA

Heavy bombing left damaged buildings all across the city of Raqqa, October 2017
Photo by YOUSSEF RABIH YOUSSEF / EPA.

Raqqa, located in northern Syria, is one of 14 Syrian *muhafazat* (governorates) and covers an area of 19,616 square km. It borders the al-Hasakah governorate to the northeast, Deir ez-Zor to the east, Homs and Hama to the south, Aleppo to the west, and Turkey to the north. The city of Raqqa, which is the capital of the Raqqa governorate, is set on the Euphrates River. Since the mid-1970s, hydroelectricity production at the Tabqa Dam, agriculture, and oil production from the adjacent oil fields have formed the pillars of the city’s economy.

Before the war, the population of the Raqqa governorate exceeded 921,000 people, most of whom were Sunni Muslims. About 300,000 of those lived in the city of Raqqa. Since the start of the hostilities, the governorate’s population estimates have been constantly changing; an accurate count has not been possible. In June 2017, the UN reported more than 400,000 people living in the governorate, including 87,200 internally displaced persons (IDPs). As of June 2019, the approximate reported population of the city of Raqqa was 140,000 people.
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294 “Raqqa (governorate, city)” (“Эр-Ракка (мухафаза, город)”), Planet Earth, https://geosfera.org/aziya/siriya/2225-er-rakka.html (accessed November 17, 2020);
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The Islamic State’s Rise to Power

After the Syrian revolution began, protests in the city of Raqqa remained peaceful until 2012.297

A former resident of Raqqa told our team that a major demonstration in the city of Raqqa, on March 16, 2012, drew thousands of participants from all over the governorate, including IDPs. Videos were posted online showing the mass protests that took place in Raqqa.298 Immediately following that protest, the government began to use lethal force, which, according to our witness, prompted people to start buying arms.

In early March 2013, the Syrian authorities lost control of Raqqa city to various armed opposition groups, including the radical groups Ahrar al-Sham (recognised as a terrorist organisation by the Russian Federation) and Jabhat al-Nusra.299 In 2013, the groups began attacking each other as well as government soldiers.300 However, by the end of 2013, the Islamic State (IS) began to dominate the other groups in the region.301 Members of the IS abducted people, including members of the local council, activists, human rights defenders, and members and commanders
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of other armed groups who refused to join them. According to our sources among activists who lived in Raqqa at the time and secondary sources we have used to verify this information, in 2013 and 2014, Islamists abducted (and reportedly killed, in most cases) the following activists:

1) Abdullah al-Khalil, a human rights lawyer and head of the local council in the Raqqa governorate. He was arrested by government forces on five occasions since 2011 for defending political prisoners in his capacity as a lawyer and through his human rights work. On May 18, 2013, he was abducted by unknown armed men, thought to be members of the IS, as he was leaving his office in the city of Raqqa. On November 14, the IS seized his house. Al-Khalil’s fate and whereabouts remain unknown.

2) Activist Muhannad Haj Obeid (nicknamed Muhannad Habayebna) was abducted on the night of October 20, 2013 and then killed by members of the IS, some activists claim. His body was found the next morning. He had criticised both the Syrian authorities and the IS in his articles.

3) Feras al-Haj Saleh, an activist and former member of the local council in Raqqa who was critical of both ISIS and the authorities, was abducted by IS fighters on July 19, 2013. He has been missing ever since.

4) Ibrahim al-Ghazi, an activist and former member of the local council in Raqqa, was abducted by IS fighters during an attack on the Muntada al-Nakhel café on July 22, 2013. He has been missing ever since.

5) Father Paolo Dall’Oglio, an Italian Jesuit missionary and peacemaker, had been serving in the ancient Deir Mar Musa al-Habashi monastery (approximately 80 km north of Damascus) for 30 years before the conflict started. He was expelled from Syria for his open condemnation of the government’s crimes during the war and eventually left on June 12, 2012. He returned to rebel-


6) Ossama al-Hassan and his brother Husam al-Hassan were both journalists who were apprehended in April 2014. Laptops containing information about the IS were seized from them. Their whereabouts remain unknown.

In June 2014, IS leaders declared a caliphate on the territories they had captured, proclaiming the city of Raqqa as its capital.\footnote{“Syria fighters hail declaration of Islamic ‘caliphate,’” Reuters, June 30, 2014, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-crisis-iraq/syria-fighters-hail-declaration-of-islamic-caliphate-idUSKB20F50L20140630 (accessed November 17, 2020).} Raqqa became the first major city to fall under the control of the armed extremist group before their string of their rapid victories in Iraq and Syria.

A former resident of Ghanim al-Ali village in eastern Raqqa, who now lives in Lebanon, told us:

“The first armed groups emerged [in Raqqa] in 2012. We have seen abductions and, later, bombings since the beginning of the events in Syria in 2011. My house was completely destroyed; many of my relatives died. The protests in Raqqa began in 2011. The protests spread quickly, like fire, from Aleppo to Deir ez-Zor. Government soldiers fired at people, apprehended and killed citizens, and conducted ‘search-and-sweep’ operations. A school teacher in my village told her students about the protests. The next day, she was taken and shot on the street. I saw it myself. Many people took part in the protests. The government and [armed] groups gave weapons to boys. Each of them tried to turn them to their side.

“The Free Syrian Army was the first armed opposition [group]. They asked people to join them, voluntarily. They did not force anyone [to do so]. Kurds started their attacks in mid-2013. They used heavy artillery. They might have been involved in looting, but they never executed anyone. They took girls and boys as young as 12 or 13 years old to fight for them. They threatened, but never killed. Most of the people agreed because [the Kurdish forces] paid
money and gave weapons. At some point, they took control of our village for several days. People fled to Lebanon or to other parts of Syria. [Jabhat] Al-Nusra was [also] active [in Raqqa] for some time. There are many Bedouin clans in our governorate. They armed up, mostly to defend their homes and villages, but they did not attack first. The IS came to [our village] in 2014. Civilians suffered from the government, from all of them, of course, but the IS were the most brutal of all the armed groups.”

Human Rights Watch has reported that Kurdish armed groups recruited child soldiers, both boys and girls.312

Life in the Self-Proclaimed Islamic State

After the IS seized power, they established strict rules governing all areas of life. Their criminal and religious police—al-Hisba for men and the al-Khansaa Brigade for women—strictly enforced Sharia law, as interpreted by the leaders of the IS.313 According to the testimonies we collected, the laws were announced in mosques and other public places through loudspeakers. Members of the religious police force also visited crowded areas, such as shops or markets, to explain new policies. During the first two months, the sanctions for non-compliance were limited to warnings and reprimands; later, however, the punishments grew harsher. People were fined, arrested, beaten, tortured, and even killed for any “offence.” Women were not allowed to seek employment other than in education or healthcare and were only allowed to teach girls and treat women. Women were also made to wear all-black clothes and niqabs (full-face veils).

A resident of the city of al-Tabqah in Raqqa governorate said:

“People started to marry off [their daughters] as young as 12 or 13 so that IS members were not tempted [to take them away]. They took two daughters from my neighbour. We have not heard from them ever since. Widows were forced to re-marry.”


According to other Raqqa witness testimonies, the IS banned the sale and consumption of tobacco and alcohol, and performance of and listening to music. At prayer time, everyone had to drop all their worldly tasks to perform their prayers. Breaking these rules could lead to fines, flogging, or arrest. People could be sentenced to death for apostasy or blasphemy; adultery was punishable by stoning; gay men were pushed off the roofs of high-rise buildings. Sharia courts decided sentencing. People tried to stay out of public places as much as possible to avoid arrests, stoning, or death.

Members of almost all religious minorities left Raqqa. Yazidi women were forcibly transferred from Iraq as slaves. First, the leaders chose women for themselves, and later the rest of the women were sold to other IS members in slave markets. A few Christians still remained in Raqqa; they were taxed extra and/or forced to convert to Islam. Alawite and Shiite Muslims had to convert to Sunnism under pain of death.

The al-Tabqah resident told us:

“In 2013, when the IS did not yet control the entire territory [of Raqqa], they detained me in a basement. I had a choice to either join them or be executed. There were 10 of us [in the basement]. Three were held for being Alawites. Abdullah, 23, was also accused of being an Alawite, although he was not. He was shot in front of his mother, who came after him. Another man was detained for stealing. Several others were like me—they refused to join [the IS]. Those [detainees] were not tortured. They were ‘warmly welcomed’ instead. Upon arrival, they were encircled and beaten. I remember a man with a disability who was accused of having links...”


to the government. Once, he was tortured so severely that he could not recover for three days, while lying down on his side and shaking. I saw so much in just 10 days in that basement. It was only because of the Free Syrian Army that I was released.”

Bashar al-Assad’s supporters, and those suspected of having any links to the official authorities, were executed. Any resistance or criticism of the IS was punishable by death or imprisonment. Prisoners of war either remained in detention or were killed. The IS banned any cooperation with outside journalists or human rights defenders.

In the city of Raqqa, the internet could be accessed only at designated establishments, which the IS police regularly raided. If they found suspicious contacts or content on a person’s phone, that person was arrested and often did not come back.

Another refugee from al-Tabqah told us:

“My uncle used his phone to communicate with his son who lived in Turkey. Once he texted him that ‘Even God could not save us from the IS.’ [IS members] saw the text and put him in jail for three months. But when his family came to take him [home], they were told: ‘Oh, we executed him yesterday.’ This happened in 2016.”

Executions usually took place in major city squares, such as al-Naim square. People were not always obliged to come, but they were strongly encouraged to do so. The bodies and severed heads of those who had been executed were publicly displayed to set an example. Books that were deemed inconsistent with the IS’s interpretation of Islam were destroyed. Elementary schools remained open with separate classes for boys and girls. The UN Commission of Inquiry on Syria reported that “education [was] employed as a tool of indoctrination, designed to foster a new generation of supporters.”

According to the testimonies of former Raqqa residents, both Syrians and foreigners lived in IS-controlled territories. Although there was a greater number of Syrians, most of the leadership were foreigners. The IS urged or even forced people to join them; some local young men volunteered. Kiosks were set up in every neighbourhood to hand out promotional material. Videos of IS victories were displayed on big city screens and
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posted online.

A witness from Ghanim al-Ali village in Raqqa told us:

“Most of the locals who joined them were very young or [even] underage. [The IS] gave them weapons, money, houses, wives, and power. The houses and cars [they gave them] had been confiscated from others. Poverty was another reason to join. We lived under the siege. [Free] food was distributed only among the fighters and their families, while buying food was too expensive as the stores were also controlled by [the IS].”

The Commission of Inquiry stated in its report that “humanitarian actors supporting the population’s access to food have been unable to reach the nearly 600,000 people in ISIS-controlled Dayr Az-Zawr and Ar-Raqqah governorates since May and July 2014, respectively.” One witness told the Commission that in April 2014, ‘once ISIS took over, people who left ISIS areas to get medicine risked being arrested by ISIS.’ [...] By preventing the supply of humanitarian aid, the group reinforces the dependence of civilians on the services it controls.”

Ordinary people had to pay a lot of money for food, as food supplies were controlled by the IS, and residents were forced to buy food from them. Sometimes, the IS members distributed aid, but mostly to their members.

A former resident of Ghanim al-Ali said:

“We had no food. In the early days, we used to receive humanitarian aid from the UN. But various [armed] groups sometimes blocked food delivery to make hungry people join them and fight for them. At times, [the armed groups] got hold of the humanitarian aid. They promised to deliver it but did otherwise. They took part of it for themselves and sold the rest for inflated prices.”

 Civilians in Raqqa lived in permanent fear and in dire conditions. They were under the complete control of radical armed groups and had hardly any options for leaving. They were also used as human shields.
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In November 2016, the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), supported by the US-led coalition’s air force (which included the US, France, and the UK, among others), launched an operation on Raqqa city codenamed “Wrath of Euphrates.”

The military operation to retake the city was conducted over several stages. The first was in November 2016, with the SDF asserting control over several localities north of Raqqa city. The second phase was announced in December 2016 and saw SDF forces advance on the Euphrates River west of Raqqa. During phase three, in February 2017, the SDF launched a new offensive on the eastern countryside of the IS’s self-proclaimed capital.

On June 6, 2017, the US-led coalition and the SDF began their assault on the IS’s fortified positions in Raqqa city. The assault forces approached the city from all sides, taking control of its suburbs. On September 1,
the SDF announced that they had captured the Old City in Raqqa.\(^{328}\) On October 8, the US-led coalition announced it was launching a final operation against IS positions in Raqqa.\(^{329}\) This crucial military operation ended on October 17, when the US-led coalition announced its completion.\(^{330}\)

During the hostilities, thousands of civilians were trapped in Raqqa between the IS and SDF fighters. The operation was accompanied by grave violations of human rights and humanitarian law. Survivors and witnesses told Amnesty International that they faced IS “booby traps” and snipers who targeted anyone trying to flee.\(^{331}\) They also said they were used as “human shields.”\(^{332}\) Civilians were also victims of artillery and airstrikes by US-led coalition forces.\(^{333}\)

Different estimates put the number of civilians killed during this military operation between 1,300-1,800 people, mainly as a result of bombings.\(^{334}\)

The UN reported that 270,000 people fled their homes in Raqqa governorate since the start of the hostilities.\(^{335}\) An estimated 70–80 percent of all buildings in Raqqa were destroyed or damaged after the battle.\(^{336}\) Civilian infrastructure and residential areas were severely damaged.
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Amnesty International carried out extensive field investigations in Raqqa and collaborated with Airwars on remote analysis. In its report on the situation, Amnesty stated that between June–October 2017, the US-led coalition “launched thousands of air and artillery strikes in support of the SDF.” The operation in Raqqa killed over 1,600 civilians, including children. Four families were killed in one devastating incident on September 25, 2017. They were sheltering in the basement of a five-storey residential building that had been destroyed by a coalition-led airstrike. At least 32 civilians were killed, including four men, eight women and 20 children.337

“Four months of relentless bombardment reduced homes, businesses and infrastructure to rubble. Civilians were caught in the crossfire in a city that had become a death trap. IS snipers and landmines prevented them from fleeing, while the coalition’s air bombardments and reckless artillery strikes killed them in their homes. […] The US-led coalition claims to have taken all necessary measures to spare civilians. However, that rhetoric is a far cry from reality,” the report noted.338

On August 31, 2017, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein stated that civilians were “paying an unacceptable price” in the battle for Raqqa. He added that “the attacking forces may be failing to abide by the international humanitarian law principles of precautions, distinction, and proportionality.”339

In the same month, UN Special Adviser to the Special Envoy for Syria, Jan Egeland, said that there was no “worse place on earth” than Syria’s Raqqa, and urged the international community to pause the fighting to allow civilians to leave the armed conflict zone.340 The US-led coalition’s spokesman, US Army Colonel Sean Ryan, denied Amnesty International’s allegations of war crimes, calling them “grossly inaccurate.”341 In its monthly civilian casualty report for July 2019, the US-led coalition stated that, in its fight with the IS, it conducted 34,547 strikes in Syria and Iraq from August 2014 through the end of June 2019. The information available suggests that, during that period, at least 1,321 civilians in both countries were killed by its actions.342

Moreover, survivors told human rights defenders about how Russian-backed Syrian government forces also bombarded civilians in villages and camps south of Raqqa, including with internationally banned cluster bombs. Relentless and often imprecise attacks resulted in a surge in civilian casualties.343

Consequences of the Operation

The IS suffered heavy losses. About 4,000 people—including 250 armed and loaded IS fighters along with 3,500 of their family members—were evacuated in trucks and buses under a deal with the local authorities and US-backed forces.344

Our interviewees from Raqqa city and governorate said they failed to grasp the point of all the destruction and civilian casualties if members of the extremist groups were eventually just allowed to leave. They said that at the time of the interview (in spring 2019) IS cells were still active in Raqqa and sometimes attacked civilians. All actors controlling Raqqa governorate today still pose a threat to civilians. Abductions and enforced disappearances continue, living conditions are dire, essential infrastructure has been destroyed, job opportunities are limited, and many residential areas have not yet been cleared of mines and explosives.


One of our witnesses from Ghanim al-Ali said:

“My village has been completely destroyed. There is no electricity, water, food, or job opportunities. Only elderly people are still living there. My brothers live there too. They tell us not to come back. The entire governorate is divided between various armed groups. The territory between our village and west Syria is controlled by Kurds; [the territory between our village] and east Syria is controlled by various local clans; certain areas are controlled by the government. Our village is controlled by Kurds, and they do not target residents. But the IS fighters in the nearby mountains conduct raids on our village. The most recent incident was in March 2019. My relatives who still live there said that some 50 people drove to the mountains to pick truffle mushrooms. They ran into IS fighters who robbed and killed them.”

Another witness from Ghanim al-Ali also stressed that it was unsafe to return to the area:

“The government controls some of the villages in Raqqa, and [the government] is the worst, although all of them are bad. They rob and harass people... We used to be farmers and reared goats and sheep. Militants destroyed everything; they ruined our life. I left with smugglers eight months ago. It is impossible to live there. Clashes between the [armed] groups and the government continue. I would like to get back to my village, but the conditions there are inadequate and unsafe. You can hardly feel safe anywhere in Syria.”

There are numerous mass graves in and around Raqqa. New burial sites are being discovered even now. Human rights defenders continue to regularly report new graves containing hundreds, if not thousands, of bodies of men, women, and children. According to Yasser Khamis, head of Raqqa’s First Responders Team, as of September 2019, 5,218 bodies had been exhumed from mass graves, or from beneath the ruins of destroyed buildings around Raqqa. Khamis states that around 1,400 of these were IS fighters, who

---


were distinguishable by their clothes and included some foreigners.\textsuperscript{347} Khamis said that limited resources slowed the search and made it difficult to determine the exact cause of death. The First Responders Team only started collecting DNA samples in June 2019 and managed to get samples from only a limited number of bodies before reburial.\textsuperscript{348}
Aleppo is Syria’s largest city and was once the country’s economic capital. In 2011, before the war, Aleppo governorate was home to about 4.6 million people. Devastating hostilities forced many to flee, and, as of August of 2016, the reported population of Aleppo was estimated to be over 2 million, including 250,000–275,000 people in eastern Aleppo.

Throughout the armed conflict, the various warring parties all viewed Aleppo as a strategic location. The battles for Aleppo became a turning point in the Syrian conflict. Between 2012–2016, the city was a site of intense fighting. Residents of Aleppo were subjected to relentless bombardments and the hunger and hardships of an imposed siege. By the time the hostilities ended, countless people had died and Aleppo’s infrastructure had been left in ruins. While conducting our research, we interviewed several witnesses from Aleppo who held different political views and were of different faiths. All of them had to seek refuge in either Turkey, Germany, Russia, or Lebanon.

**Mass Protests and Government Crackdown**

The Aleppo uprising unfolded, for the most part, in the same pattern observed in other governorates and cities across Syria. Mass protests against the Syrian government started throughout 2011 and intensified in 2012. At that time the protests were peaceful.

---

A man from Aleppo spoke to us about the reasons behind the protests:

“We watched it and hoped there will be some improvement in our country. It was mostly the youth who resided in the region and came from poor homes who hoped to see change... But as it became clear that power is something you can only inherit, our hope was lost.”

Syrian government security forces immediately began to detain peaceful protesters:

“After my very first demonstration in 2011, they picked me up right away. When the demonstration ended and people went home, they drove up to me and got me into their car. For about three months I was detained. Then they released me, but I was arrested again four days later and imprisoned again.”

Another man from Aleppo corroborated this account, saying that “When the revolution started, everyone saw that people were being thrown in jail; some were tortured there, some were killed. Peaceful protests were forcefully dispersed by the military.” This, in his opinion, ignited the flame of revolution.

There are many witness accounts of the beating and torture of peaceful protesters in Aleppo. Since Aleppo was home to one of the biggest universities in the country, it was also the site of mass student protests, and the ensuing crackdowns and arbitrary arrests of protesters by the security forces.

In his interview, one former student told us about his arrest, which was followed by a three-month detention:

“They called me and asked me to come to the dean’s office. A professor was there, as well as a member of the military, and two other members of the military were by the door. They started questioning me, then handcuffed me, put me in a car, and brought me to a security branch... One of them gave the order [and] they started beating me with a plastic pipe wrapped in fabric, beating me all over my body...”

---
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Another student never took part in the protests but was still detained along with her sister. She told us:

“A guard used handcuffs to twist my sister’s arms behind her back and dragged her by her hair to the so-called investigation room, to interrogate her. He began beating her right away using his hands and then... he beat her with some sort of cable, a three-tail version of a ‘cat-o-nine-tails,’ with sort of lashes at the tips; she didn’t know what it was; she wasn’t able to get a good look at it, and he beat her until she fell unconscious. She was in a coma for 12 days after that.”

A defector described the crackdown on Aleppo students in an interview he gave to Human Rights Watch: “We were sent to the university dorms to arrest people, with a simple order: ‘Go in and detain.’ We must have detained more than 200 people in one day around late April/early May. We wanted to scare them and other students to prevent them from protesting again. Our job was to detain the students and take them to the branches of the mukhabarat, mostly Military Intelligence. We would beat people all the way to the bus. We didn’t know what would happen to the detainees after we dropped them off with the mukhabarat.”

A Divided City (2012–2016)

In the summer of 2012, the Aleppo area became the site of armed clashes between the forces of the Free Syrian Army and the Syrian government. Later, some armed radical extremist opposition groups, such as Jabhat al-Nusra, also took part in the fighting following their arrival in Aleppo in the early fall of 2012. At first these armed groups controlled particular areas of the city by setting up security checkpoints manned by their fighters. As a result, the city was divided into two parts: western Aleppo, which was under government control, and eastern Aleppo, which was outside of government control and administered by self-organised local councils. The government attempted to regain control over eastern Aleppo using military force, and in summer 2012, government forces launched aerial bombardments and began shelling Aleppo with artillery. To escape the bombardments and ground clashes, people of various convictions and convictions and
faiths either moved to the territories controlled by the Syrian government or were forced to flee the country altogether.

A woman from Aleppo, who now lives in Turkey, told us, “We had two options: starving to death under the siege, or crossing over to the Shabiha’s territories, controlled by the government, to continue our studies and finish our education there.”

Another man who once lived in Aleppo explained to our team, “I used to be an engineer at the water pump station, I never took part in any protests. I supported the government all my life, but I had to leave because a rumour began circulating that the Alawites [and] Christians were the roots of the entire conflict.”

Despite visible deterioration in living conditions in the parts of Aleppo city controlled by the armed opposition, some parts of peaceful pre-war life still survived. For example, from 2011–December 2015, there was a functioning student street theatre.

The director of this street theatre, who also volunteered rebuilding schools, said that he and his colleagues would put on shows during the air raids. He told us in his interview:

> “We created a theatre and called it ‘Breadway.’ We built the stage with our own hands. We bought what we needed and set it all up among the ruins... At the same time, I was working with an education-focused organisation. I was responsible for seven schools in Aleppo, for the management of the properties.”

He added that the school remained open for some time, however:

> “When the siege started, we closed after the first month... Most of the schools I was managing were damaged, destroyed; so we went to repair the buildings, to create an atmosphere conducive to studying.”

As the influence of Islamist and jihadist groups in Aleppo grew stronger, territories under government control increasingly came under fire. For the residents of the areas controlled by radical groups, life became increasingly unbearable. IS fighters, including those who came from abroad, felt entitled to the land, establishing their own status quo which was alien to Syrian customs.

According to the report “Rule of Terror: Living in Syria under ISIL” by the UN Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, in Aleppo and other IS-controlled parts of Syria, the IS committed widespread and
systematic violations, including summary executions, killings, mutilation, rape, sexual violence, torture, recruitment of children soldiers, and outrages upon personal dignity.\textsuperscript{357}

A man from Aleppo told us:

“In 2014, the IS executed five of my friends in Aleppo. They were at a party, which I was invited to as well, but I could not go. An IS car drove up to the house and took people from that party. When the IS were being pushed out of this territory, before retreating, they killed all their prisoners. So, all five of my friends were killed as well.”

Bombing intensified significantly in December 2013, and again when Russian forces entered the conflict in September 2015, and then again during the last months of 2016.

A witness from Aleppo told us in his interview that, “In 2014, they dropped a barrel on my house, a bomb… My wife was injured, but she survived. My son died. He was only 10 months old at the time. My wife received an injury to the head and a shrapnel wound, all of her teeth were knocked out.”

In 2015, one could only leave the city of Aleppo using a narrow passageway between government forces, according to witnesses from eastern Aleppo:

“This passage could be used for two purposes: to escape the city, or to get out, stock up on food and other necessities, and come back. A lot of people died in this passage. It was a narrow ‘death path.’ Ambulances could not get there in cases of injury because they could only drive up to a certain point, and then they had to walk. This passage came under sniper fire and was bombed regularly.”

\textsuperscript{357} Ibid.
The Siege and Bombardment of Aleppo

In July 2016, eastern Aleppo was surrounded by Syrian government forces, who imposed a siege that severely restricted people’s access to food, medicine, and other essential supplies. An estimated 250,000–275,000 people were trapped inside.358

One man told us that the siege of Aleppo was much harder than the ones in other cities: “No manufacturing or agricultural facilities remained in the city. There was no land to grow anything on or live off of... One man traded his car for a pack of cigarettes. His car had no gas in it, no fuel. Nothing. Why would he need this car?”

Another man from Aleppo told us about fuel shortages:

“The state did not provide any electricity from the moment the government left these territories. That is why we started relying on local generators to produce electricity. Although we barely had fuel to run these generators during the siege. Hospitals suffered most from [the lack of fuel]. I had some wood in my house which I used [to heat water] to wash myself. Before the siege we had power for around five to six hours [a day]. By the end of siege, it was only one to two hours [a day], as fuel became extremely expensive.”

Another Aleppo resident spoke to the International Red Cross Committee

about the siege: “Since the siege on east Aleppo started during Ramadan in 2016, the situation grew even more difficult as the people there were stranded for 190 days. […] The situation there was in a state of paralysis. My youngest son was always hungry as there was nothing to eat or drink. […] As food items were extremely expensive, we were forced to eat different kinds of lentil-based food. As a result, I lost 25 kilos.”

Aleppo siege survivors told us that from July 2016 to December 26 there were two periods of siege. The first lasted from July to August 2016, and the second from early September to late December. A witness told us that a road allowing people passage opened during the month of August, but was repeatedly attacked by government forces:

“A road was opened from the village of Ramouseh. The opposition managed to open this route so that people could travel through. This road passed through a village, but it was bombed intensely by government forces. This road was considered very dangerous and was used more for military purposes, but ambulances still used it when they needed to evacuate a badly injured person in the direction of Turkey, because they could not be treated in Aleppo.”

During the second stage of the siege in early September 2016, government forces took control of the Ramouseh road and surrounded eastern Aleppo, tightening the blockade even further.

Another witness from Aleppo shared his experience during his interview with our team:

“The second [stage of the] blockade was much more severe. The situation was dire as we did not have access to many food items. Civilians could not buy them anyway as they did not have any money. During the last few weeks, we had neither flour nor bread. There were a few civil society organisations that sometimes helped us with food for free; food was kept in warehouses. Otherwise, families had only what they had stocked themselves. For me it was easier as, back then, I did not have a family.”

For humanitarian aid organisations, access to the region was extremely limited. According to an International Red Cross Committee (ICRC) report, “despite their best efforts […] the ICRC’s teams were unable to get aid into eastern Aleppo between April and December 2016, and the ICRC could

---

only provide support remotely, such as by paying for water, sanitation materials or cooking gas for the collective kitchen or the salaries of people working there.”

According to Amnesty International, “Living conditions for the tens of thousands of civilians significantly deteriorated during the last three months of the siege. Conditions became particularly difficult, residents said, between October 2016 and mid-December 2016, when the dwindling supplies of humanitarian aid organisations were further reduced by the Syrian government and Russian forces’ attacks on warehouses.”

Those working for humanitarian organisations themselves became targets. In a statement on September 19, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs said that the UN-Syrian Arab Red Crescent convoy was hit in Urum al-Kubra, southwest of the city of Aleppo. A Red Crescent warehouse was also hit and a Red Crescent-operated health clinic was damaged, the organisation said. It added that 20 civilians and one staff member were killed as they unloaded trucks, and that most of the aid—including food and medical supplies meant to help at least 78,000 people—was destroyed. Human Rights Watch relayed that “the UN said that the convoy had received proper permits from the Syrian government in advance to cross from government-controlled Aleppo to parts of opposition-held western Aleppo to deliver the aid.”

According to the UN Commission of Inquiry, eastern Aleppo was subjected to multiple attacks on “markets, bakeries and other food sources essential for civilian life, […] violating the right to regular, permanent and unrestricted access to sufficient food […]. The total number of markets and bakeries attacked from the air during the period under review is indicative of a pattern on the part of pro-Government forces of intentionally violating this right by targeting civilian infrastructure in order to compel the surrender of armed groups.”

Members of armed opposition groups also contributed to the exacerbation of the humanitarian catastrophe. As the UN Commission of Inquiry stated in a report, “shortly after the siege was laid, some armed groups began

---
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to confiscate and hide food items that had previously been available throughout most districts. [...] Some armed groups distributed food and aid preferentially to those within their ranks, their family members and confidants over civilians. For the remaining population, minimal food assistance was occasionally circulated. Moreover, some groups used civilians and the local population as human shields.

Bombings and shelling became increasingly intense during the siege. Armed opposition groups attacked western Aleppo, including civilian infrastructure, which resulted in the injury of dozens of civilians, including women and children. The skies above Aleppo were controlled by Syrian and Russian air forces. According to the UN Commission of Inquiry, “the Syrian air force [had] limited capability to conduct operations at night; most night operations were therefore conducted by the more capable Russian air force. [...] On 23 September, for example, Russian aircraft conducted 42 air sorties, making at least 28 confirmed airstrikes in eastern Aleppo city.”

The ICRC further stated that “Syrian and Russian air forces conducted daily air strikes in Aleppo throughout most of the period under review, exclusively employing, as far as the Commission could determine, unguided air-delivered munitions.” This unlawful use of unguided weapons in densely populated areas led to civilian casualties and destroyed civilian objects. The constant bombardment of civilian infrastructure during the siege, in particular, led to a significant number of civilian casualties. According to the Syrian Network for Human Rights, 1,244 civilians were killed in eastern Aleppo, between July and December 2016, as a result of attacks. According to the Commission of Inquiry, the bombardment that started on September 23, 2016, killed about 300 people within the first three days. On September 25, UN special envoy to Syria Staffan de Mistura reported that the situation in eastern Aleppo “deteriorated to new heights of horror.”

“Those who lost their house, have to go look for a new roof over their heads. People live not only in tents: some shelter themselves in the

---

burned-out cars and buses. [...] To buy bread, one has to stand in line for several hours,” German news agency Deutsche Welle reported in August 2016.374

A witness to these bombardments described them to us in his interview:

“On September 25, 2016 Russian warplanes bombed the city with cluster munitions. When the first attack occurred, I took the camera and ran toward its location. But there was this strategy used, to bomb once and then—when people came over to the location of the attack to help the injured—the plane would return and attack a second time. [This was done] to target as many people as possible. So, after a while people grew too scared to help. Anyway, this is how I received an injury to my stomach, in the second attack, when the plane returned. Unfortunately, no one helped me, so I walked to the hospital myself. While I was walking, I saw several adult men who could not move from their injuries. When I arrived at the hospital, I saw a very big number of wounded people; the hospital was taking only those with the most severe injuries. I saw a girl, aged seven, she was injured in her chest, I saw the doctor taking her to an operating room. I don’t remember anything else as I lost consciousness then. Later, I woke up in a ward.”375

The bombardments paralysed the work of most health facilities in Aleppo.

Another witness from Aleppo told us about this in his interview:

“In 2015, there were eight hospitals in Aleppo. There were only two left by the autumn of 2016: al-Quds and al-Sakhour. I spent 12 days in the latter, then I was transferred to al-Quds as [al-Sakhour] was heavily bombed [and, as a result,] it was closed. All the medical equipment was damaged. When I left the hospital, I could not recognise many areas of my own city.”

As mentioned previously, by the end of siege, there were reportedly no working hospitals left in Aleppo.

On August 12, Doctor Maximilian Gertler—a representative of Médecins Sans Frontières—reported that the organisation had been informed of two
chlorine gas attacks in eastern Aleppo on August 10. In his statement, he said: “Currently, we are in contact with two hospitals that use our support. They tell us that they have received around 80 patients. Almost half of them are children under the age of 10. Many patients are diagnosed with acute respiratory problems, others suffer from conjunctivitis. Our colleagues who are in contact with the local doctors are currently trying to get more information about the cause of these symptoms. Presently, we have no way of checking this ourselves.”

Human Rights Watch also documented the use of indiscriminate weapons, such as cluster munitions and incendiary weapons, including near hospitals. The organisation reported that from November 17 to December 13, 2016, “government helicopters [dropped] chlorine in residential areas on at least eight occasions.” However, the number of attacks could well be higher. According to their research, “the attacks took place in areas where government forces planned to advance, starting in the east and moving westwards as the frontlines moved.”

In late July 2016, the Syrian and Russian governments offered to set up humanitarian corridors that would allow food through and give people an opportunity to flee the besieged city. At that time, there were around 250,000 civilians left in eastern Aleppo, and the Syrian government—with support from Russia—had already regained a third of the territory.

Russian Defence Minister Sergey Shoygu announced that by order of the Russian President, a large-scale humanitarian operation would commence. In his words, civilians of Aleppo and combatants willing to surrender their weapons would be provided with the opportunity to exit the city through three humanitarian corridors. He said that an additional humanitarian corridor would be arranged for armed fighters carrying weapons and equipment. Shoygu also commanded troops to organise airdrops of food, medicine, and other basic necessities. Russian media
claimed that armed groups prevented civilians from leaving the city.  

On July 28, Bashar al-Assad issued a decree promising amnesty to members of armed groups willing to hand over their weapons and surrender themselves to the appropriate authorities within the following three months. Special Advisor to the UN Special Envoy for Syria Jan Egeland said that there was an urgent need for access to the besieged population of Aleppo, as 400 people required urgent medical evacuation. Meanwhile, humanitarian organisations criticised the Russian proposal, calling it “deeply flawed.” Thirty-five organisations signed a petition declaring that “a true humanitarian operation would not force the people of Aleppo to choose between fleeing into the arms of their attackers or remaining in a besieged area under continued bombardment.”

The witnesses we interviewed told us that most civilians could not use the humanitarian corridors as they were afraid to relocate to territories controlled by the Syrian government.

One man told us:

“On the side controlled by the government they knew who I was. They [would] persecute me as I was a journalist. I think that if I had gone to government-controlled territory, I would have been arrested and either killed or, even worse, tortured. There were people like me who took this risk, and some of them were detained.”

On September 9, 2016, Russia, along with the US and the co-chairs of the International Syria Support Group (ISSG), reached an agreement allowing for the cessation of hostilities. However, on September 19, the agreement was breached. Armed opposition groups resumed shelling western Aleppo, while the Syrian government resumed its aerial campaign and launched a ground operation led by its military forces and militias. According to the UN, the pro-government militias included local groups,
such as the Ba’ath Brigades, Tiger Forces, and Liwa al-Quds Brigade, as well as groups of foreign armed fighters, such as the Army of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution (Iran Revolutionary Guard Corps), al-Quds Force, Hezbollah, and the Iraqi militias al-Nujabaa and al-Fatimiyyoon among others.389

During this period, parties to the conflict proposed various ceasefire plans. On October 19, 2016, the Syrian government unilaterally declared a three-day ceasefire and once more told civilians to leave the city through two corridors and six safe exits.390 According to the British newspaper The Independent, Syrian television even broadcast images of green buses that were arranged for people wanting to evacuate to Idlib governorate. However, people who tried to cross were shot by armed groups.391 An ITV correspondent said that he himself witnessed the mortar fire and the empty green buses designated for evacuation.392 Rebels called this information propaganda.393

On October 21, 2016, the UN Human Rights Council adopted a resolution on the situation in Aleppo, where it demanded that the Syrian government and its allies immediately cease all hostilities and end “all aerial bombardment and military flights over Aleppo.” The resolution also condemned the use of starvation against civilians, any sieges directed at civilians, as well as terrorist attacks and other acts of violence committed by terrorist groups against the civilian population.394 Twenty-four of the Council’s member states voted for this resolution; seven member states voted against it, including Russia. A week later, Russia was not re-elected to the UN Human Rights Council.395

In November 2016, UN Special Envoy to Syria Staffan de Mistura proposed yet another ceasefire. No agreement was reached, however, and military action continued until December 22, 2016—when government forces regained full control of eastern Aleppo. A de facto ceasefire became a reality only at the end of December.
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Forced Evacuation of Civilians and Fighters from Aleppo

In December 2016, the warring parties in Syria reached an agreement that sought to stop the hostilities in eastern Aleppo city. This allowed for the evacuation of civilian residents who did not wish to stay in government-controlled territories, armed opposition group members, their families, and other civilians. The evacuation was organised to territories that were not controlled by government forces.

The evacuation of civilians and armed group members started on December 15, under a ceasefire that had been declared until December 22. Sporadic skirmishes notwithstanding, over 37,500 people were evacuated from eastern Aleppo to opposition-held areas of Aleppo governorate between December 16–22, 2016, according to the UN. By the evening of December 22, 2016, the city of Aleppo had come under the full control of pro-government forces. As a result of years of hostilities and the final offensive, the city’s infrastructure has been almost entirely destroyed.

At the same time, Syrian government officials, and, to a lesser extent, the Russian media, automatically qualified those who fled the city of Aleppo as fighters. “The total number of fighters and their family members that have agreed to leave eastern Aleppo, according to the framework of the agreement with the Syrian government, is 31,849 people,” the head of the city’s security committee, Major General Zahid Saleh, said in an interview.

One of the witnesses told our monitoring team in his interview, “I left the city in one of the green buses arranged by the government on December 21, 2016. We passed through checkpoints: first a Syrian one, then a Russian one. There were different people on the bus: both combatants and civilians.”

Another witness told us about a convoy that faced some issues at an Iranian checkpoint:

“On December 16, people from a convoy of green buses that had been turned back told us that they were stopped at an Iranian checkpoint. They forced all of them to leave their buses, and took their phones, personal belongings, and money. After that, the convoy came back to the city [of Aleppo].”

The International Red Cross Committee (ICRC) reported that “hundreds of sick and wounded people were among the evacuees. Teams from the Syrian Arab Red Crescent and the ICRC stayed on-site day and night throughout the ordeal. […] With temperatures below freezing, people were burning whatever they could find, including blankets and clothes, to keep themselves and their children warm while they waited to leave. ‘Very few families decided to stay,’ explains Marianna Gasser [head of the IRCC delegation in Syria]. ‘However, the majority had very little choice and felt it was best to leave at that juncture, with their houses turned to rubble, very little food and no water or electricity. Not to mention the violence they had been witnessing for so long. No one could endure such suffering.’

The UN Commission of Inquiry stated that, “as pro-Government forces recaptured eastern Aleppo city in December, some executed hors de combat fighters and perceived armed group supporters. Hundreds of men and boys were separated from their families and forcibly conscripted by the Syrian army. The fate of others remains unknown.”

In 2017, the city and governorate of Aleppo became part of the so-called de-escalation zone. Since then, the ceasefire has been violated in the governorate several times. Recently, Syrian government officials announced their readiness to accept the return of residents who fled the

war—including to Aleppo. However, while large financial investments are needed to restore the country’s infrastructure, the Syrian authorities are providing no guarantees regarding safeguarding and respect for human rights. Various human rights organisations said that cases of arbitrary arrests, detention, and forcible disappearances have been reported as recently as 2018, 2019, and 2020.400

Moreover, hostilities between armed opposition groups and government forces and bombardments of residential areas continue in Aleppo governorate. In January 2020, Syrian government forces and Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) bombed areas in the western and southern parts of Aleppo governorate which resulted in a new wave of displacement and refugees.401 As of May 1, 2020, around 846,000 people who had fled their homes since December 1, 2019 remained displaced.402

As a result, the refugees we interviewed in neighbouring countries so far have no plans to return home. One of them said, “I love Aleppo very much, Aleppo is very beautiful. But I will never be able to return there.”

---

HOMS

Shelling and air strikes left the dense urban areas of Homs in ruins.
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Homs is the largest governorate in Syria, stretching from the border with Lebanon in the west across to Iraq in the east. The governorate’s capital city, also named Homs, was the third-largest city in Syria, with a pre-war population of more than 1 million people.

In the course of our fieldwork, we conducted seven interviews with people who lived in the city of Homs between 2011–2017. They shared many details about what happened in the city during those years.

Mass peaceful protests against the Syrian government began in Homs in March 2011. According to our interviewees, authorities spent the first months trying to quell the large-scale anti-government protests using the same methods employed in other governorates.

Many reports by human right organisations corroborate witness accounts of security forces’ use of systematic, widespread, and disproportionate violence against largely peaceful demonstrators. Human Rights Watch documented “dozens of incidents in which security forces and government supported militias violently attacked and dispersed overwhelmingly peaceful protests.”

Between mid-April and August 2011, local activists reported that “security forces killed at least 587 civilians, the highest number of casualties for any single governorate.”
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In Homs, Syrian security forces conducted mass arrests of people suspected of participating in the protests. Those detained by the authorities were subjected to torture; many were forcibly disappeared. Most often, they were taken to a detention facility in local branches of the government’s intelligence agencies before being transferred to other locations.

Universities and certain student unions (so-called “yellow” student unions) collaborated with intelligence services. One resident of Homs, who was a university student when the protests started, described to our research team an attempt by the mukhabarat (intelligence services) to recruit her as an informant:

“Once, on my way to Bab Sabaa [a neighbourhood in Homs], which was at that time the real centre of the demonstrations, they held me for 14 hours at a military security detention facility in Homs. They asked me to become an informant. There were six members of security forces; they hit me on the back and legs with their hands and a metal stick. That’s how it was for seven hours.”

In parallel to the violence toward young protesters, Syrian authorities tried to connect with older and widely regarded protesters. Qassem al-Zein, who worked as a field doctor in Homs between 2012 and 2014, told our team about a meeting that took place in Homs in April 2011, between local leaders, the city’s elders, and government representatives. During the meeting, Dr. Qassem—who said that Ba’ath party members had invited him—raised the need for change and deep reforms. The mayor of Homs, city administrators, and senior security services leaders were reportedly also in attendance.

It is worth noting that Dr. Qassem’s initial statement had no effect on his fate. He remained in charge of the central hospital in Homs. But in July, his statements reportedly reached the intelligence services, and he was fired.

Security forces had reportedly escalated their crackdown on Homs as early as May 2011, when they entered the city with tanks. During that period, “security forces conducted operations on a regular basis, targeting different neighborhoods. […] Several [operations] led to injuries and deaths,” according to Human Rights Watch.
Syrian authorities repeatedly attributed the use of heavy weapons in Homs to terrorist groups. The first armed groups appeared in Homs very early on. The conditions of the developing armed conflict led some residents of Homs city, most notably in the Bab Sabaa neighbourhood, to organise themselves into local defence committees that were often armed—mostly with firearms, but in some cases, with rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs).

One man explained in his interview: “We, I mean the locals, started setting up checkpoints around the square so that [the residents of the rebellious Homs] would not bring weapons or knives to large public rallies, and members of security services, on the other hand, would not get in—we searched for IDs.”

Our witnesses claim that Free Syrian Army (FSA) units did not begin forming until late 2011 (before that, numerous disparate groups—including Islamists—had challenged government troops). As the conflict evolved, the FSA expanded, and their combat readiness improved. As one witness put it: “At first, the weapons were basically what people had at home—rifles, pistols—or [opposition fighters] bought weapons on the black market. But as [the opposition] gained strength, weapons were being supplied to Homs, and they were handed out for free.”

Apart from the FSA, several armed opposition groups were also active in Homs, including the Islamic Front (al-Haq Brigade), al-Farouq Brigade, and Jabhat al-Nusra.408 Human rights defenders documented various indiscriminate attacks carried out by these groups, including the use of car bombs, mortars, and unguided rockets, that killed hundreds of civilians in Damascus and Homs.409 One witness told us in his interview:

“When the FSA was formed, other militias also formed gradually. There was the al-Farouq Brigade, made up of residents of Qusayr... It was around that time that the authorities released thieves, drug dealers, and Islamists from the prisons. Neither al-Farouq Brigade nor the FSA recruited these people. They formed their own armed group. They kidnapped people for ransom. I heard that they abducted a pilot and got ransom for him. This group began robbing people on the Homs–Damascus road. Sometimes there were skirmishes between the armed groups.”

The growing strength of opposition groups made it impossible for government troops to capture the city in open combat. In February 2012,

409 Ibid., p. 1.

The siege of Homs lasted about two years.\footnote{Human Rights Watch, “He Didn’t Have to Die: Indiscriminate Attacks by Opposition Groups in Syria,” March 22, 2015, https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/syria0315_ForUpload.pdf (accessed November 18, 2020).} The interviews we conducted contain evidence as to how life and medical aid were organised in the besieged and starving city. Besieged areas were subject to continuous, relentless bombing, including of civilians and civilian infrastructure. There was nearly no food or medicine. Bombardments destroyed bakeries, hospitals, and mosques. People starved.

In May 2014, after a UN-brokered local ceasefire agreement resulted in the evacuation of armed opposition fighters from the Old City, al-Waer became the last rebel-held neighbourhood in the city of Homs.\footnote{“Rebels evacuated from Homs, cradle of Syrian uprising,” Reuters, May 7, 2014, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-homs/rebels-evacuated-from-homs-cradle-of-syrian-uprising-idUSBREA4607L20140507 (accessed November 18, 2020).} The siege of al-Waer was imposed in October 2013, with the movement of residents restricted, along with access to food, medicine, and fuel.

In 2016, the Syrian government—supported by Russia’s air force—escalated its military offensive in al-Waer by tightening the siege and intensifying bombardment, attacking civilians and civilian objects.\footnote{Amnesty International, “Syria: ‘We Leave or We Die’: Forced displacement under Syria’s ‘reconciliation’ agreements,” November 13, 2017.} Once more, “starve and surrender” tactics were used.\footnote{See section: “Sieges and Starvation as a Method of Warfare”.}
A witness from Homs told us in his interview:

“There were no bunkers or places to hide. People remained in their homes, in the rooms where they felt safest. But when the Russians arrived, they used the kinds of bombs that, once they land on the roof, they penetrate the [floor] and blow up the entire building.

“How did we recognise Russian airplanes? By the altitude, sound, and accuracy hitting targets. Syrian pilots are cowards and strike from a high altitude, but the Russians [warplanes] descend and strike more accurately.”

In March 2017, a Russian-sponsored deal brought the district back under government control and resulted in the evacuation of 20,000 residents, including remaining fighters of opposition and jihadist groups, their family members, and civilians to Idlib.416

---

The city of Daraa is renowned for being the place where the mass anti-government protests that ignited Syria’s bloody civil war began. The spark was an incident involving 15 school children, who had been arrested by the police for scribbling anti-government graffiti on the walls in February 2011.417

In the course of our research we were able to interview people who took part in the first days of the Daraa protests. According to a witness we interviewed, “On March 17, 2011, a delegation of Daraa’s clan heads went to the governor to find out what was happening to these children. Governor Faisal Kalsum refused to meet with them.”

On the following day, March 18, the first demonstrators took to the streets—a portent of upcoming events. Four hours into the mass gathering, the protesters could not be persuaded to depart or disperse. When they started moving along the river, security forces began shooting at them from the other side.418

Omar, a refugee from Daraa, told us during his interview that “Two guys were killed then. Wissam Ayyash and Mahmoud Jawabra. Mahmoud was around 20 and Wissam was about 27 or 28 years old. One was struck in the head, the other in the body. They died instantly.” A resident of Daraa also told Human Rights Watch that he understood “four people had been killed and that two bodies were returned to their families.”

Instead of opening dialogue with the protesters, authorities used lethal force, which only added to people’s growing anger. With each passing day, more and more people joined the protests.

Ahmed, a refugee from Daraa, told us that “Daraa was surrounded by tanks as of April 25, 2011... and a travel ban was instituted in the city. Heavy artillery fire began. They detained activists, dozens of people. They set up dozens of checkpoints at all the entrances to the city, on all sides—45 military checkpoints in one of those districts alone. Daraa was split in two.”

His testimony is corroborated by the report documenting the violations committed in Daraa.

“Later, the government carried out military operations anywhere in Daraa where there were demonstrations... They tried to detain activists, all the activists—as many as they could... After nine months of protests, small armed groups formed; they had improvised weapons, so that demonstrators could defend themselves against the government.”

International human rights organisations have documented the killing of peaceful demonstrators. In their report “By All Means Necessary,” Human Rights Watch stated that “about half of the defectors interviewed by Human Rights Watch said that the commanders of their units or other officers gave direct orders to open fire at protesters or bystanders, and, in some cases, participated in the killings themselves. According to the defectors, the protesters were not armed and did not present a significant threat to the security forces at the time.”

The report further states that an officer named “Amjad,” who was deployed to Daraa with the 35th Special Forces Regiment, “said that he received direct verbal orders from his commander to open fire at the protesters on April 25. He said: The commander of our regiment, Brigadier General

---

Ramadan Mahmoud Ramadan, usually stayed behind the lines. But this time he stood in front of the whole brigade. He said, ‘Use heavy shooting. Nobody will ask you to explain.’ Normally we are supposed to save bullets, but this time he said, ‘Use as many bullets as you want.’ And when somebody asked what we were supposed to shoot at, he said, ‘At anything in front of you.’ About 40 protesters were killed that day.”

Over time, like in the rest of the country, armed opposition groups began organising themselves and building up strength. More soldiers and officers defected from the regular army to join them. The Syrian government began to lose control over some of the areas where the armed opposition groups were based. In those territories, raids and arrests were replaced with full-scale military action.

A refugee from Daraa recounted in his interview with our monitoring team: “The second phase started: Groups that formed in the different suburbs began attacking the army and police, capturing government positions, and improving their armament. They gradually grew stronger and became the Free Syrian Army.”

A significant number of army and intelligence members deserted, not wanting to carry out orders they saw as criminal or looking to spare themselves the violence which reigned within the ranks of government forces. Human Rights Watch reported:

“‘Habib,’ a conscript soldier from the 65th Brigade, 3rd Division, told Human Rights Watch that a soldier from his battalion was killed for not following orders during a protest in Douma near Damascus around April 14. When protesters started moving towards the soldiers after the noon prayer, Colonel Mohamed Khader, the battalion commander, gave orders to shoot directly at the protesters. ‘Habib’ told Human Rights Watch:

“The soldiers were in front. Colonel Khader and the security agents were standing right behind us. Yusuf Musa Krad, a 21-year-old conscript from Daraa, was standing right next to me. At some point the colonel noticed that Yusuf was only shooting in the air. He told First Lieutenant Jihad from the regional branch of Military Intelligence. They were always together. Jihad called a sniper on the roof, pointed at Yusuf, and the sniper then shot Yusuf twice in the head. Intelligence agents took Yusuf’s body away. The next day we saw Yusuf’s body on TV. They said that he had been killed by terrorists.””
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By the end of 2012, opposition groups had begun receiving support from abroad, “so they continued moving in on government positions and border points. By early 2014, they had taken the entire Daraa district, including districts bordering Jordan and Palestine,” a refugee from Daraa, who now lives in Turkey, told our team during his interview.

Another witness from Daraa told us about the Syrian military using “artillery, MiG warplanes, helicopters with barrel [bombs], and mortars.” He added:

“There were cases when they deliberately bombed water stations, power plants, and hospitals. They did tremendous damage when it came to water, because this is an agricultural area. Each week there were five dead and 10 wounded on average. Minor wounds were treated on site. Médecins Sans Frontières took the severely wounded to Jordan, to a clinic in Ramtha.”

Examples of indiscriminate aerial strikes can be found in multiple videos that were posted online,424 as well as in numerous analytical reports focused on the topic.425

Over time, parts of the Daraa governorate fell under the control of armed groups, including ones affiliated with the IS. According to the people interviewed, in 2016, the area of al-Yarmouk Valley—on the border with Golan Heights—was controlled by the IS-affiliated armed group Shuhada al-Yarmouk.426 In his testimony, one of our witnesses from Daraa told us:

“The IS controlled about 20 percent of Daraa. It was hard to document their violations. If they found that someone was providing testimonies about what was going on inside their areas of control, they executed [them]. The IS told people during Friday prayers: ‘Here are the rules now: Beards without moustaches, short trousers.’ At one point [the fighters] would just observe and remind people [of the rules]. Then the punishments grew harsher and harsher. It was like in Raqqa. They banned smoking and [ordered] everyone to attend Sharia classes at the mosque at least once a week.

“Al-Nusra [Jabhat al-Nusra, an armed extremist group banned in Russia] didn’t have an opportunity to set up

anything like this; they didn’t have full control of any area and if they’d tried to intrude, there would have been a conflict with the Free Syrian Army.”

The balance of power in Daraa shifted when Russian military intervention started in 2015. The Syrian government renewed its offensive; only this time, forces had Russian air support.

As in other parts of Syria, human rights organisations also documented the Syrian government forces and Russian aircrafts’ indiscriminate attacks on Daraa.427 In February 2017, Human Rights Watch sent a letter to the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation, requesting “information on potential investigations by Russia’s investigative committee into the following incidents in which the Russian Air Force may have been involved […]: Airstrike on al-Mustaqbal Hospital in al-Ghariya al-Gharbiya village, Dara’a governorate on February 5, 2016. The attack severely damaged the facility’s structure, operating rooms, emergency wing, medicine storage room, fuel storage room, medical supplies and equipment, and an ambulance. The facility suspended services while staff searched for an alternative location. The Russian Ministry of Defence later announced that the Russian Air Force had conducted strikes in al-Ghariya al-Gharbiya between February 4 and 11, 2016.”428

As a result of a memorandum between the Islamic Republic of Iran, the Russian Federation, and the Turkish Republic on May 4, 2017, one of the so-called “de-escalation zones” set up in southwest Syria consisted of the territories of Quneitra and Daraa governorates on the border with Jordan. According to representatives of the Russian Ministry of Defence, implementing the de-escalation plan would enable them to “end combat by the warring parties and in effect stop the civil war in Syria.”429

In practice, however, the ceasefire agreement in this zone was routinely violated. According to Human Rights Watch, 10 civilians were killed on June 14, 2017 by an airstrike and artillery attack on a town in the south of Daraa governorate. Witnesses told the organisation that an airstrike on the playground of the Martyr Kiwan secondary school in Tafas “kill[ed] eight people including a child, most of them members of a family who had been displaced from another town and were taking shelter there […].

Artillery attacks roughly an hour earlier on the same day killed two other civilians, including one child, near the school. At least five people were wounded.”

In late June 2018, Syrian government forces launched an offensive that allowed them to advance deep into the de-escalation zone within a few short months. According to Syrian media, the offensive was a response to an attack on government forces carried out by Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (previously known as Jabhat al-Nusra). Syrian forces advanced rapidly and failed to distinguish between civilians and fighters. Russian Aerospace Forces support played a crucial role in the offensive.

The launch of the military offensive had a disastrous impact on the life of civilians. According to the UN, civilians were harmed and civilian infrastructure was damaged in the area where the offensive escalated between Syrian government forces and armed opposition. The number of internally displaced persons (IDP) was estimated at 330,000, including 60,000 who fled to the border with Jordan. The majority of displaced individuals fled toward the Golan Heights.

International humanitarian organisation Care International, which has been active in Syria since 2014 and provided assistance to 2.7 million Syrians, said in its news release:

“The situation [of internally displaced persons] is dire… Civilians are in desperate need of shelter, clean water and sanitation. […]

“Displaced people are sleeping on bare earth… some families [are] sheltering among the graves and tying mats to worn-out agricultural machinery to create some shelter from the summer heat. […]

“[An] aid worker [with CARE], Rami, said, ‘We cannot sleep at night. Yesterday, heavy air strikes continued throughout the day and night…’

“The situation of displaced people at the Jordanian border is particularly precarious, aggravated by dusty desert winds and high temperatures of up to 45 degrees Celsius…

---

“Food prices are rapidly increasing, and very little food supplies are reaching the areas of displacement. Infant formula is unavailable in some areas. The price of fuel, gas and diesel has doubled in some areas in the last week, leading to the increase in the price of water, which is being trucked to IDP camps and gatherings. There is a shortage in clean water supplies and many civilians cannot afford paying for transport in order to move from one area to the other for safety.”  

Negotiations on handing control of Daraa over to the Syrian government began between the end of June 2018 and the beginning of July. According to sources, the negotiations took place over two stages. First, representatives of the opposition forces were invited to hand over all large-calibre weapons and relocate to Idlib. Negotiations were inconclusive and bombings resumed shortly after. “They deliberately targeted hospitals and places where ordinary civilians gather. Their goal was to make people leave their homes,” one witness told us in his interview.

The second round of negotiations was “more like an ultimatum, the rejection of which could result in bombing, with attacks that can start within ‘half an hour from a single phone call,’” a former Daraa resident who had taken part in the talks told us. According to Reuters, a senior Russian military delegation played an active role in the negotiations. On July 12, 2018, Syrian government forces entered the city.

---


The process ended with the government and armed opposition signing a ceasefire agreement according to which members of armed opposition groups were allowed to leave Daraa after turning in their heavy weapons. According to a Russian Defence Ministry bulletin, agreements were reached on the following issues:

1) A ceasefire and the yielding of heavy and medium weapons in all militia-controlled towns.

2) Resolution of the status of militants.

3) Evacuation of militants who did not want their status resolved, along with family members, to Idlib governorate.

4) Resumption of authority by the Syrian Army and government in towns.

5) Return of refugees from the Jordanian border to their homes.

The agreement reportedly also provided the area’s residents with safeguards against arbitrary arrests for six months. The presence of Russian military police was key to the agreement and the assurances given to rebels and civilians.

These agreements were not upheld. In 2018, Human Rights Watch documented 11 cases of arbitrary detention and forced disappearance in Daraa, Eastern Ghouta, and southern Damascus: “The government retook these areas from anti-government groups between February and August 2018. In all cases, the people targeted—former armed and political opposition leaders, media activists, aid workers, defectors, and family members of activists and former anti-government fighters—had signed reconciliation agreements with the government. Local organizations, including Syrians for Truth and Justice and the Office of Daraa Martyrs, have documented at least 500 arrests in these areas since August.”

The humanitarian situation in Daraa reportedly remains extremely precarious.

---
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An aerial view shows destroyed buildings in the town of Khan Sheikhun, in the southern countryside of Idlib, August 3, 2019. Source: Photo by Omar Haj Kadour / Getty Images

The northwestern governorate of Idlib is one of 14 Syrian muhafazat (governorates). The strategic Aleppo-Latakia (M4) and Damascus-Aleppo (M5) highways both pass through the governorate. Before 2011, Idlib governorate was seen as “the forgotten governorate,” a place young people wanted to leave.442 With a pre-war population of up to 1.5 million people,443 most of Idlib’s labour force worked in agriculture, either in Idlib itself or in the neighbouring Aleppo governorate (the capital of the Aleppo governorate was Syria’s second most important city and a well-developed economic centre).

Protests and the Beginnings of Conflict
The mass protests of 2011 drastically changed life in the provincial region. In June 2011, just three months into the protests and their brutal repression, clashes erupted between the Syrian government forces and the opposition in the border city of Jisr al-Shughur in Idlib governorate. The fighting was preceded by mass anti-government demonstrations starting in March 2011.444 The first reported incident of violence on the local population’s part came only after government forces opened fire on a peaceful funeral procession on June 4, 2011, killing around 14 people.445 Enraged mourners set fire to the post office building where snipers had

---

been stationed. The Syrian government claimed the clashes were retaliatory, provoked by the death of 120 security force members at the hands of rebels, which the opposition denied.

During the clashes in Jisr al-Shughur in June 2011, the Syrian government reportedly used military vehicles, including tanks, helicopters, and heavy weaponry. These events triggered a rapid deterioration in Syrian-Turkish relations. After the fighting in Jisr al-Shughur, at least 1,600 Syrian refugees crossed the Syrian-Turkish border and fled to Turkey for safety.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (then Prime Minister) commented on the situation, saying that Syrian authorities were “not behaving in a humane manner,” and describing their actions as “savagery.”

By the spring of 2012, the armed opposition had assumed control over most, if not all, of Idlib city (the capital of Idlib governorate). In March, government forces prepared and launched an offensive on the city. After four days of fighting, the government recaptured the city of Idlib from the opposition. However, by July 2012, the rebels—including groups recognised in Russia as terrorist organisations—had gained control of most of Idlib governorate. The Syrian government took heavy-handed military measures to crack down on the opposition across the governorate.

However, in March 2015, government forces had to withdraw from the governorate’s capital, after the battle of Idlib. The city of over 100,000 people became the second provincial capital, after Raqqa, to fall under the full control of opposition groups. This was partly the result of the first-ever alliance between the different armed groups in the governorate,

---


which had been established with the aim of achieving short-term military goals. The coalition that emerged was known as the Army of Conquest or Jaysh al-Fatah, and it included Jabhat al-Nusra and Ahrar al-Sham, among others. The Army of Conquest was actively bankrolled by Saudi Arabia and Qatar.

By May 2015, government troops had been almost completely forced out of Idlib governorate. In September 2015, Russia entered the Syrian armed conflict, citing counterterrorism as the main motive for its involvement.

**Idlib: Home of the Forcibly Displaced**

As mentioned in previous chapters, residents of territories recaptured by the Syrian government mostly fled or were forcibly displaced to Idlib. There were two main reasons for this. First, since 2016, neighbouring countries—such as Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey—had restricted entry for Syrian refugees, leading people to seek safety within the country. Second, the Syrian authorities—with the active participation of Russian military advisors (and perhaps even on their initiative)—opened humanitarian corridors to Idlib and transferred people there on buses. The logic behind this tactic was probably to ensure quick recapture of territories by the government, minimize the potential for guerrilla warfare in regained territories and facilitate the containment of armed and civilian opposition in a single designated area. As a result, over 3 million people now live in Idlib.

These developments were confirmed by numerous testimonies from the Syrian refugees we interviewed for this report.

One former resident of Darayya told us:

>“In late November 2012, Syrian government [forces] besieged our city, and the siege lasted for about four years. But it was only after Russia’s involvement in 2015 that it became clear Darayya was bound to fall. In August 2016, the government set up a [humanitarian] corridor, and all residents of the besieged area were given a chance to leave”

---

for Idlib. After negotiations—involving UN [representatives] and Russians from the Khmeimim Air Base, where the Russian Centre for Reconciliation\textsuperscript{459} was—almost all members of the Free Syrian Army and the majority of the [civilian] population were taken to Idlib.”

A former resident of Douma recounted a similar story in his interview with us:

“Russian attacks on Douma began in late 2015. Before that, we had been shelled and bombed by Syrian government forces. On April 1, 2018, I left for Idlib on a green bus... I was not an Islamist. I was not a member of the armed opposition either. But had I stayed in Douma, the Syrian intelligence agencies would have put me behind bars... The remaining residents and the armed opposition were relocated to Idlib in stages. The first buses left for Idlib on March 25 and the last ones left on April 14. Around 60,000 people in total were taken from Douma and Ghouta to Idlib governorate.”

We heard a similar story from a female witness from Eastern Ghouta:

“By April 2017, Eastern Ghouta was divided into two parts. One of those parts was controlled by the government, with the Russian military acting as guarantors and conducting negotiations with the opposition on their behalf. The government’s goal [was] to clear the city of all people, both armed opposition and residents. The negotiations looked something like this: the Free Syrian Army had to ensure that its 10,000 members left for Idlib, and in exchange, the government promised to allow food supplies through to Ghouta. In April, before the operation started, they had opened [humanitarian] corridors for the residents and allowed them to leave. We could leave only to destinations designated by the government—we could either return to government-controlled territories, or leave for Idlib, or stay in Ghouta under bombings and siege. We chose Idlib.”

It can be concluded that Syrian government efforts, actively supported by Russia, resulted in an enormous concentration of fighters and civilians in the greater Idlib de-escalation zone. The native population of the area and those forcibly displaced found themselves trapped together, surrounded by different warring parties.

**Life Under Hayat Tahrir al-Sham**

The numerous ideologically diverse armed groups in Idlib are often in conflict with each other. Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS, designated as a terrorist group by the UN and multiple countries), a merger of several Islamist groups, has been the dominating force in Idlib since mid-2017.\(^{460}\) The UN and several countries have recognised it as a terrorist organisation.\(^{461}\) HTS had been formally associated with al-Qaeda until late 2016. HTS leaders then announced that their group was breaking from al-Qaeda,\(^ {462}\) but at the time, many saw this as more of a strategic move than a genuine rift. However, some analysts believe that since then, HTS has indeed drifted away from al-Qaeda and undergone actual transformation.\(^ {463}\) Today, HTS promotes its self as a locally rooted Islamist

---


group that is independent from al-Qaeda and opposed to the global jihadist agenda. Nonetheless, the group is still widely viewed as a terrorist organisation.\textsuperscript{464}

In November 2017 HTS endorsed the creation of the Syrian Salvation Government (banned in Russia), in which it continues to play a dominant role and through which it effectively exercises control over the region.\textsuperscript{465}

In Russia, it is widely believed that Idlib’s residents support international terrorists. However, this is not the case. All the Idlib residents interviewed by our monitoring group said that while they are strongly opposed to Bashar al-Assad’s government, they do not support “extremists”—and, they said, neither does the majority of the population. They pointed out that terrorist groups have caused suffering for civilians.

For example, HTS and other jihadist groups have indiscriminately shelled civilian neighbourhoods on multiple occasions.\textsuperscript{466} Their attacks on government-controlled territories led to civilian casualties and provoked retaliatory indiscriminate attacks by the government, causing further suffering for Idlib’s civilian population.

According to the UN Commission of Inquiry, HTS activities have severely impacted civilian life. HTS regulates access to healthcare and education,\textsuperscript{467} and its presence has prompted the departure of several international humanitarian organisations.\textsuperscript{468} Given the near collapse of the governorate’s economy, residents are in dire need of humanitarian aid.

In one case, when HTS attempted to consolidate power in the town of Kafr Takharim, bread and fuel prices spiked as a result.\textsuperscript{469} After HTS introduced a tax on olive oil production, protests began. HTS fighters attacked protesters, killing three people and injuring another 10, including a teenager.\textsuperscript{470}
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HTS has been severely persecuting, intimidating, torturing, and killing its critics, as well as activists and journalists.471 We managed to meet one such journalist in Istanbul, who told us, “I cannot go back to Idlib. I criticised al-Qaeda in the media and they blew up my house. Even visiting is not an option for me right now.”

In 2018, Raed Fares, a prominent journalist, activist, and women’s rights defender, was killed in Idlib governorate. He was a harsh critic of both Bashar al-Assad’s dictatorship and terrorist groups in Syria.472 For his criticism of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (previously known as Jabhat al-Nusra), he was captured and tortured. He nonetheless continued his work until November 23, 2018, when he and a friend were shot dead by armed group members.473

According to Amnesty International, recent months have seen HTS try to control the supply of aid to displacement camps in Idlib and beyond.474 The provision of aid to Idlib governorate was also hampered by bombardments, which were still occurring as recently as March 2020, and by the activity of these same armed groups.475

Idlib saw many protests against HTS.476 Today, however, jihadist groups are much stronger than the civilians exhausted by war.

---
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Bashar al-Assad is seeking to regain control of Idlib as part of his larger goal of regaining control over all of Syria. Armed opposition groups are trying with all their power to hold on to this last enclave of the Syrian revolution. Clashes between these armed groups and government forces still occur regularly. The Syrian military regularly bombs and shells Idlib. The massive risk of casualties—and the possibility of escalating tensions with Turkey—has so far discouraged Russia from large-scale military intervention in the governorate.

Turkey is strongly opposed to military action in Idlib, fearing a new wave of refugees. The country has already received 3.6 million Syrians and cannot open its borders to more refugees. Aside from this, Turkish authorities are interested in replacing Bashar al-Assad’s government and maintaining their influence in Idlib, which would allow them to play a role in negotiations on the future of Syria. For these reasons, Turkey supports the National Front for Liberation, a coalition of opposition groups that resist Assad’s government.

Russia and Turkey have developed a strategic cooperation framework in several areas. Turkey is one of the most important participants in the Astana Process, and one of the ceasefire guarantors of the de-escalation zone.  

---

The desire to prevent clashes with Turkey forced the Kremlin to seek acceptable interim solutions for the greater Idlib region for its self-styled image as "regional peacemaker."

Russia and Turkey signed the memorandum for the “Stabilization of the Situation in the Idlib De-Escalation Area” on September 17, 2018 in Sochi, establishing a demilitarised zone, where there will be no armed terrorist groups; joint Russian-Turkish patrols; and the restoration of two major highways that cross through Idlib governorate. However, Turkey’s attempts to weaken HTS have essentially failed. For example, in January 2019, following much infighting, HTS signed a ceasefire agreement with one of the most influential Islamist groups in the area, Harakat Nour al-Din al-Zenki—a member of the Turkish-backed National Liberation Front.

During the first half of 2019, Russian military officials and diplomats claimed that the governorate was seeing a rapid increase in attacks by radical Islamist groups. However, it was very difficult to either corroborate or refute such allegations. Russian military forces claim that their priority is to defend the Russian Khmeimim Air Base from frequent drone attacks, and that in order to do so they must push armed groups further north and out of the governorate and establish control over the two major highways passing through that part of the country.

In late April 2019, the Syrian government, supported by Russia, launched
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the first phase of the military operation “Dawn of Idlib.” The hostilities continued until August 31, with only minor pauses. Russia's Defence Ministry announced that Syrian government forces would unilaterally cease fire in Idlib following negotiations with Turkey.

The hostilities of spring–summer 2019 affected hundreds of thousands of people. Save the Children reported that in the four months of the military campaign, primarily due to airstrikes, people abandoned 17 towns located in the Syrian northwest. According to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), some 630,000 individual displacements, including secondary displacements, took place as people fled their homes to escape from violence and reach services that were essential to their survival. The overwhelming majority of displaced persons moved to the densely populated areas in the north, close to the Syrian-Turkish border, where humanitarian assistance in IDP camps was already overstretched.

On September 4, Michelle Bachelet, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, made a public statement commenting on the situation: "In just the past four months, since the escalation of hostilities on areas in the demilitarised zone of Idlib and its surroundings from 29 April to 29 August, my Office has managed to verify that 1,089 civilians have been killed by parties to the conflict—that is 572 men, 213 women, and 304 children. A total of 1,031 of these civilian deaths are reportedly attributable to the airstrikes and ground-based strikes carried out by Government forces and their allies on Idlib and Hama governorates. Non-State armed groups also carried out attacks on populated Government-controlled territories and are reportedly responsible for the other 58 civilian deaths. Also, since 29 April, we have recorded that 51 medical facilities—such as hospitals, ambulance points and clinics—have been damaged as a result of attacks."

During the entire four-month operation, Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) were repeatedly accused by human rights groups of targeting medical facilities in greater Idlib—the same tactics that the Syrian government...
and its allies have consistently used throughout the conflict.\textsuperscript{488}

In December 2019, the Syrian Arab Army, supported by the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS),\textsuperscript{489} launched the second phase of its offensive in Idlib,\textsuperscript{490} which started with an assault on armed jihadist groups’ positions in Umm al-Jalal in southeast Idlib.\textsuperscript{491} Armed groups and Syrian government forces engaged in heavy fighting in localities south of Maaret al-Numan. The Syrian army sought to establish control over most of the strategic highway from Hama to Idlib and a part of the Jabal al-Zawiya area.\textsuperscript{492}

The next day, thousands of people fled bombardment to the Turkish border.\textsuperscript{493} The bombardment turned Maaret al-Numan into a ghost town, with nothing but skeletons of houses and empty streets.\textsuperscript{494} The line of cars jammed at the town exit was several kilometres long.\textsuperscript{495}

On December 22, a full-scale military campaign was launched, which saw the extremely intense bombing of populated and rural parts of the Idlib governorate.

A former Idlib resident, who left Syria a month before the operation ended in February 2020, told us in his interview: “Armed forces take their time before entering [towns]. They first devastate the area—bombs drop almost every minute. People flee. And, after all the residents have fled, they enter the locality.”

Lubna al-Kanawati, a female activist who works for a women’s rights organisation with offices on the ground shared with us: “When the bombardments started, munitions were falling on people’s heads like rain. It was a hell of bombardments… we had local teams of our staff on the ground, all women. We needed to evacuate them somehow. It was horrible.”


\textsuperscript{490} Part of this chapter is based, with permission, on an article which appeared in Novaya Gazeta, “Nowhere to Flee” (“Некуда бежать”), April 25, 2020, https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/04/25/85092-eta-katastrofa-v-uchebniki (accessed November 18, 2020).


In January, civilian casualties were being reported almost every day. Human Rights Watch reported that government forces launched a ballistic missile equipped with a cluster munition warhead on January 1, 2020. The missile hit a school, killing 12 civilians, including five children aged 6–13 years old. Another 12 children and their teacher were injured in the attack on a school in the town of Sarmin. On January 11, 17 people were killed and 40 others injured in airstrikes by the Syrian government, according to human rights organisations and media reports.

On January 23, armed group members reportedly attacked government forces in the southeast of the Idlib de-escalation zone, killing around 40 Syrian soldiers. On January 27, the Syrian army launched an operation to recapture the western parts of the Aleppo governorate, which resulted in another wave of displacement, with thousands of civilians fleeing toward the Turkish border away from the ongoing bombing.

A refugee from Kafr-Nabl, who came to Turkey after the most recent operation in Idlib started, told us in his interview that “planes bomb hospitals, markets, schools. Before they recapture [the area], they want to really intimidate people.”

Another refugee from Idlib recalled his time there:

“We used to live in the basement. People have long stopped living on upper floors and prefer basements or ground floors. The windows in our houses have no glass—we make windows with shatterproof material... Before we left, I replaced that ‘glass’ at least 50 times. It had to be replaced after each airstrike. My three-month old son has known bombings from his first day. As soon as he was born, the shelling started, and we had to evacuate from the hospital.”

On January 31, Médecins Sans Frontières reported that the largest hospital in south Idlib had stopped functioning due to airstrikes. Just two days before, on January 29, an armed group stormed the Idlib Central

497 Ibid.
Hospital and occupied the facility for military purposes. According to Médecins Sans Frontières, 53 health facilities were forced to suspend activities in January 2020 due to bombings.501

The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) reported that between February 1–16 alone, at least 100 civilians were killed, including 18 women and 35 children. Many other civilians were also injured as a result of air and ground-based strikes on Idlib by the Syrian government and its allies.502 Another seven civilians were killed as a result of ground attacks by armed non-state groups. According to the OHCHR, at least 1,750 civilians were killed from April 2019–late February 2020, mostly by Syrian government forces and their allies.503

The total number of civilians killed and injured during the last phase of the campaign has not yet been fully confirmed.

On March 3, the Russian Military Police began patrolling the strategic, although deserted, city of Saraqib, which had been recaptured by Syrian troops.504 By March 5, when Russia and Turkey reached a ceasefire agreement, almost 1 million people had fled to the border. According to the UN, 80 percent were women and children. This was the largest displacement crisis in the nine years of the Syrian war.505


Displacement and Humanitarian Crisis

People fled to the border where Internally Displaced Person (IDP) camps were located. The camps were overcrowded, lacking not only tents, but space to install them. Osman Atalay, an executive board member of the Turkish NGO İHH—which has been providing massive humanitarian aid to Idlib—said: “It is all agricultural land where you cannot set up a camp—the soil is just soft mud. The safe area near the border is very small, so the camps are severely overcrowded.” Those fleeing sheltered in schools, mosques, stadium, and old buses. Many slept in their cars. The most recent arrivals simply set up improvised sheds made of blankets under olive trees.506

Regarding the situation in the camps, activist Lubna al-Kanawati told us:

“The situation in the camps is dire, especially for women and children. People lost everything—their work, their homes, their communities, and they literally found themselves on the street in really cold weather. Children, once again, stopped going to schools. Displacement conditions make it impossible to teach so many children. People live in improvised camps without washrooms or due waste management, without any services at all. There are many men around, and violence against women has significantly increased and is higher than ever in this area.”

According to Amnesty International, by the time new displaced families arrived, the camps were already overcrowded.\textsuperscript{507} Schools, abandoned sports facilities, and other public buildings had to be turned into temporary shelters. At one point, tens of thousands of people were staying out in the open in sub-zero weather.\textsuperscript{508} There have been several reports of children freezing to death and families have been found dead in their tents from carbon monoxide poisoning because of the heating arrangements they were forced to resort to.\textsuperscript{509}

A father of four who stayed at one of the border camps told Amnesty International, “When I woke up in the morning, a glass of water in the tent was frozen solid. […] When I sleep, I put my infant between my legs to keep him warm.” He added that he usually stayed up until dawn to make sure his other young children did not kick off their covers in their sleep and freeze to death.\textsuperscript{510}

In late April 2020, some of the displaced families started returning to their homes, or what was left of them. Some of them believed the ceasefire would last; some wanted to be close to their homes during the Islamic fast in the month of Ramadan; others were afraid there would be little protection against the COVID-19 pandemic when it hit densely populated camps.

Omar, a media activist from Idlib, told us in his interview that while some displaced families were coming back, others would not return home. “\textit{Many of the camp inhabitants come from areas that have been recently recaptured by the government. They do not trust the government. Their homes were destroyed by the bombings. They have nowhere to go, no livelihoods. People are extremely poor. There is no economy whatsoever,}” he said.

Amnesty International noted that people were scared to return due to multiple reports of Syrian government forces unlawfully killing civilians and mutilating their bodies in towns they had retaken.\textsuperscript{511} We have also received similar reports from Idlib refugees in Turkey. We could not independently confirm the claims, however. Several people told us that Syrian soldiers killed a well-known homeless man in Maaret al-Numan who had a mental condition, mutilated his body, and took photos. “\textit{Why would they do that? To deter people from coming back!}” a former Idlib resident, now living in Istanbul, told us.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[508] Ibid., p. 6.
\item[509] Ibid., p. 25.
\item[510] Ibid., p. 24.
\item[511] Ibid., p. 6.
\end{footnotes}
Russia denies that there was a humanitarian catastrophe caused by joint Russian-Syrian military operations in Idlib. The Russian military insists that Turkey and Western countries have been overestimating the numbers, claiming the governorate is home to no more than 200,000 displaced persons, 85,000 of whom are in displacement camps.  

Russian newspaper *Novaya Gazeta* requested a clarification from the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) on how data was being verified, to which OCHA Deputy Spokesman Jens Laerke responded: “On a weekly basis, the UN conducts an assessment to estimate the latest displacement patterns in northwest Syria to inform the emergency humanitarian response on the ground. Ad hoc assessments are also conducted as required. [...] The assessment is based on primary data collected through a network of more than 100 monitors located across northwest Syria. The monitors are contracted through an NGO funded by the UN. The community-level updates are compared with baseline data, previously reported movements, and other information sources to estimate the number of people that have left their homes in the past week.”

Today, IDPs receive assistance from the UN, WHO, and other major international and Turkish organisations. Local civil society organisations have always played a significant role in the Idlib governorate, but they suffered a severe blow after the most recent military operation.

“All local organisations in Idlib had to close their doors and move elsewhere, as we can no longer provide people with our usual services. We all have to provide emergency aid, but this is not our specialty,” Lubna al-Kanawati said. Her organisation, like all the others, closed its women’s support centres due to the bombings. It will be extremely difficult for them to re-open. “You cannot rent a space in Idlib—there are no spaces [to rent] whatsoever. People are literally waiting on the street for a free space.”

Hamza Khedr, a journalist from Idlib who has been living in Istanbul for several years, told us that the mental health of people there—especially that of children—is dire:

“Many children have been living in war conditions since they were born. Many babies in Idlib do not even have birth certificates as they are too expensive [to obtain]. The majority of the population in Syria is extremely poor. [Aid] organisations distribute food. But people do not have either

---


According to the International Committee of the Red Cross, around 80 percent of
Syrians currently living in Syria have to survive on less than US$1.25 per day, while
50 percent of Syrians do not have enough food to eat every day. 514

Omar, the activist from Idlib, said that apart from the trauma, children severely lack
access to proper education:

“Previously, before the most recent [military] operation in
Idlib, there were 60 children in a class, now there are 100.
Many parents have to send children as young as 10 years old
to earn money; others do not let their children leave home, as
they are afraid of bombings and other situations unsafe for
children.”

The situation in Idlib remains extremely tense. A political solution has yet
to be reached and a long-term ceasefire is not feasible until both Russia
and Turkey can resolve their conflicting interests in the region. Meanwhile
UN-supported humanitarian access to Idlib continues to be limited via
Turkey through a July 2020 UN Security Council resolution, pushed by
Russia, that closed the Bab al-Salam border crossing. 515 It is clear that
the armed groups concentrated in Idlib have nowhere else to go, and that
fighters will be ready to die in fierce battles. Any further military action will
inevitably result in more casualties and dire humanitarian consequences
for the civilian population, which in Idlib has already experienced some of
the worst episodes of the Syrian war.

515 “Limited Cross-Border Access into North-West Syria Placing Strain on Humanitarians to Reach Many in Need, Aid Worker Tells
The Syrian conflict has led to the largest refugee crisis since World War II. Turkey has accepted the largest number of refugees (about 3.6 million), followed by Lebanon (about 1 million), Jordan (about 700,000), and Germany, which had counted 789,465 Syrian refugees on its soil by the end of 2018. Russia, a key player in the Syrian conflict, accepted a small number of refugees. Their situation remains extremely vulnerable.

Difficulties Obtaining Status

Throughout the Syrian war, Russian migration services have refused to grant Syrians refugee status. Between 2011 and the end of 2019, despite numerous obstacles, 2,631 Syrian citizens petitioned for refugee status in Russia, but only one of them received this status back in 2012. Since then, there have been only two officially recognised refugees (the other was granted refugee status before 2011). Temporary asylum, another kind of protection sought by Syrian citizens in Russia, has been granted to 4,492 people over nine years, but in many cases, it was not extended, so the number of Syrians with valid asylum status at any given moment...
remained under 2,000. Russia does not have any other operational protection statuses for refugees.

Russian legislation provides for three asylum (protection) statuses: political asylum, refugee status, and temporary asylum.

1) In Russia, the institution of political asylum exists only on paper, as no one has been granted this status in the last 23 years, since the publication of Russian Federation Presidential Order number 746, dated July 21, 1997, “On Approval of the Procedure by which the Russian Federation Grants Political Asylum.” From the collapse of the USSR until then, no more than 10 people received political asylum, all of whom were members of high-ranking Soviet leadership.

2) Refugee status, which most fully aligns with the UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, is only rarely granted by Russian migration services. In the last 16 years (since 2004), the number of officially recognised refugees has never exceeded 1,000 at any given time. In all of 2019, only 23 people received refugee status, and, in the last 11 years (2009–2019), it has been granted to only 1,060 people. By October 1, 2020, there were 449 people with refugee status in Russia, including the two abovementioned Syrians.519

3) Russian legislation grants temporary asylum “if there are grounds to deem a person a refugee on the basis of the results of examination of information about that person and accompanying family members, including the circumstances of their arrival in the Russian Federation or the existence of humanitarian reasons requiring that person’s temporary stay in the Russian Federation (e.g. health) until those reasons are eliminated or the person’s legal status changes.” Temporary asylum is granted for no more than a year, and extending it is a complicated procedure that almost entirely replicates the initial document filing process. Russian migration services often refuse to extend temporary asylum for no apparent reason, which makes those holding this status far more vulnerable than recognised refugees. By October 1, 2020, there were 23,612 Syrians in Russia with this status, including only 370 Syrians.520

520 Ibid.
2013 saw a sharp increase in the number of Syrian citizens requesting refugee status and temporary asylum in Russia. According to data from Russia’s Federal Migration Service (FMS) there were about 8,500 Syrian citizens living in Russia in December 2012. By October 15, 2013, this number had risen to 9,700. It dropped once again and has fluctuated between 7,000 and 11,000 ever since. This number includes consular employees and their families, as well as Syrians permanently living and working in Russia with no need of asylum because they hold long-term visas, temporary residency permits, or full residency permits.

Between 2011 and 2019, 6,789 applications for temporary asylum were filed, with status granted in 4,492 instances. The number of Syrians with temporary asylum in Russia peaked at the end of 2014 and has never exceeded 2,000 since, as the Migration Service granted this status for a period of less than one year and often did not renew it.

It is noteworthy that despite the expansion of armed conflict in Syria between 2014–2015 and the dramatic increase in the number of Syrian refugees in many countries, the number of requests for both refugee status and temporary asylum in Russia fell sharply and decreased each year thereafter. This can only be explained by the actions of Russian governmental institutions, which create intolerable conditions deterring Syrian citizens from seeking residency and asylum in Russia.

---

521 Here and in several other cases we include the information that used to be published by the Russian Federal Migration Service on its website until 2016. After the FMS was dissolved and its functions were transferred to the MIA’s Main Directorate for Migration Affairs, the rules changed such that this kind of data can only be provided upon a specific request.
The hurdles to obtaining refugee status or temporary asylum created by the Migration Service and other government agencies, including application dismissals, arrests, fines and lack of information about asylum-seeking procedures, and unfounded rejections of asylum claims, resulted in several thousand refugees seizing the opportunity to leave Russia for Norway and Finland through border crossing points in 2015. Some refugees who had legal immigration status, including Syrians, were later sent back. By 2016, the Russian border was essentially closed, and some refugees, still trying to cross, were detained by Russian police and border guards. Criminal proceedings were initiated against them for attempting to illegally cross the border (punishable by up to two years’ incarceration).

Despite the persistently dangerous and hostile situation in Syria, Russian migration services have actually stopped granting temporary asylum to Syrians and have refused to renew existing statuses since the fourth quarter of 2017. This coincided with the first requests from high-ranking officials and generals to withdraw some of Russia’s troops from Syria. Refusal to renew and grant temporary asylum reduced the already small number of people with the status in Russia by almost 40 percent in the first 3 quarters of 2020, nearly 3 times less than the number who held it in the beginning of 2018.
According to monitoring by the Civic Assistance Committee, the Russian migration services’ refusals to grant asylum to Syrians have been full of cynical, unprofessional, misleading, or simply preposterous statements. This pertains both to rejections by regional divisions and to the rejection of appeals at the headquarters—the MIA Main Directorate for Migration Affairs, or the Russian Federal Migration Service until April 2016. We believe that the content of these responses reflects the Migration Services’ predisposition to reject asylum applicants, and officials simply cherry-pick information to substantiate the predetermined decision. This explains why migration services’ decisions are usually devoid of references to the recommendations of human rights and humanitarian organisations and international institutions, including the UN.

In their refusals, officials almost exclusively cite information provided by the Russian Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which can hardly be considered objective or accurate. For example, in early 2016, a few months after the Russian military intervention in Syria, the migration services cited the purported stabilisation of the regional situation as its reason for rejection, despite the new round of violent conflict and the escalation of hostilities. Since then, references to “stabilisation” have become a feature of almost any decision denying Syrians temporary asylum in Russia.

---

522 The Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation has placed this organization in the “register of noncommercial organizations performing the functions of a foreign agent.”


In stating the reasons for refusal, an official almost always makes a generic statement about the applicant requesting temporary asylum for economic reasons and “because of the complex social and political situation in his homeland.” However, in recommendations to Russian citizens, that same Ministry of Internal Affairs refers not to a “complex” situation, but rather to an “unsafe” one: “Highest terrorist threat level. Since 2011 Syria has been in a state of severe military and political crisis and internal armed conflict. The Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia does not advise Russian citizens to visit Syria for any purposes.” Russian citizens are also told, “The public health and disease control situation is unstable. Gastrointestinal infections, parasitic diseases, amoebic dysentery, and viral hepatitis A are present. Bottled water is advised. It is impossible to ensure a safe stay in the country.” This evinces a policy of double standards regarding fundamental human rights.

Because Russian courts usually side with the country’s migration agencies, it is extremely rare for human rights organisations to succeed in appealing the denial of asylum in court. The only way to preserve a relatively legal migration status, after exhausting all options of appeal, is to refile the documents for temporary asylum. Migration services, however, often refuse to accept the documents again.

To analyse the situation of Syrian refugees, we look at the examples of Losino-Petrovsky and Noginsk, two towns in the Moscow region where the Civic Assistance Committee has aid centres for Syrian refugees. Two small Syrian communities have formed in these towns. They grew around textile factories established by other Syrians who had already attained some form of legal status in Russia. In the pre-war period, most of the Syrian nationals who came to work at these enterprises stayed in the country on a one-year visa, returned to their families afterwards, obtained a new visa, and returned to work. Since hostilities began, return has been impossible. Instead, community members’ relatives began coming to stay. Since 2017 regional migration agencies have been accepting documents from applicants only after making them pay a fine for breaching migration legislation (in 2020, the fines usually amounted to 5,000 rubles (around US$77). The fines are often unaffordable. Those unable to pay them are forced to live without legal migration status.

Despite the small number of Syrian citizens in Russia and the permanent prohibitions on their removal (under UN and other human rights organisations guidelines), Russian courts have regularly issued orders
for their removal throughout the years of war in Syria. Sometimes, though not often, court removal orders are stayed by appeal orders from higher courts. The only effective mechanism, however, has been the application of Rule 39 of the European Court of Human Rights, which directs Russian authorities to prohibit removal.

At the height of the war, between 2014 and 2017, police and migration services made repeated attempts to actually remove Syrians from Russia, violating UN guidelines and sometimes even Russian judicial procedures. Some Syrian refugees were in fact removed, although human rights organisations managed to stop a number of those attempts.

On November 21, 2017 the European Court of Human Rights issued a ruling in consolidated case number 29957/14 M.S.A. and others v. Russia.526

The case pertained to 12 Syrian nationals who had received expulsion orders issued by Russian authorities in 2013–2016. Attorneys from the Migration and Law Network of the Memorial Human Rights Center527 represented 11 of those 12 Syrians in domestic proceedings and before the European Court of Human Rights.

The applicants arrived in Russia at different times from 2012 through 2016, and were unable to leave when the period of their stay expired because of the hostilities in Syria. All the applicants were placed in temporary detention centres for foreigners in Saint Petersburg, Makhachkala, Moscow, Murmansk, and Izhevsk. They were kept in these detention facilities between 2013 and 2016 for periods ranging from five months to two years. By the time the European Court reviewed the appeal, the applicants had all been released. Based on appeals from their attorneys, six applicants had left Russia for other countries, specifically Germany and Sweden. The other applicants were granted temporary asylum in Russia, meaning they were no longer facing the threat of deportation. If new rulings are issued, they can be appealed in court.

All the applicants complained that their forced return to Syria would directly threaten their lives and subject them to inhumane treatment (articles 2 and 3 of the Convention). Some of the applicants also complained about violations of article 5(4) of the Convention, claiming that their detention for removal purposes had been too long; that migration agencies did not act efficiently and conscientiously; that removal was impossible to carry
out; and, in certain instances, that their detention had lasted more than two years, meaning that they were arbitrarily detained and they did not have access to effective judicial review at the end of a certain period of time or in case of changes to their circumstances or status.

The European Court did in fact find that violations of the referenced articles had been committed and awarded the applicants compensations ranging from EUR 7,500–9,500.

For some time after that ruling, Russian courts refrained from issuing removal and detention orders against Syrian nationals who were considered in violation of the terms of their stay or employment in Russia. However, the Civic Assistance Committee reported that in 2019, the courts once again began issuing removal orders against Syrians, which were upheld by higher courts. The placement of Syrian citizens in detention centres for foreigners also became more frequent in 2019.

In 2020, removals were suspended after a moratorium on administrative removals from the Russian Federation was introduced on 18 April due to the pandemic.

It is worth noting that Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) consular offices typically issue entry visas fairly easily to Syrian nationals. Applicants from the Civic Assistance Committee, however, frequently stated that they obtained visas through middlemen for money, paying up to US$3,000 per person. This results in a situation where MFA employees apparently do not understand that Syrian citizens obtaining Russian entry visas will become asylum-seekers while migration services do everything in their power to avoid granting them asylum. When they realise how bleak their prospects for getting asylum in Russia are, Syrians try to move to other countries. In early 2014, hundreds of Syrian citizens crossed to Norway or Finland through Murmansk. However, by late 2015, Norway amended its legislation to close its border for this kind of crossing. So Syrian refugees found themselves in Russia with no rights and no way out.
Sixteen Syrian refugees were surveyed in a series of interviews between March 5–May 21, 2019 in Noginsk and Losino-Petrovsky. They included seven men and nine women. Some of the participants were couples. There were no special criteria for the selection of the Syrian refugees (e.g. age, education, or marital status). We spoke to people on the basis of their consent to be interviewed. The majority of interviewees (10 people) were young, under the age of 30, with elementary and lower-secondary education. Another five were aged between 30–40 years. Only one woman was older than 60. Two of the women work as seamstresses while the rest are homemakers. Two women have a college education and used to teach at schools in Syria, but in Russia they have been resigned to housework. Almost all of the men we interviewed make clothing in factories. With the exception of three people, the refugees we interviewed had lived in Aleppo or its environs before coming to Russia. All interviewees moved between 2010–2019.

The goal of these interviews with the refugees was to analyse the situation of Syrians in Russia, understand the main problems and challenges they face, and identify the mechanisms and social connections they use to adapt to life in Russia.
Reasons for Coming to Russia and Interactions with State Institutions

The interviews revealed that the main reason for refugees moving to Russia specifically was their ability to obtain a visa (including a tourist visa) in Syria with relative ease, as well as invitations from employers, relatives, and acquaintances. Several women were reunited with their husbands, who had come to Russia prior to the conflict.

Almost no one knew anything about Russia before arriving. Several interviewees expected they would be able to obtain asylum and build a life in Russia, since it is a big and “mighty” country. After arrival, the hope of many for a good future was replaced by disappointment and, at times, despair. Problems began almost immediately upon arrival, with everything from their unsettled migration status to police extortion, problems with requests for asylum, landlords refusing to complete migration paperwork, and abusive employers taking advantage of their unsettled migration status.

A.M. said he travelled to Russia because in Syria “there were no visas except for Russia.” He was counting on finding a good job, but his landlord refused to put him on the migration register.

B. didn’t have a clue where she was going or what the country was like, but she travelled because her husband A. was already in Russia.

M.A. arrived in Russia for the first time on a one-year tourist visa in 2011, almost immediately after the clashes in Syria began. He wanted to continue his studies. A maternal uncle, who was already a Russian citizen at that time, invited him and paid for the visa and ticket. All together it cost “1,000 dollars—including airfare.” When things didn’t work out with his studies, he returned to Syria in 2012, and was caught in the crossfire in his village near Aleppo. He acquired another visa and flew back to Russia.

H.A. travelled to Russia to meet her future husband M.A. in 2017. She was from a neighbouring village, where she had lived under constant artillery fire for several years. Many people in her district had died. She scraped by on humanitarian aid from the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, until her husband and relatives sent her money for a visa and ticket to Russia. She paid US$2,000 for the visa and airfare.
After the hostilities began, M.’s father sent him to Russia, since he had acquaintances in the clothing industry and M. worked as a tailor. On the relocation of Syrians to Russia, M. said, “I think... they have no other option. Otherwise they’d go elsewhere; there’s just no alternative. With a Syrian passport... there’s nowhere else to go.”

S.A. arrived in 2015 at the invitation of an employer who had even bought him a plane ticket and managed to resettle his wife H.T. After a while, S.A. began to get into disagreements with his employer, who had made work conditions inhumane and took advantage of his unsettled migration status. Regarding his expectations, S.A. said, “We expected the situation to be better, that it would be good, that it would be a little better. But it turned out to be a lot harder.”

H.H. came to Russia with her son in 2017 because her husband had gone missing in Syria. She had no expectations for Russia other than it being a “global country. What else is there to say?”

Not one of the interviewees had anything positive to say about Russian migration services. Each had their own exceptionally negative experience dealing with the government agency and its employees. Many encountered rudeness, extortion, red tape, and a propensity toward refusal. Most had to pay numerous visits to migration service offices, collecting and dropping off documents, which they went to great lengths to prepare, all the while making no progress on their migration status. In some cases, migration service employees called the police to apprehend asylum seekers, who were ticketed for administrative violations and then summoned to court to pay a fine, which was a condition for access to asylum procedures.

A.M. and his wife B. were unable to obtain legal migration status because of corruption. The middlemen drawing up their documents demanded 200,000 rubles in exchange for processing temporary asylum or temporary residency authorisations.

B.M. filed documents requesting asylum about five times, by his count. He received the status only once and for less than a year.

Z.D. managed to obtain temporary asylum status in 2015 and extend it for two years thereafter. In 2018, however, he was denied renewal. He is now trying, although so far unsuccessfully, to appeal the rejection.

M.A. said that, after his return to Russia, he filed an application for temporary asylum. The migration services granted him the status in exchange for money and also extended it for money. In 2014, however, migration services refused to extend his temporary asylum, but M.A. did not appeal because he did not know how to do so.
M. has lived in Russia since 2011 and has not been able to obtain temporary asylum. When he attempted the procedures, he found out it would cost about 130,000 rubles. He did not have that kind of money. When he tried to file documents to request asylum, migration service employees called the police, who took him to the police station and held him for several hours before releasing him. At the time of his interview, he said that he can no longer able to file the documents, since “my passport has already expired, so I can’t do anything.”

The police often see people with unsettled migration statuses, including Syrian refugees, as a source of illegal income. Some members of the police force abuse their power and extort money from refugees. All the men we interviewed have encountered this problem in their interactions with the police. One interviewee said that officers slapped him around for a long time, demanding money. But the majority of Syrians prefer to simply hand over the money, sometimes all that they have. Many interviewees reported that in areas where Syrian refugees work or live in tight quarters, the police know how to ask for “a thousand” or “five thousand rubles” in Arabic. Not all the women interviewed encountered extortion, but this is mostly because of their isolated way of life: they rarely leave home and almost never go further than a few hundred metres from home. Not one of our male interviewees could recall a single positive interaction with the police or any instance when they received help from them. They talked only about extortion, threats, rudeness, and mockery.

A.M. was regularly stopped by the police, even when he had a valid visa. He was asked to provide proof of migration registration, which his landlord had refused to complete. A.M. said that in his case, the police usually did not ask for money while they were out on the street. The extortion began at the police station, he said. The average bribe was always between 1,000—1,500 rubles, but, sometimes, A.M. paid more. For example, “when my wife was pregnant, they stopped us. That time they took 2,500 rubles.” His wife B. was also stopped once while on her own. Her pregnancy was what helped her, as she “pointed [at her belly], and they let her go.”
B.M. and N.A. told us that the police stopped them numerous times while they were out on the street and forced them to pay money: “They immediately say ‘alf.’ If they see that a person is rich, they say ‘five thousand’—‘hamsat alaf.’” N.A.’s little daughter got lost once and was picked up by police, as she told us:

“My daughter went missing outside; the police picked her up within five minutes. It’s good that nothing happened to her, but when I got there [to the police station], they tormented me and questioned me for a very long time. Questions like, ‘What are you doing here?’ They went home with me and asked where my husband was, where I lived. I cried, I wanted to see my little girl, but they kept asking and asking. Then they took my telephone and began looking at what was on it, looking at photographs, and saying, ‘Oh, nice, look,’ about a photograph of my husband.”

M. explained that the police, “as soon as they see dark hair, say, ‘Come here.’ Most often, they stop us on Saturdays, on the way home from work. They stand around near the depot and, when we come out, they catch us. You’re no sooner outside than you’re in the van.” The extortion usually began in the police van, M. said; they first ask for 5,000 rubles, and if he didn’t have that much on him, they took what he did have. If he refused, they threatened him with deportation and called him names. They did not hit him, however.

A.S.’s husband was often detained and pressed for 1,000 rubles as many as several times a month. She herself had had no experience interacting with the police because she stays home with her child, until, one day, the family visited a migration service office in the Moscow region. There, they were detained by the police and held for four hours at the station. A.S.’s daughter was quite small at the time: “We asked for something, at least, at least to wipe her [or change her diaper]—the baby was still nursing. They all refused… A bad attitude.”

**Adaptation and Integration**

The stories of the various Syrian refugees make it clear how hard it is for them to organise their lives in Russia. On a day-to-day basis, they often face obstacles because of their unsettled migration statuses and poor knowledge of Russian. They have had no assistance from the state. On the contrary: as previously indicated, refugees face various challenges while seeking asylum, including extortion and intimidation. Added to that

---

528 ‘Alf’ is the Arabic word for one thousand.
are the wary, sometimes hostile, attitudes that refugees often receive from Russian citizens. One example of this is difficult landlords, who often refuse to help Syrian tenants complete their paperwork in order to be added to the migration register where they live.

Syrian refugees with an unsettled migration status—and they are the majority—do not have access to free medical care except in emergencies and urgent cases. Nor does Russia have any national-level programs to help with the adaptation and integration of refugees and migrant workers. Even in the largest cities, it is impossible to find free, government-sponsored Russian language courses for refugees and migrants; not to mention the lack of centres that provide comprehensive support. Although the Russian Federation’s constitution guarantees free, universal access to preschool and general education, in a number of regions the country’s education authorities refuse the enrolment of Syrian refugee children in schools and preschools because they are not officially registered where they live. 529 None of our interviewees’ children (10 children) who needed preschool education had access to it. Some Syrian refugees whose migration status remains unsettled receive medical and humanitarian aid and free Russian language courses from the UNHCR and other non-governmental and charitable institutions.

A.M. said he understands the need to learn Russian. “It’s necessary—very important, but I have no time. I’m either working or looking for work. I start work in the morning, leaving the house at 7 a.m. and returning home at 8–9 p.m. This is just so I can put food on the table and pay the apartment’s rent.” Working with other Syrians, he has no need to communicate in Russian. In a store or supermarket, he just takes what he needs and pays for it.

A. learned Russian almost exclusively because of his Russian-speaking girlfriend, who also happened to know Arabic. She began teaching him Russian, and they later married.

B.M. insisted he is not looking for any special help or support, only an opportunity to work legally so that his children can go to preschool and learn Russian. Although he does not know how to write in either Russian or Arabic, he communicates well in both languages. He learned Russian on his own without textbooks or teachers. His wife N.A. had tried to put their children in school, but the administration demanded a “propiska,” or

---

residence registration.\textsuperscript{530} She was unable to provide the paperwork given their unsettled migration status and lack of consent from their landlord. According to N.A., a private preschool costs 16,000 rubles a month, which her family cannot afford.

M.A. learned Russian through his interactions with Russian-speaking co-workers at the factory where he works. His wife H.A. mostly stays home and is not learning the language. With the help of an uncle, they were able to pay for a medical insurance policy so their newborn son could be vaccinated.

M. lives in a small, two-room apartment with three Egyptians. He was arrested and detained after he tried to flee across the Russian border into Norway, as many of his countrymen were doing. During the investigation, which did not take place until 25 days after his arrest, he was diagnosed with active tuberculosis, after which he was isolated and held in a cell for another four months. He was mistreated, denied basic necessities, ridiculed for speaking poor Russian, and not given proper medical care. It was only four months later that he was sent to the prison hospital, but there he was not able to make a full recovery. It was only with help from the Civic Assistance Committee that he was able to buy the necessary medicine and seek appropriate medical treatment.

H.H. told us that she has been diagnosed with cancer and was suffering from the lack of access to proper medical care, as well as her inability to obtain legal migration status for herself or her children.

At the time the interviews were conducted, almost all of the men had been working without a contract or work permit. Only two of the nine women we interviewed had jobs. Those who were employed, both men and women, said that their work conditions were very harsh and sometimes borderline inhumane; the money was not always enough to cover even basic necessities. Labour laws were obviously not being enforced in these workplaces: there were no benefits, and refugees were being overworked, often for a low wage that was barely enough to pay the rent of a tiny apartment (sometimes shared with others) and food for the family. Also, the police usually took some of the money. Many of the interviewees were actually living in squalor. But they were still afraid of losing the job they did have: otherwise, they said, they would have nowhere to live and nothing with which to buy food. They became hostages of their employers. According to Syrian tailors we have interviewed who work long overtime hours without extra pay, their monthly income ranges from 30,000 to

\textsuperscript{530} Propiska, or the residence permit system, was officially repealed in the early 1990s, since it violated the Russian Constitution. However, many officials have recently been using the word to refer to residence registration, which has essentially become similar to the old residence permit system.
40,000 rubles, which is considered below average for the Moscow region.

A.M., for example, was offered a job while he was still in Aleppo. He makes clothes and earns an average monthly wage of 30,000-35,000 rubles. He said work takes up all of his time. “There’s nothing but work, there is no time for anything else.”

A. earns a relatively reasonable wage and works under better conditions than most other refugees. This is because A. works in a café owned by his father.

B.M. admitted that many of the Syrian refugee families in Russia put children as young as 12 years old to work around the house, or even send them out to work. He explained that this is caused by desperation and tight economic conditions:

“If it’s a girl, she helps her mother at home; if it’s a boy, he works. Because it’s hard to make a living. You see this apartment. It’s a bad apartment, but it costs 20,000 [rubles]. I’ve been here two years already. They also charge for water and [electricity]. I turned off the house’s intercom so that I don’t have to pay an extra 300 rubles every month.”

M. works a minimum of 12 hours a day. He often starts at 8 a.m. and ends at about 10 p.m. His average wage is 40,000–45,000 rubles, but only when there is a lot of work. M. says he works “sometimes all month, except for a day or two,” but, other times, there is no work at all and the problems begin. “You get money only when you work,” he said.

S.A. had a job, for which she had an offer prior to her coming to Russia. Her employer, a Syrian émigré, made work conditions difficult. She couldn’t work for him for long, as “he worked us hard because he helped us get here, so I decided to leave him.” Her husband H.T. is not steadily employed and has to scrape by doing a number of odd jobs.

Our interviewees all said they experience serious challenges adapting and integrating into Russian society. The majority of them have a very small social network, and none mentioned having any Russian friends, except for other Syrian immigrants who held Russian citizenship. The Syrian community in Russia is not a cohesive group in which mutual assistance and close interaction are the rule. The majority of the Syrian couples we interviewed rely only on themselves and their loved ones. The husbands of the women interviewed were exclusively Syrians, most of whom they had met before ever coming to Russia. The men we interviewed had spouses of mixed nationalities (most were Syrian, one woman was Moldavian, two others were Russian). All the families we interviewed were monogamous;
almost all the marriages were either registered or recognised in Russia.

B. said she socialises online with friends from Syria and has no friends in Russia.

A. socialises primarily with other Syrians, but notes that there is no tight-knit community; conversations are usually superficial and there are occasional events. “If someone gets married, they rent a big hall, invite everyone, and everyone comes. It’s a party. But we don’t get together just for fun, it doesn’t work out,” he said.

B. said that, because of her baby, she has no time to socialise. She also mentioned encountering hostility because of her “hijab,” or headscarf (for example, from passers-by). “A lot of people say something, but I don’t understand what [they say]. Sometimes I get unpleasant looks.”

B.M. noted that there is no Syrian community where he lives, or any kind of mutual assistance, even though he is employed by a wealthy Syrian man. “I, for example, work. I ask my employer for money, to help with money, but he doesn’t give it.” His wife N.A. said that Syrian women in Russia communicate through several WhatsApp groups, which they use to share news, socialise, and ask for advice.

Z.D.’s wife is a Russian citizen. She told us that the two of them quickly became friends and began dating, although the decision to marry was not simple for her. But since Z.D. readily accepted her two children, she was willing to seriously consider marriage. Ultimately, the pair not only married, but also had children of their own.

None of the interviewees had a clear plan for the future. Most, if not all, were preoccupied with their problems, their unsettled situation in Russia, and the need to survive. Almost all of them thought about returning to Syria, but none had decided on it at the time of their interviews. They understood that the situation was still quite dangerous, that their properties were mostly gone, their homes were destroyed, and that men faced the threat of forced military conscription. In conversations about the future, they expressed melancholy, cynicism, bewilderment, and sadness.

A.M. said, “God knows, I don’t. I just want to survive until tomorrow. There is no future here or in Syria… Going to Europe legally requires a visa. No one is giving visas. You have to escape [cross the border illegally]. I don’t want this; I won’t do it.”

When asked about his future, A. answered that he sees himself “most likely in Russia. I have a family here, a child, I want to get Russian citizenship, grow a business. I’d like to stay here.”

N.A. leaned more toward returning: “The situation [in Syria] is still
complicated, serious. But for us, it’s better, because at least the children could go to school. We’d have documents there. They wouldn’t persecute me.” Her husband B.M. was of the same mindset, saying, “Me? Yes, I’d return. But now, I can’t, because they’d draft me into the army. I have nowhere to live there, nothing.” He said Syria is “a million times better than [Russia]. There is work there without humiliation and with respect!”

Z.D. prefers to stay in Russia. “No, returning would be awful. Naturally I want to live with my wife, to stay here,” he said.

M. is undecided about the future. Asked about plans, he responded with melancholy and cynicism: “The future... to obtain [legal] documents and then we’ll see. If not, we won’t see.” When asked whether he would advise any of his brothers to move to Russia he said, “I’d break his neck, I wouldn’t let him come here, I’d say don’t. Better somewhere else, but not here.” He has no plans to have a family but said he would like to marry a Kurdish or Russian girl, but “not now; now it’s too tough.”

S.A. and H.T. are thinking about returning to Syria. The one thing stopping them is the fact that “there are no relatives, no home, nothing there.” They too said they would not advise their friends or acquaintances from Aleppo to move to Russia. They said they would tell them, “Don’t come. The situation in Russia is difficult, tough, you need a lot of money. We have two children, and we aren’t able to feed them properly.”

When we asked B.M. what he would request if he were to meet with a government official with the power to change the situation of refugees in Russia, he answered: “I’d ask him to enrol my children in school, to give us documents, to give us housing. Like in Europe; they give asylum, they provide housing, they train them. At least the children, the children. Children have no rights, nothing.”
The Return of Syrian Circassians to Russia

Syrian refugees in Russia don’t only live in large central cities, but also in some republics of the Northern Caucasus, such as Kabardino-Balkaria, Karachay-Cherkessia, Adygea, and others. These are mostly Syrians of Circassian origin, whose ancestors were forced to leave the Russian Empire after the end of the Caucasian War in 1864. The expulsion of Circassians to the Ottoman Empire led to large-scale human casualties and the exodus of a large portion of the Circassian population from the Northern Caucasus. As a result, a large Circassian diaspora formed in Turkey and in Middle Eastern countries. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, Circassian activists demanded that the Russian government recognise crimes against Circassians and include them in the repatriation program, enabling those who wished to return to their historical homeland.

After the war in Syria began, the problem of Circassian repatriation became relevant once again. This time, it was not merely a matter of historical fairness, but primarily a humanitarian matter of giving asylum to people fleeing bombs and violence. It is difficult to estimate the population of the migrants or the Circassian diaspora, as of 2011. Preliminary estimates put the number at 90,000–120,000 people.

Researchers agree only that the number of Syrian Circassians is in the tens of thousands. Some of them fled the war to Turkey, others to Germany, while some tried to resettle in their historical homeland of the Caucasus, where local activists offered them whatever help they could. There is no official information on how many Syrian Circassians came to the Caucasus regions of the Russian Federation.

Since the hostilities in Syria began, the Circassian community has repeatedly asked Russian leadership—the State Duma, the Federation Council, and executive branch agencies—to rescue Syria’s Circassians, the descendants of ethnic Circassians ejected from their historical homeland because of the Caucasian War, giving them an opportunity to return to their homeland.

In their requests, the Circassians cite the Russian constitution and Federal Law N.99, “On the State Policy of the Russian Federation with Respect to Russian Citizens Abroad” (dated May 24, 1999), which declares that one of the principles of Russia’s state policy is “the need to provide civil, political, social, economic, cultural and other rights and freedoms to

---

531 While Circassian population is prominent not only in Kabardino-Balkaria, but also in other regions like Karachay-Cherkessia and Adygea, the current study was conducted in Nalchik, the capital of Kabardino-Balkaria and thus it addresses the situation only in this region. It is this research’s limitation.

expatriates and to protect their legal interests in the states where they reside pursuant to generally accepted principles and norms of international law.” Another goal of the state’s expatriate policy is “to provide state support to Russian citizens, including providing legal protection for their interests and conditions under which they might live as citizens with equal rights in foreign states or return to the Russian Federation.”

However, despite the numerous requests and petitions, to date Moscow has provided no intelligible answer or clear position with regards to the status of these expatriates in light of the conflict in Syria.

The state programme “Aid for Voluntary Resettlement in the Kabardino-Balkar Republic of Expatriates Living Abroad” has been in effect in the republic since July 31, 2019. This program was adopted in the Kabardino-Balkar Republic for the first time, but it is not generating any particular optimism in the Circassian community, since it is designed for a mere 50 expatriates and 150 family members. Many local community activists claim that for the Circassian diaspora, which numbers in the many millions, “this is but a drop of the ocean.”

According to human rights advocates’ rough estimates, about 3,000 Syrian refugees have gone to Russia’s northern Caucasus region since the start of the civil war in Syria. Human rights advocates note that about 300–400 Circassians were forced to leave for other countries (primarily Turkey and Germany) after they failed to obtain legal migration status or meet conditions for Russian residency. Ultimately, according to human rights activists’ data, 2,000–2,500 Syrian refugees remain in Russia’s Caucasus regions. These are mainly Syrian Circassians, but also several hundred Syrian Arabs.

---


535 As estimated by local activists, from monitoring group interviews in Nalchik.
Charitable institutions and human rights organisations, as well Russian Circassians who support the cause, have been aiding Syrian Circassians’ return to the historical homeland of their ancestors by arranging invitations and receptions. Syria’s Circassians come to the Russian Federation with no preferences or special programmes.

They face serious financial burdens and difficulties in processing invitations, obtaining Russian visas and passports for foreign travel, and paying for travel expenses. Further challenges include a lack of comprehensive adjustment programmes, issues processing documents at the Federal Migration Service of Russia, and countless bureaucratic hurdles that can be resolved only with government support.

One community activist told us:

“Repatriation has been allocated 2,740,000 rubles from the national and regional budgets; that is 13,700 rubles per person. If an expatriate living abroad wants to participate in the programme, how can this sum help him? Circassian expatriates spend about 300 dollars just on travel to Russia, given that there are almost no direct flights to Moscow, only from Turkey or Lebanon, where they most often have to travel by private transport. Not to mention they have to rent housing, eat, and so on in their homeland.”

On April 24, 2019, Russian President Vladimir Putin signed an order introducing a simplified procedure for Russian citizenship to residents of the southeastern regions of Ukraine. Putin emphasised that he signed this order strictly for humanitarian purposes. In early May, it was reported that President Putin signed another order simplifying procedures for issuing Russian passports to certain categories of Ukrainians and to some citizens of Afghanistan, Iraq, Yemen, and Syria who were born in the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic or had USSR citizenship (or their family members). The Ministry of Internal Affairs pledged to spend no more than three months reviewing applications. “We see that this order in no way applies to our compatriots,” said a cofounder of the Circassian NGO Ochag.

Almost every Circassian NGO in every country has previously appealed to President Putin to include Syrian Circassians alongside Ukrainians in the list of people eligible for simplified citizenship procedures. Their appeals have been ignored.

From April 1–3, 2019, monitoring group representatives conducted a small field study in Nalchik, the capital of Kabardino-Balkaria. During the trip they conducted interviews with three human rights organisations (the Kabardino-Balkaria Regional Human Rights Center, Ochag, and Peryt) and with Circassian Syrian families. The following is information obtained from those interviews, particularly on how Circassian repatriates justified their arrival in Russia:

F.: “We chose Russia. We came here [because] it’s the historical homeland of our ancestors. And we thought it would be… better for us here, so we came.”

S.: “I came back because I have friends, relatives here.”

Thanks to local NGOs, many of the Syrian Circassians who arrived in Nalchik were initially placed in a health resort on a temporary basis. Later, many were given housing, which was acquired with help from wealthy benefactors, and moved to rural districts of Kabardino-Balkaria. There was no government support for the reception and placement of the refugees. It was quite the contrary. Peryt, an NGO that was helping the refugees, was forced to close in early summer 2014. It was three years later—and only after the Circassian community voiced its indignation—that the organisation was allowed to reopen. The health resorts where some of the Syrians had been placed received no government assistance or expense reimbursements. Management had to cast about for funding in order to house the refugees. There were also cases where Syrian refugees were evicted and replaced by Ukrainian refugees.

Before the arrival of Ukrainian refugees, Syrian Circassians had lived in well-established health resorts, such as Elbrus, Druzhba, and Gorny Rodnik. Following their eviction, the Circassian refugees who had lived in those resorts were relocated to abandoned, long-neglected wings of the Terek health resort (nearly unfit for living), as well as to the Narzan resort, where living conditions are also substandard. The orders to evict Syrian expatriates came from health resort management, but it is clear that it was not their decision.

Although many of the returning Syrian Circassians are highly qualified specialists, they have no opportunity for work in their fields in Russia—primarily, though not exclusively, because they do not know Russian.
The language barrier also makes it impossible for them to obtain a temporary residency permit, a permanent residency permit, or Russian citizenship—since one has to take a comprehensive Russian language exam to complete any of these procedures.

The majority of the immigrants, especially the older generation, speak Circassian quite well. For that reason, human rights activists have asked they be permitted to take the migration status language exam in Circassian. However, their numerous requests to various government agencies were met with similar responses: Circassian expatriates, including Syrian Circassians, are foreigners as far as the Russian state is concerned. Their origin means nothing to the authorities.

A few repatriating Syrian Circassians spoke to us about the necessity of knowing Russian.

V. said she never had the chance to learn: “I didn’t have an opportunity to study Russian, because I was hired for a job right away… If I’d just studied Russian and not worked, my family would have had nothing to live on.”

P. had other views:

“I read the Constitution of the Russian Federation and it says that there are many republics, constituents of the Russian Federation, and they recognise both Russian and the national languages [of those areas]. Why do I have to know Russian for a residency permit, for citizenship documents, if it’s possible, if a different language is recognised as official? Do I have to know Russian? It’s possible with time, but now I know the national—my native—language.”

The conditions Syrian refugees face in Kabardino-Balkaria stand out because local human rights and humanitarian organisations have been actively assisting Syrian Circassians in many ways: helping them find work or buy livestock, providing financial assistance for medicine, finding used furniture and providing it for use, organising festivals, assisting in settling migration status procedures, and providing them with representation in court. These organisations exist primarily thanks to the support of the existing Circassian community in the area, since they receive no other grants or financial support. Therefore, they have to cut costs. The NGO Ochag, for example, now works without an office.
The Circassian Syrian families we interviewed were among those who managed to obtain a legal residence permit in Russia. But their problems did not end there: the families complained that they spend a lot of time and money renewing and preparing documents, as well as different legal procedures, which makes it considerably harder to live and work. Moreover, the families are dispirited by the fact that it is almost impossible for them to obtain Russian citizenship under current legislation. But almost all migrants in many countries around the world face these same problems.
CONCLUSION

The war in Syria is in its tenth year. Devastated cities, towns, and villages, a ruined economy, and, most crucially, the substantial loss of human life and severe post-war trauma will require many years of recovery and reconciliation in a deeply divided society.

Russia’s intervention in the conflict has secured military advantage for Bashar al-Assad, who is considered a war criminal by many Syrians. Russian military support enabled al-Assad not only to remain in power, but also to regain control over most of the country. By doing so Russia effectively assumed responsibility for the fates of millions of Syrian civilians, and we, Russian citizens, bear this responsibility too.

During our research, we conducted 150 in-depth interviews in several countries that have been hosting refugees. We talked to Syrians in Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, Belgium, Germany, and Russia. In the poverty of refugee tents in the Beqaa Valley in Lebanon and in prosperous Berlin, people who had endlessly suffered from the actions by various warring parties, including Russia, recalled the most horrible days of their lives—and pictured the future. They spoke to us hoping that we would be able to take their pain, their losses, and their hopes to Russian audiences, including Russian decision-makers who now largely define the fate of their home country today.

Our research went on for over two years, but, unfortunately, the calls to end the war—or at least respect the lives and safety of civilians in Syria—still stand. Despite the objectives declared in the 2017 Russia-initiated memorandum on establishing de-escalation zones (a ceasefire to achieve a political settlement of the conflict in Syria), military operations have been ongoing in many parts of the country. A year after the memorandum had been signed, three of the four de-escalation zones fell under the government control as a result of violent joint military operations by the Syrian government, the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS), and Iranian troops and pro-Iranian militias.

In October 2019, Turkey began a military operation against Kurdish forces in northeastern Syria, which led to the forced displacement of the local civilian population. In 2019–2020, Syrian forces supported by the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) launched a two-phase military operation with the aim of reasserting control over Idlib governorate. As a result, according to the UNHCR, between December 2019 and March 2020, up to 950,000 people fled the bombings and hostilities to the Turkish-Syrian border where they lack—and continue to lack—even the most basic necessities to live.537 Thus hostilities have continued,

---

with no end to the suffering of Syrian civilians in sight.

While in the first years of the war Syrian citizens were able to seek refuge in neighbouring countries, and some even made it to Europe, now most countries have closed their borders to new refugees. Moreover, the return of Syrian refugees they host has become a pressing issue.

In 2015, Lebanon began to restrict the entrance of Syrian refugees, and refugee support programmes were reduced.\(^{538}\) In 2016, Turkey tightened its rules for entering the country, which meant Syrian refugees could only arrive in Turkey illegally.\(^{539}\) The Russian Federation has officially recognised only two Syrian citizens as refugees; one-year temporary asylum was granted 4,492 times. Meanwhile, Russia takes a proactive approach to refugees’ return to Syria.

During our work, we saw that returning home is something that many Syrians hope for or even dream of. They picture the future Syria as a country that is free from injustice, violence, and humiliation by its own authorities, that is safe and respectful of its citizens. Being a refugee for them is not a lucky ticket, but an ordeal.

However, people do not feel that they can safely live in Syria: hostilities rage on, and they do not trust Bashar al-Assad’s government, believing that arrests, torture, and disappearances will continue as long as he remains in power.

Around 130,000 people have been detained or gone missing during the Syrian conflict; the fate of the majority of these individuals remains unknown.\(^{540}\) These people include thousands of innocent men and women who perished in the hell of Syrian prisons without charge or trial. And not one single state party to the conflict, not one single international institution demonstrated any successful attempt to urge the Syrian government to investigate the crimes committed in places of detention. Impunity fuels yet another wave of violence—the Syrian security forces continue to arbitrarily arrest refugees who return home from different countries.\(^{541}\)

Other abuses committed against Syrian citizens by government forces, their allies, and other warring parties have yet to be investigated. Use of indiscriminate and prohibited weapons and attacks on civilian objects documented by multiple human rights organisations and confirmed by


our field research require transparent international investigation and international legal assessment. Time destroys evidence of past abuses, and so do the direct perpetrators of violence. Failure to intervene and investigate the violations leaves Syrians alone with the violence they have survived, prevents healing, and fuels further violence.

Another reason why young men of draft age are refusing to return to Syria is forced conscription—involuntary involvement of citizens in the armed conflict. Forced conscription is prohibited under the Geneva Conventions and international human rights norms. Refusal to serve in the military may be related to unwillingness either to fight on the Syrian government’s side or to participate in the conflict on any side at all. Syrian citizens do not have the options of refusing to serve or performing alternative service on the grounds of conscientious objection. The government’s announced six-month deferral on the draft for returnees has been widely ignored.

Severely damaged civilian infrastructure and residential housing in Syria, and inability to make a living, also prevent Syrians from returning. According to the Carnegie Middle East Center, which held a focus group with refugees in Lebanon and Jordan, “half of the focus group participants in Jordan and two-thirds in Lebanon indicated that their homes were partially or completely destroyed. Other refugees indicated that their homes were occupied by displaced Syrians or people connected with the regime, such as pro-Iranian militia members.”

The owners of houses that have not been destroyed or occupied are hardly in a better position. In April 2018, the Syrian government enacted Law No. 10, which enables it to seize real estate and put it into redevelopment. To keep their property from ending up in the hands of the government, owners had to claim their rights within 30 days, either in person or through a representative. These terms ignore the interests of people who were forced to abandon their homes because of hostilities, since many of them have been unable to return or lack the necessary documents to prove ownership.

According to PAX, this law is discriminatory and will prevent refugees’ return. Many Syrians consider it part of a policy of demographic

542 The right to refuse to perform military service is part of freedom of conscience, thought and religion, as recognised in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), adopted December 16, 1966, A/RES/21/2200, entered into force March 23, 1976, art. 18.


engineering in which the Syrian government is attempting to prevent citizens who lived in opposition-held areas from coming home.\footnote{Ibid.}

Besides, economic recovery has had little impact on the quality of people’s lives so far. These processes are currently limited to rewarding Bashar al-Assad’s allies and punishing his enemies. For example, Russia is being granted lucrative contracts on oil and gas production. In December 2019, the Syrian parliament passed laws contracting two Russian companies to develop three oil and gas fields. Investigative reporting by the Russian newspaper \textit{Novaya Gazeta} has revealed ties between the contracted companies and enterprises owned by Evgeny Prigozhin, a notorious Russian businessman who serves the interests of the Russian leadership.\footnote{“Wagner. First oil” (“Вагнер. Первая нефть”), \textit{Novaya Gazeta}, January 19, 2020, https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/01/19/83614-vagner-pervaya-neft (accessed December 2, 2020).}

Refugee return requires prompt political settlement, stimulation of a reconciliation process, the release of the illegally detained, and investigation into war crimes committed by all parties to the conflict. To accomplish the latter goal, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry was established by the UN Human Rights Council on August 22, 2011. We have regularly cited its findings in our report. Despite its high-level mandate, the Commission has never been able to visit Syria over the years of its existence, which, we believe, is a clear indication of Damascus’s unwillingness to engage in a constructive dialogue toward peace.

Meanwhile, without the restoration of justice, long-term peace in Syria can only be maintained at bayonet point. Since the Syrian army alone is hardly capable of controlling the country, and its political leadership has long lost legitimacy in the eyes of most Syrians, these “bayonets” will most likely be Russian and Iranian. We hope that this report will inspire critical thinking in Russia and that people will draw their own conclusions as to whether they want their country to continue playing this role.

Unfortunately, many people in Russia view the Syrian conflict as a war against terrorist organisations and radical Islamists who sow death and fear. This report is a reminder that this is not true. Not all opposition forces in Syria are linked to radical or terrorist groups, and apart from the warring parties, there are millions of suffering Syrian civilians, the vast majority, who have never taken up arms. When we introduce this variable of civilians dying every day to the equation of the Syrian war, we see much greater responsibility for Syria’s future resting on all state parties to the conflict—first and foremost, on Russia.
RECOMMENDATIONS

To prevent civilian casualties during military operations

To all parties to the conflict

1) Take all possible precautions to limit harm to civilians, including by issuing advance warnings to those in areas under imminent attack and informing them about possible evacuation routes;

2) Cease the use of any prohibited weapons near areas densely populated by civilians;

3) Stop all attacks on civilians or civilian infrastructure, particularly medical facilities and medical workers, schools, bakeries, and sources of clean water and power;

To the government of the Syrian Arab Republic

4) Conduct thorough and independent investigations in Syrian government controlled territories into all bombardments and shelling by Syrian government forces that have resulted in civilian deaths, injuries, or damage to civilian infrastructure, particularly medical facilities;

5) Conduct thorough and independent investigations in Syrian government controlled territories into credible allegations by human rights organisations and international monitors regarding the use of prohibited weapons by Syrian government forces, and the resultant civilian deaths, injuries, or damage to the civilian infrastructure, particularly medical facilities;

To the government of the Russian Federation

6) Conduct thorough and independent investigations into all bombardments by the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) that have resulted in civilian deaths or injuries, or damage to civilian infrastructure, particularly medical facilities, according to reliable information from human rights organisations and international monitors;
7) In cases when any warring party uses civilian objects or infrastructure for military purposes, warn such party that their actions may constitute a serious violation of international humanitarian law and inform the civilians in the vicinity of such objects about the planned airstrike, giving them the opportunity to leave the area;

8) Publicly acknowledge the scale of casualties during the joint Russian and Syrian military operations, prosecute those responsible for unlawful deaths and injuries, and pay compensation to the victims (injured survivors or family members of those killed) and all those who have lost or been compelled to leave their homes due to bombings by the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS);

9) Do not support military operations by the Syrian government forces that violate international humanitarian law;

10) Cease use of the veto for the adoption of the UN Security Council resolutions that urge the investigation of bombardments, shelling, or attacks on civilians or civilian infrastructure in Syria;

11) Encourage the Syrian government to facilitate open and impartial investigations into allegations regarding indiscriminate bombardments and shelling that have resulted in civilian deaths, injuries, or damage to civilian infrastructure, including medical facilities in territories controlled by the Syrian government;

12) Ensure all Russian military personnel in Syria have undergone training concerning their obligations under international humanitarian law in regards to military operations in civilian-populated areas;

To the governments of the member states of the US-led coalition

13) Conduct thorough and independent investigations into all bombardments by coalition forces in Syria that, according to credible reports by human rights organisations and international monitors, have resulted in civilian deaths, injuries or damage to the civilian infrastructure;
14) Conduct and publish thorough and independent investigations into credible information presented by human rights organisations and international monitors regarding the coalition’s use of prohibited weapons and resultant civilian deaths, injuries, or damage to civilian infrastructure;

15) Acknowledge the scale of civilian casualties caused by the airstrikes by the US and their allies, and, when there is enough evidence to suspect members of the coalition of war crimes, bring them to justice in fair trials;

16) Pay compensation to those who have been injured and family members of those killed, as well as to those who have lost their homes;

17) Publicly acknowledge the scale of casualties due to airstrikes by the US and their allies; prosecute those responsible for unlawful deaths and injuries; pay compensation to those who have been injured and relatives of those killed, as well as to all those who have lost their homes as a result of these strikes;

To the armed opposition groups

18) Halt the attacks on civilians or civilian objects prohibited under international humanitarian law;

19) End the use of weapons prohibited under international humanitarian law, and of indiscriminate weapons;

20) Stop the military use of civilian objects, such as hospitals, schools, and mosques;

To prevent further blockades of populated areas and address the consequences of previous blockades

To all parties to the conflict

21) Stop using blockades as a method of warfare;

22) Fully comply with international humanitarian law standards banning the use of starvation as a weapon of war and denial of humanitarian aid;
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23) Fully comply with international humanitarian law regarding the voluntary nature of evacuation of civilians, their free choice of the evacuation destination, and the obligation to ensure safety and protection to those evacuated;

To the armed opposition groups

24) Ensure that civilians in territories under their control can enjoy freedom of movement, are free to leave those territories, and are no longer used as “human shields”;

To international and Syrian NGOs

25) Increase programs to deliver counselling and social rehabilitation to survivors of blockades or hunger;

26) Assist children who have survived blockades in filling the gaps caused by forced interruption of their schooling;

To establish the fate of the forcibly disappeared and missing persons, ensure the release of those arbitrarily detained, and guarantee respect for human rights in Syrian detention facilities

To the government of the Syrian Arab Republic

27) Immediately end the practice of enforced disappearance;

28) End unlawful and arbitrary detention, and ensure that all future criminal proceedings are conducted in a transparent manner in full compliance with international law;

29) Publish a list of all official and unofficial detention facilities, end the use of unofficial facilities, and provide comprehensive lists of the names of all detainees;

30) Begin the process of unconditional large-scale release of all arbitrarily detained persons, beginning with the most vulnerable, women, the elderly, and minors;

31) Ensure humane conditions of detention in accordance with international law and ensure prisoners’ rights to dignity and physical integrity, including regular contact with their families and access to adequate food, water, and medical assistance;

32) Allow immediate and unhindered access for relevant international humanitarian and medical organisations to all places of detention;
33) Clarify the status of missing persons and provide families with notifications of causes of death and burial sites of detained and disappeared persons who have died;

34) Identify the remains of victims of extrajudicial executions and investigate mass gravesites;

35) Investigate all alleged extrajudicial executions and torture of detainees and prosecute perpetrators;

**To the government of Russia**

36) Use influence on Syrian authorities to end enforced disappearances and arbitrary arrests;

37) Support international efforts, including through the UN Security Council, to prioritise the issue of detainees and missing persons;

38) Use influence on the Syrian authorities to urge investigations into mass grave sites where Syrian prisoners were buried, and call for independent investigations into the circumstances of their death;

39) Call for international humanitarian and medical access to all detention facilities and use influence to urge Syrian authorities to support immediate and unhindered access;

**To the armed opposition groups**

40) End the practices of abductions, arbitrary detentions, torture, and extrajudicial executions;

41) Share lists of the names of all detainees, the whereabouts of missing persons, and burial sites of detained and disappeared persons that have died;

42) Allow for international humanitarian and medical access to all places of detention;

43) Release all arbitrarily detained persons and ensure adequate reparations for survivors and victims’ families;

**To put an end to sexual violence in prisons and bring those responsible to justice**

**To all parties to the conflict**

44) Put an end to all forms of sexual violence in prisons;
To the government of the Syrian Arab Republic

45) Conduct investigations and prosecute all members of the Syrian government security forces responsible for sexual violence at the detention facilities;

To members of the armed opposition

46) Put an end to all forms of sexual violence;

47) Root out the practices that allow them to use their status to exploit women and girls, including forcing women and girls to marry fighters;

To investigate and bring to justice perpetrators of war crimes and other serious violations of international humanitarian law and international human rights law

To all parties to the conflict

48) Fully cooperate with the UN International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism to Assist in the Investigation and Prosecution of Persons Responsible for the Most Serious Crimes under International Law Committed in the Syrian Arab Republic since March 2011;

To the government of the Syrian Arab Republic

49) Provide unhindered access to Syria to the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, experts from the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), and members of international human rights organisations to investigate allegations of crimes committed during the armed conflict in Syria;

50) Cooperate with the office of Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, including implementation of successive Commission of Inquiry report recommendations;

To the government of the Russian Federation

51) Provide full access to necessary information and documents to the representatives of the UN International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism and the International Commission of Inquiry on the Most Serious Crimes Committed in the Syrian Arab Republic since March 2011, OPCW experts, and members of international human rights organisations, to investigate allegations of crimes committed during the armed conflict in Syria;
52) Cooperate with the office of Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, including implementation of successive Commission of Inquiry report recommendations;

To the United States and other members of the coalition against the IS

53) Provide full access to all necessary information and documents to the representatives of the UN International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism and the International Commission of Inquiry on the Most Serious Crimes Committed in the Syrian Arab Republic since March 2011, OPCW experts, and members of international human rights organisations to investigate allegations of crimes committed during the armed conflict in Syria;

54) Cooperate with the office of Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, including implementation of successive Commission of Inquiry report recommendations;

To ensure the protection of refugees and internally displaced persons and satisfaction of their basic needs

To the government of the Syrian Arab Republic

55) Assist returnees in reissuance of their missing documents, including titles to properties owned by citizens prior to the armed conflict, and repeal Law No. 10;

56) Ensure adequate protection and access to humanitarian aid, clean water, heating in winter, healthcare, and education to all internally displaced persons (IDPs), and provide them with temporary shelters, such as tents or houses, and hot meals;

57) Ensure that refugees return to their homes only voluntarily and only under the condition of their safety and respect of their human rights, including property rights. Upon return, they should be provided with accommodations and social, humanitarian, and medical assistance;
58) Abolish forced conscription; establish effective mechanisms to exercise the right to freedom of conscience that would allow citizens to refuse to perform military service on the grounds of conscience, including by opting for alternative civilian service;

To provide protection to the citizens of the Syrian Arab Republic who seek asylum in the Russian Federation

To the Russian authorities

59) Refrain from administrative expulsions or deportations of asylum-seekers back to Syria. Adopt a general rule that Syrian citizens are offered temporary asylum for one year with the possibility of its extension if life-threatening conditions in Syria continue. In case of additional individual threats or risks of persecution by the Syrian authorities, grant them refugee status;

60) Ensure access to health services, education, and employment for Syrian citizens in the Russian Federation and afford them government-sponsored opportunities to integrate into Russian society, particularly by offering free Russian language courses;

61) Allow for a fast-track citizenship application process under the resettlement of compatriots procedure for those Syrian citizens whose direct ancestors currently reside or used to reside in the Russian Federation or in the territories of the Russian Empire or the Soviet Union that today constitute a part of the Russian Federation;

To facilitate the continued monitoring of human rights abuses, violations of humanitarian law, and activities of Russian military forces in Syria

To the government of the Russian Federation

62) Inform the Russian public about airstrikes by the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) in Syria which resulted in civilian casualties and damage to civilian infrastructure, including information about the type of weapons used, location, targets, and reasons for the strikes as well as about the measures taken to protect civilians and civilian infrastructure;
63) Fully inform the Russian public about Russian government spending for the needs of the Syrian Arab Republic, including the cost of military operations in Syria, military training and weapon transfers, humanitarian aid, assistance in rebuilding destroyed infrastructure, etc.;

64) Fully inform the Russian public about inquiries and investigations into violations of international humanitarian law allegedly committed by members of the Russian Aerospace Forces (VKS) which resulted in civilian casualties and damage to civilian infrastructure;

**To Russian civil society**

65) Research and constantly monitor human rights abuses and violations of humanitarian law in Syria, particularly during military operations with the participation or support of the Russian military forces;

66) Inform the Russian public of the credible facts regarding human rights abuses and violations of humanitarian law in Syria committed with the participation or support of Russia;

67) Build contacts among representatives of Syrian civil society with the aim of conducting joint investigations and preventing grave human rights abuses in Syria, violations of humanitarian law, and war crimes that resulting in civilian deaths or injuries;

68) Build contacts among representatives of Syrian civil society to develop joint peacebuilding initiatives and facilitate reconciliation;

69) Participate in the work of international organisations and structures which defend the rights of Syrian civilians, strive to establish the truth about the conflict, and seek to punish war criminals;

**To the Russian mass media outlets**

70) Independently and impartially report on the situation in the Syrian Arab Republic, particularly on the situation with grave violations of humanitarian law and human rights;
To the international community

71) Call for UN Security Council action to address the situation of detainees and missing persons in Syria, including securing lists of the names of all detainees, humanitarian and medical access, closure of secret sites, and widespread releases of detainees;

72) Urge the UN Special Envoy to prioritise large-scale release of the most vulnerable detainees;

73) Ensure that the UN Security Council adopts future resolutions that allow for maximum humanitarian assistance to all Syrians as needed;

74) Pursue accountability for serious violations of international humanitarian law and international rights law by all parties to the conflict, including through the use of domestic legislation and universal jurisdiction;

75) Invite members of Russian civil society, experts, and politicians to participate in various international initiatives related to resolution of the conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic.
'A Devastating Decade: Violations of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law in the Syrian War is a landmark collaboration between independent human rights defenders and organisations based in Russia (one of the key actors in the Syrian conflict). Bringing together the latest data and analysis from human rights and humanitarian organizations, with new first-hand interviews with survivors, A Devastating Decade examines the key episodes of the war, the human rights violations and grave breaches of international humanitarian law by multiple sides, and the steps'.